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Artist ID: 996 
 
Artist Name: Terri Kelleher 
Website: www.terrikelleher.com 
IG: kelleherterri 
 
Artist Statement: Kelleher is mainly an illustrative artist. Her work has shifted over time from the vibrant and 
whimsical of youth to a monochromatic and cynical maturity. Often based on history or legend, her work tends to 
incorporate imaginary characters alongside actual people and/or animals. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 996 
Artwork 1 Title: The Eleventh Hour 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59x84x0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is based on the lunacy of societies over time to promote (and often inflict through 
violent means) their religious beliefs upon others. This is lunacy because ultimately, they are all equivalent as they 
are all imaginary musings created to uphold order upon societies. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 997 
 
Artist Name: Marcus Callum 
Website: www.marcuscallum.com 
IG: https://instagram.com/marcuscallum/ 
 
Artist Statement: Marcus Callum is a British Australian contemporary painter who specialises in realist portraiture. 
Fusing traditional painting techniques with a contemporary aesthetic, his paintings attempt to convey a sense of 
psychological insight and are designed to provoke an emotional response. 
  
  
  
 Trained in Sydney and New York, Marcus received the Dame Joan Sutherland Award in 2014 and received a major 
scholarship to study at the prestigious New York Academy of Art in 2015. Marcus was a finalist in Australia's most 
well-known art prize, the Archibald Prize, three years in a row (2011-2013) and won Australia's third richest portrait 
prize, the Black Swan Portrait Prize in 2015. He was a finalist in the Art Renewal Center International Salon in 2013, 
2015, 2016 and 2019. After moving to the UK, Marcus appeared as a finalist on Sky Arts Portrait Artist of the Year 
2018 at the Wallace Collection in London. In the same year, Marcus won the Shirley Hannan National Portrait Prize, 
Australia's premier prize for realistic portraiture. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 997 
Artwork 1 Title: Seven Rungs on the Ladder of Virtue 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122 x 91 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by ancient Greek temple friezes and pediments, Baroque figurative paintings, 
Dante's Inferno and the exponential rise of Artificial Intelligence. The synthetic figures in this painting are lost and 
searching in space. The title refers to the ascension to heaven in the biblical story of Jacob's Ladder. The 
advancement of Artificial Intelligence and the creation of God-like Artilects is similarly building a connection 
between humans and a new God. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 998 
 
Artist Name: Emanuel Gollob 
Website: https://www.emanuelgollob.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/emanuelgollob/ 
 
Artist Statement: Technological evolution and the increasing acceleration lead to an intrinsic and extrinsic demand of 
constant efficiency and self-optimization in every part of our life. Therefore, it seems to become more and more 
difficult to just switch off and actually enjoy a moment of inaction and introspection. Technology and our interaction 
with it is omnipresent and seen as the solution tool for everything. So, if it is mainly technology that keeps us in the 
state of busyness and constantly doing something, why shouldn’t we also use the very same to reach a brain state of 
some kind of productive inactivity - drifting thoughts and daydreaming. 
  
  
  
 In my work, I also address the image of robotics and A.I. in our nowadays society. Perceived as a potential threat to 
our feeling of purpose, a â€ždancing“ robot might seem absurd and deflected from its purpose. Acting on a common 
worry of technology overtrumping humans over time I try to stress the use of modern technology and robotics as a 
pro-human prosthesis and support system in every part of human life while focusing on how the use of technology 
reshapes us including our brain networks. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/316780158 
  



Artist ID: 998 
Artwork 1 Title: Doing Nothing with AI 1.0 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180x80x60 
Artwork 1 Medium: robotic sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The multidisciplinary project Doing Nothing with AI intends to address the common 
misconception of confusing busyness with productivity or even effectiveness. Taking a closer look there is not too 
much substance in checking our emails every ten minutes or doing some unfocused screen scrolling whenever there 
is a five minutes wait. Enjoying a moment of inaction and introspection while letting our minds wander and 
daydream may be more productive than constantly keeping us busy with doing something.  
  
  
  
 In order to promote a doing nothing state in 2019, my team and I created a neuroreactive installation, using live 
EEG-measurements and a real-time adapting robotic choreography. Over time an algorithm increasingly learns to 
move the installation in a way it best supports the user’s mind-wandering process. 
  
   
  
 Doing Nothing with AI is an individually adapting robotic performance based on organic movement, peakless 
rhythmic narration and sine wave-like repetition - just catchy and interesting enough to help the user to get into a 
state of drifting thoughts while watching. 
  
  
  
 Please watch the video of it: 
  
 https://vimeo.com/316780158 
  
 ( It is not a CGI animation, it's real) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 998 



Artist ID: 1003 
 
Artist Name: Maisoon Al Saleh 
Website: www.maisoonalsaleh.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/maisoonalsaleh/ 
 
Artist Statement: Born in 1988, Emirati artist, Maisoon Al Saleh is active in her practice both in Dubai and 
internationally. She graduated from Zayed University in 2010, with a degree in Interior Design. Al Saleh had been 
known to paint under seawater, and had 3 solo shows, 91 art exhibitions in total so far in 16 countries such as 
Emirati Expression at Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi; Macedonian Museum, Greece; Palazzo TE Museum, Italy; CICA 
Museum, South Korea; Art Science Museum, Singapore; ART NOMADS - MADE IN THE EMIRATES exhibition 
presented by Etihad Modern Art Gallery in partnership with MOMENTUM and The Sovereign Art Prize at 
Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1003 
Artwork 1 Title: Year of Tolerance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 124 x 82 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Artwork Printing on Plexi glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork created was inspired by "The Year of Tolerance" in the UAE, highlighting the 
UAE as a global capital for tolerance, and emphasizing tolerance as a universal concept and a sustainable 
institutional endeavor through legislation and policies aimed at entrenching the values of tolerance, dialogue, 
coexistence and openness to different cultures, especially amongst youth, which will reflect positively on society as a 
whole. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1004 
 
Artist Name: Giulia Parlato 
Website: wwwgiuliaparlato.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/giuliaparlato/ 
 
Artist Statement: Giulia Parlato (b. 1993) is an Italian artist based in London. Her practice focuses on staged 
photography, and revolves around history, myths, and object-hood. She isÂ fascinated by the historical use of 
photography as a document of truth, specifically in its scientific and forensic uses. HerÂ workÂ attempts to challenge 
that language, by creating a new space in which fake histories take place. 
  
 Looking at the fragility of historiography and at the idea of failed encounters, herÂ practice undertakes an 
exhaustive journey into these notions in trying to understand which objects and spaces men usually use to search 
something that in reality can never be found. This melancholic and frustrating state, caused by men's impossibility to 
know the past, is what fascinates her, and it constitute the foundation of herÂ work. Furthermore, she isÂ interested 
in semiology and how symbols define a region'sÂ identity, social dynamics and beliefs. 
  
 SheÂ appliesÂ a comparative methodology to herÂ way of working and sheÂ engagesÂ with different institutions 
and professionalsÂ Â such as different archives, museums, universities, archaeologists, theorists and anything that 
can enrich herÂ historical understanding of things and bring a different point of view into the work. 
  
 HerÂ work is influenced by the Arab-Norman Sicilian heritage and aesthetics and Aby Warburg’s studies on the 
history of art. 
  
 These have contributed to her ownÂ development and understanding of herÂ own need to re-elaborate the 
historical and mythological into a contemporary language.Â  
  
 Giulia graduated in photography from the London College of Communication in 2016 and from the MA at the Royal 
College of Arts in 2019. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1004 
Artwork 1 Title: Diachronicles 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Giclée prints on Permajet photo art silk, mounted on Forex 5mm, lime wood frames with 
spacer, antireflective glass. 121x88cm each. 
Artwork 1 Medium: analogue photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Diachronicles is an examination of the historical space, regarded as a fictional container 
where an apparent collection of evidences opens up to the fantastic. In this space, the attempt to reconstruct the 
past falls into phantasmal gaps, where things are generated, used, buried, unearthed, transported, and relocated. 
  
 This nomadic and fragmentary nature of what has been left behind, reveals how the movement, transfiguration, 
and misinterpretation of objects shape historiography and ultimately, the real. 
  
 In the impossible search of academic legitimation, the viewer is invited into a world where the factual and the fake 
overlap. The work addresses the leading role archaeology and the museum space play in a historical narrative, using 
the human body to suggest scale and as a means to display objects. 
  
 Furthermore, Diachronicles digs into a parallel history, filled with poetic figures to encode, nonexistent artefacts and 
forgeries hidden in museums basements. This exploration, started at the Royal College of Art in 2018, is still ongoing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1004 



Artist ID: 1005 
 
Artist Name: Sven Weigle 
Website: svenweigle.com 
IG: svenweigle 
 
Artist Statement: I describe my art as "expressive-abstract". The realisation of such artistic projects, particularly the 
implementation of something abstract into something specific, delights and fascinates me. A special feature of my 
work is the compositional creative interplay of the various picture elements. With my works of art, I want to pick out 
varying (even socio-critical) topics and to admit individual interpretations ... 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1005 
Artwork 1 Title: Stranger 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: When we talk about people, are you worry about the principle of equality? What is the 
value of human life if we question the importance of humanity? Should not all people be treated equally, or as 
strangers? The painting "Stranger" is an allusion to equality of all people, regardless of origin, skin colour, sexual 
orientation or faith ... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1007 
 
Artist Name: Mauro Baio 
Website: www.maurobaio.com 
IG: @bauromaio 
 
Artist Statement: When I paint I try think about life through my experiences, not about art.What I want to express is 
a mere compositional and chromatic harmony.My goal is to express the composition of the picture at its best.The 
major influence comes from David Hockney’s study, in particular his perception and representation of reality. His 
way of expressing himself during the 60s, with his simple and effective message “less is moreâ€•, is my first point of 
reference.Like him, I am convinced that every person has a personal vision of the world, or at least each of us 
decides to see the one that most closely conforms to his or her interests. And I do so when I decide what to paint. 
The reality I want to see is shaped by the contrast of the Colors in the Light and in the Shadow. In a certain sense, I 
also bring light into the shade.I nurture an irrepressible passion for colors, I focus on the study of it and the 
relationship that one color has with another, since a color can only be defined if it is combined with another one. 
  
 The mountain theme as a pure life ethic made up of contrasting percep- tions. The sacredness and power of an 
almost pristine natural environ- ment. My favorite way to deal with these environments is to ski, which in itself is an 
art, the art of drawing lines on a blank canvas.The monumental and desert environ- ment of snowfields and glaciers 
pro- ves contrasting sensations. Feeling tiny but at the same time great for covering up these distances uphill fighting 
in the snow and putting your own life into play, because the mountain is majestic, sacred but it is one of the most 
unpredictable and dangerous natural elements.I take this project very seriously asI personally have been 
practicingski touring for two years and every weekend I approach my friends and I with due respect to the mountain. 
Every week I fill my photo archive, but every week this environment intends to disappear. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1007 
Artwork 1 Title: Bivacco Pelino 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1009 
 
Artist Name: Shauna Chapman 
Website:  
IG: gchaps 
 
Artist Statement: My current work is an exploration into the practice of painting in the digital age, based on the 
combination and interweaving of digital and analogue practices. The work aims to challenge how abstract painting 
can be pursued when this narrative â€” as a consequence of technology â€” can be faked or non-assignable, and to 
question the status of painting today.  
  
  
  
 Analogue devices such as the canvas and the clear presence of the artist’s hand make direct reference to the 
computer screen and digital touch; this is the point at which my paintings begin to take shape. Compositional 
choices are informed by methods which ask the viewer to engage with and interrogate the marks made on the 
surface. 
  
  
  
 Multiple painterly techniques and a diverse matter of material are entwined to produce imagery that asks us to 
appreciate the real layers within painting in a time where we are confronted and consumed by the ruling of screens. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1009 
Artwork 1 Title: Don't Look, Just Know 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 182 x 243cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For this piece, I focused on creating depth within the surface to hint at an interest in 
technology, through the use of spray paint - to create shadow - and bright, bold colours to nod toward digital editing 
software. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1010 
 
Artist Name: Charlotte Aiken 
Website: www.charlotteaiken.co.uk 
IG: @charlotteaikenart 
 
Artist Statement: I respond to my current state of mind and view of the world around me, through the medium of 
paint. The context of my most recent body of work is found in different painterly traditions, from landscape painting, 
such as Turner, to abstract expressionism, such as Rothko and Barnett Newman.  
  
  
  
 I am interested in the notions and the conceptual meaning of the sublime, and how that can be appropriated and 
understood in the context of current culture, which is driven by a digital and virtual era. I photograph the sky and 
enlarge sections, pixilating and distorting the colours. I use decorating brushes to create large marks and gestures 
that accentuate the paintings’ imperfection and texture. The movement of swiping the decorating brushes in a quick 
and forceful manner is a vital part of the process as it allows me to work quickly, simplifying and abstracting the 
original source of information. The process of over painting and the play between representation and abstraction is 
used to create an impression of space and atmosphere.  
  
  
  
 The precise lines interrupting the vastness are symbolic self-representations, inspired by electricity wires. They 
reference an interruption in communication between myself and my surroundings as well as the difficulty I 
experience evoking understanding in others. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1010 
Artwork 1 Title: Connemara 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 140 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Connemara' was inspired by my trip around Ireland, in which I collected reference photos 
for my paintings. The colours in my work became more contrasting due to the dramatic, wild skies I witnessed in 
Ireland. 
  
  
  
 This painting is referencing a photograph I took in Connemara Co. Galway, and it is the only painting to include land. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1012 
 
Artist Name: JESUS MANUEL MORENO 
Website: http://jesusmanuelunico.wix.com/jesusmanuelmoreno 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1012 
Artwork 1 Title: The blank poster 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 114 x 146 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Every time I work in figuration, I realize that the most contemporary thing is to show my 
contemporaries as they are, they move and act. Showing the reality around us is sometimes the easiest and most 
difficult task. I started working on this, without knowing it. Until a few decades ago, people talked on the bus with 
the person sitting next to them, something strange to see today, something unusual. That is why my origins are 
white, because they are emptiness, only emptiness, created between us or created for us. In the 1970s, it was very 
common for the intellectual class to discuss the so-called dominant psychology, and young students were taught in 
school, but this is no longer done. Perhaps because it is not beneficial for them to realize it. Let us ask ourselves what 
is the dominant psychology these days, what is now believed to be monolithic thinking: They are putting us a blank 
poster. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1013 
 
Artist Name: Anne Veck 
Website: www.anneveckhair.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/annevecksalons/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have created a photo collection and video called Toxic Fashion in which I try and express my 
horror and outrage at the damage the fashion industry is doing both to the environment and to people's lives. I am 
entering the video for the art prize. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkGM7j4S05A&t=40s 
  



Artist ID: 1013 
Artwork 1 Title: Toxic Fashion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1x1x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: From the video. Link below. 
  
  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkGM7j4S05A&t=40s 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1014 
 
Artist Name: Danny de Vlugt 
Website: www.absentchronicles.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/absentchronicles 
 
Artist Statement: DNA is an audiovisual work by Absent Chronicles. Exploring infinite shapes, transforming, 
modulating, regenerating. Investigating and redefining its own meaning and value, an ever-changing computer-
generated piece of digital DNA.  
  
  
  
 It consists of generative video art and an ambient music composition. This version is a minute and a half long,  
  
 but it could run for hours, days, years, constantly evolving. 
 
Notes:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lcyDWL7wL6MyMAy9RnSsR84Z1_mTe8NZ 
  



Artist ID: 1014 
Artwork 1 Title: DNA 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 pixels 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video of the work: 
  
 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lcyDWL7wL6MyMAy9RnSsR84Z1_mTe8NZ 
  
  
  
 DNA is an audiovisual work by Absent Chronicles. Exploring infinite shapes, transforming, modulating, regenerating. 
Investigating and redefining its own meaning and value, an ever-changing computer-generated piece of digital DNA.  
  
  
  
 It consists of generative video art and an ambient music composition. This version is a minute and a half long,  
  
 but it could run for hours, days, years, constantly evolving. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1014 



Artist ID: 1016 
 
Artist Name: natalia Petri 
Website: https://natipetri.tumblr.com/ 
IG: natipetri 
 
Artist Statement: I'm Nati Petri, I work with the body, with the feminine 
  
 I am a visual artist, self-taught photographer. I studied visual arts at the IUNA 
  
 But I found in photography and video a channel to communicate and download my ideas. 
  
 I am inclined to work and explore what I know most, the woman, the feminine, the shapes and the colors. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1016 
Artwork 1 Title: Amor de internet 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70xx3 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital pohotography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: If we ask a man to draw a vagina, he would not know where to start 
  
  
  
 The crotch as a vortex, as a portal, a channel, that unleashes a power, a poetic emanation of creation and 
destruction. Beyond the limits of the beautiful, the heterosexual, sis and white. A power of thinking beyond gender, 
releasing the power of bodies in their multiple existence. Beyond genitality as a limit, gender as etiquette and prison. 
  
 The personal is political 
  
 The genital is political 
  
 What value do we give to that part of the body? 
  
 What is the (political) need to understand the gender linked to the biological genitality with which we were born? 
  
 What discourse underlies the political gesture of assigning a gender at birth of a body? What world opens up? 
  
 How does desire come true? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1016 



Artist ID: 1017 
 
Artist Name: Terry Silvester 
Website: www.terrysilvester.co.uk 
IG: terrysilvester 
 
Artist Statement: Within Terry Silvester’s films there is a fascination with creating discomfort, producing an 
uncertainty around the image and its motive, which may lead to apprehension and unease. The work exists in this 
borderland between the real and the imaginary, the films led by real characters, locations and experiences. Erratic 
narratives move between the deeply personal and the extreme, and are poetically elevated, and beautiful. The 
sequences are fragmented and do not unfold linearly, but instead jump from one moment to the next. Time appears 
to be sculpted. These moments are autobiographical and are drawn from the artist’s own memories and 
experiences. There is no attempt to hide the artist’s presence and this is integral to the folding and unfolding of the 
images across time and space. The interaction between characters and the camera’s lens plays a vital role in bringing 
forth a fragility that transcends the artist’s personal endeavours. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/365345771/a023fe52c1 
  



Artist ID: 1017 
Artwork 1 Title: Fertile 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 0.16875 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video with sound 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/365345771/a023fe52c1 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1019 
 
Artist Name: Liz Purkis 
Website: www.hvaf.org.uk/galleries/liz-purkis 
IG: www.instagram.com/giz2058 
 
Artist Statement: I gave up my teaching career 4 years ago to take an HND in Art and Design and have been 
developing my art practice for two years now.  
  
  
  
 Exhibitions: 
  
 Barnet Artsdepot Open Exhibition July/August 2017:  
  
 CityLit ‘Readymade’ Exhibition August 2017 
  
 Walthamstow Village Window Gallery ‘Strong Silent Type’ Dec 2017 
  
 ‘We Grow Into The Forest’ Art Pavilion, Mile End, March 2019  
  
 Espacio Gallery ‘Perspectives’, June 2019 
  
 Herts Visual Arts Open Studios September 2018 and 2019 
  
  
  
 Residency:  
  
 Coppetts Wood Primary School Spring 2018  
  
 Workshops: 
  
 I support, collaborate and run workshops with children and community groups eg Workshop assistant ‘Children’s 
Expressive painting’ for Waltham Forest London Borough of Culture Hub Nov 2019 
  
  
  
 Themes 
  
 I explore ideas around our species’ place on earth, prompted by ancient and modern efforts to memorialise 
ourselves through stone monuments. Yet these powerful reworked geological structures maintain their own timeless 
energy long after the body has gone. I think often of the futility of human existence, and more recently of how our 
civilization will appear to future sentient beings. Drawing is at the core of my practice and is the first means through 
which I understand form and develop ideas, and where I retreat to. Other materials are explored as ideas develop, 
for example I am currently seeing what possibilities arise from exploring clay which I have dug and processed from 
my garden. Clay is a central structure to the geology of our Earth, and since clay crystals have a tetrahedral structure, 
I made a representation to support images of fossils, embedded in handmade paper, in the piece I have submitted 
for this Art Prize. Also embedded are some ‘degraded’ pieces of Barbie doll, reminiscent of so-called fertility symbols 
dug up in ancient landscapes of the world. These are chosen not only to represent the pointless rubbish we are 
leaving behind but also to invite us to wonder how these will be interpreted. Might they be seen as represented of 
the female human, and what do they say? 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1019 
Artwork 1 Title: ‘What (on Earth) did we think we were doing?’ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Size - 3D variable: 100x140x80 
Artwork 1 Medium: Medium: handmade paper, compost, ash, dust, intaglio print, waste plastic, fashion dolls, 
various metals 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I continue to explore materials that are drawn from the Earth, and that are an expression of 
enduring matter. I want my work to express the intrinsic beauty of our natural world whilst commenting on the 
foolishness and irrelevance of human beings. I am doing this through incorporating domestic non-recyclable plastic 
into my work. My intention is that the work is compelling and has aesthetic qualities in order to generate interest 
and inquiry, and to ask: ‘How will future sentient beings interpret what we throw away today?’ 
  
  Please look at my Instagram account www.instagram.com/giz2058 for current explorations and some smaller 
pieces of finished work.  
  
 On my Instagram account there is also an image of this installation in a different hang, a more dilapidated space - 
difficult to see in a photo as the work blends with the texture of the walls, but you will see that each time it is hung it 
adapts itself to its surroundings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1020 
 
Artist Name: YIRAN SU 
Website: gracesu.co.uk 
IG: madeinpurgrey 
 
Artist Statement: My work has an immediacy and often show a sense of sexuality and intimacy through female 
nudity. The way I present women firmly locates my studio practice, as I often quote paintings from the history of 
paintings, produced by men. In re-appropriating female images from a perspective of art history, my work resonates 
with the context of the 'personal and historical'. My paintings presented do not attempt to dominate with scale. 
They are intimate portraits, that deal with a strong spatial environment, reflecting the atmosphere of loneliness. 
  
 Paintings are mostly known as expressions; my paintings are combined with history and technique. My work is also 
informed by experimental films and photography. I want to portray the journey of a character, they reflect my own 
personality and my response to contemporary visual culture. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1020 
Artwork 1 Title: Safe Haven 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 190cm x 140cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1021 
 
Artist Name: Pamela Kenny-Levick 
Website: pklart.com 
IG: pamelakennylevick 
 
Artist Statement: I’m Pamela Kenny-Levick. I currently live near Mâcon in Burgundy, France. I’m British but moved to 
France in 1983. 
  
  
  
 I paint large size paintings, mostly on cotton canvas. I use acrylic paint that I apply onto the canvas mainly using 
paintbrushes. 
  
 My style is urban, highly colourful and « hopefully » optimistic! 
  
  
  
 I do not manage to earn a living through the sales of my paintings yet. However, last year I managed to sell 19 of 
them. 
  
  
  
  
  
 My daytime job leaves me quite a lot of free time. I run a company that develops people’s oral skills in English. I 
work mainly in French schools. 
  
 I also create murals with school-kids and occasionally organize guided tours for children round local art galleries. 
  
  
  
  
  
 I have been painting for the best part of ten years but more intensely since 2017. 
  
 Last May, I was offered a solo exhibition in the highly reputable 3 star Michelin chef Georges Blanc’s art gallery. This 
boosted my confidence and allowed me to start showing my art to more people; thus my submission for this year’s 
BP portrait award!  
  
  
  
 I work on large size canvas. My favorite size is 1m X 1m. I also use a lot of stray paint and stencils in my paintings. I 
also put paint inside bottles of sauce and run or drip the paint onto the canvas to give my art a more contemporary 
feel.  
  
 I use bright vibrant colours. I want people to smile when looking at my artwork even though some of the themes are 
somber. 
  
 Street artists hugely influence me. 
  
  
  
 These past years my work has taken on a more « political » aspect. I am currently in contact with Hilton Hotels US as 
well as the WWF. They want to use some of my paintings for their « no food waste » campaigns. You can see a few 
examples of how I have used my paintings around this theme on my blog: pamelakennylevick.wordpress.com 
  



Artist ID: 1021 
 Several of my paintings have been turned into customer conscience cards and are currently being exhibited on the 
breakfast buffet at the Hilton hotel in Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris. 
  
 I am also working on a series around plastic pollution in the sea. You can see a few images on my website pklart.com 
  
  
  
 My main topics and themes are Elles, portraits of women, Food Fun, Ã” vinus, a homage to wine and the sea, the 
sea, on pollution. 
  
  
  
 I hope you like the portrait I have submitted. 
  
 Thank you for your time. 
  
 Pamela. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1021 
Artwork 1 Title: Polly 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 cm X 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on cotton canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is Polly. 
  
 Polly comes to sit for me every day between 10 am and 1 pm. She’s never late. 
  
 Whilst I paint her, she tells me her stories. 
  
 Polly was born in a Township on the outskirts of Cape Town. Her tiny but cosy house is made out of corrugated iron. 
It’s walls papered with sheets of Campbell soup labels recuperated from a nearby label factory. She laughs when 
describing her bedroom walls: « I fell asleep with Andy Warhol! » 
  
 Polly also tells me how she battled for the right to go to school. Her mother wanted her to go to work so she refused 
to eat and her mother eventually gave in. 
  
 Polly has travelled all over the world and her aim is to have visited 100 different places before she dies. My place 
was number 54â€¦ 
  
 I have painted many portraits of Polly. Inside each portrait I include parts of her stories. 
  
 In the one I have chosen to submit you can see the « Vichy » table cloth on her kitchen table placed by the side of 
her mouth, the ABC in her headscarf to symbolise her thirst to learn and be educated, the wisps of orange hair from 
the day she decided to become a Redhead and that it went all horribly wrong and her hair went orange. 
  
 Polly is my imaginary friend. But most of all, Polly is my inspiration. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1021 



Artist ID: 1022 
 
Artist Name: Dami Kim 
Website: www.damikim.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Artwork and Studied in London, UK. for a number of years which influenced her work. Other 
influences have been artists, Gerhard Richter, Cy Twombly, Emil Nolde , Paula Rego and Glenn Brown. Photography 
and working directly from nature or objects is the initial starting point, but also as in the "Godsend" series(2019), 
“Tulipmaniaâ€• series (2018) was also inspired by Nature and the social events in the Netherlands in the 17th 
century. The work continues to develop, linking natural scenery and social issues. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1022 
Artwork 1 Title: Solitary Hill2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180x89cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Appropriation painting 
  
  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8UJzM3xOQVFuhS4NiR4pEg 
  
  
  
  
  
 This ArtWork inspired by Edward Hopper and Paula Rego. 
  
 In modern society have many solitary persons, 
  
 it makes the social problem  
  
 solitary persons are block and lock their own world themselves  
  
 the world has the only person who missed, hollow hope which is smiles like the joker and silence. 
  
 It's indirectly by symbolism and neo-expressionism. 
  
  
  
   
  
 References: 
  
  
  
 Artist Bob Ross Painting Lesson, 
  
 Bob Ross's Technique Lesson, 
  
 Teletubbies from BBC- baby sun photo. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1022 



Artist ID: 1025 
 
Artist Name: Christina Gschwantner 
Website: www.christinagschwantner.at 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/christinagschwantner/ 
 
Artist Statement: Christina Gschwantners pictures open new ways of seeing. This is achieved through the blending of 
manifold perspectives, while at the same time consciously avoiding a fixed and definite view. Her oevre works 
between the two poles of fantasy and humour. Such an approach can at first appear to be naïve, but it is this same 
naivety, which powerfully expresses a very individual and serious intent.  
  
 Her stringent artistic technique is striving to achieve a magical transformation of form. Her means are a constantly 
renewing variety of interpretation and experiment. A process which enables Christina Gschwantner to revive and 
rediscover something which has long been frowned upon, that is - the principle of play. (Dr. Elisabeth Voggeneder) 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1025 
Artwork 1 Title: Mrs. Zentaur 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170 x 170 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acryl on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: this artwork ist dealing with the greek mythology and the role as a woman nowadays 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1026 
 
Artist Name: Harjit Nar 
Website:  
IG: Www.instagram.com/harj.nar 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Harjit Nar and I am a 24 year old British-Indian artist, from London. I graduated with a 
Bachelors degree in Computer Science and have been working in the Technology industry for the past three years. 
Being a creative individual with a close attention to detail has allowed me to flourish in this industry; however, it 
remains my dream to progress as an artist.  
  
  
  
 For most of my artistic journey I’ve been perfecting my craft as a portrait artist, using predominantly Pencil and Pen. 
As a young artist I find myself constantly experimenting with new styles and techniques, with my most recent project 
including pointillism, collaging, stippling and using Henna design patterns to incorporate elements of South-Asian 
culture, which is very close to my heart. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1026 
Artwork 1 Title: Indian, British 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7cm x 42cm (A3) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This portrait shows a young man wearing a hoody and a rumÄ•l, which is worn by Sikh men 
who cut their hair when entering in a Gurdwara - a common sight in British Indian culture. His beard has been 
created using henna design patterns to highlight the religious importance of one’s hair. This contradicting stance on 
cut hair is one which many British Sikhs, including myself, have had to deal with due to cultural differences. Despite 
having cut hair, and following my one’s own cultural path, I believe one can still find God. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1033 
 
Artist Name: Michael Hayter 
Website: www.michaelhayter.blogspot.com 
IG: @haytermichael 
 
Artist Statement: My work - in figurative drawing, painting and sculpture - is essentially about the human condition.  
  
 Originally derived from my experiences of depression, it has grown into an investigation into relationships, isolation, 
family, childhood, deprivation/need, vulnerability and power.  
  
 A largely autobiographical thread runs through my work and so reflection on, and a preoccupation with, life stages 
and the inevitability of ageing and death are main themes. 
  
 Not surprisingly this has touched on spirituality, politics and the religious impulse, and - in no small way - the animal 
nature of human beings.  
  
 My influences are many and various - Medieval, Renaissance and Romantic art all feature prominently - but I am 
also influenced by other art forms, including comics art (such as Manga), political and social satirical cartoons, and 
even film (I have so far made one animated film and plan to do more in the future). 
  
 I like to play with existing (often traditional) forms and make them my own: religious iconography, traditional 
portraiture, historical painting and political cartoons are all genres I have used. 
  
 I am particularly drawn to James Gillray's satirical prints and the pessimistic (but grotesquely playful) work of Goya.  
  
 Above all, at the centre of my work lies humanity. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1033 
Artwork 1 Title: "Art And Alcohol Are The Only Sane Responses To Life" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21cm x 29.7cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: pen and ink on watercolour board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A drunken man lies in the grass clutching a bottle, his eyes closed and a smile upon his lips. 
His clothing is dishevelled, his shirt loosened. He is the picture of happy abandonment. 
  
 The image is, however, ambiguous. Drunkenness can be celebratory, like in the paintings of Breughel, where bucolic 
scenes are punctuated with inebriated farm labourers taking respite from a hard day in the fields. And here too in 
this drawing (influenced by the likes of Breughel), this man appears to be in a state of euphoria. 
  
 However, getting drunk can also be a sign of stress or strain caused by the hardships and apparent insanities of life - 
a welcome, if temporary, relief. Is this man really in despair? 
  
 It is my belief (and experience) that art - both in the creating and in the experiencing of it - can help us to make 
sense of this “madnessâ€• - difficult feelings, the apparent randomness and illogicality of events and a perceived 
lack of meaning to it all. 
  
 In this image and in its title (driven by anger and bewilderment at our being playthings of politicians - and each 
other) I hope to convey the refuge that both art and alcohol can lend us - to make life just that little bit more 
bearable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1033 



Artist ID: 1035 
 
Artist Name: Cody Massey 
Website: https://www.codymassey.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/codymasseyart/ 
 
Artist Statement: My practice concerns the closing gap between the physical and the virtual, our reliance on the 
virtual as a way to form a physical identity. My work examines the interactions our identity has with the multiple 
personas we exert online, likening it to different avatars in video games. I use online media as a basis for my work; 
utilising trends and mass content creation to reflect on how we perceive ourselves through the screen. I work in a 
mixture of moving image and installation, this is to emphasise the presence the virtual has on the physical world, 
attempting to visualise the hybrid amalgam our identity has become. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dfT6H16H78 
  



Artist ID: 1035 
Artwork 1 Title: Morning Jog 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 14.29x19.05x0 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dfT6H16H78 
  
  
  
 Morning Jog is a 28 Minute long video featuring the virtual realm of Tamriel from the 2011 Bethesda Game The 
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. it features a human interacting with the world, taking the place of the in-game avatar and 
traversing the world. The Avatar seems mundane at first, walking through the forest of Tamriel, but this then gives 
way to Wolves and other entities hurting the Avatar, causing them to flee away. We do not understand what 
direction the avatar travels towards at first, but the avatar does seem to know where they want to go and is 
determined to reach it. Eventually, the avatar reaches a deserted shack full of bandits which attempt to kill it, 
making the avatar flee, only to run into more wolves. As the Avatar runs away, it is then clear what it is running 
towards. The avatar suddenly stops moving, frozen in space whilst still attempting to move forward, as it meets the 
invisible boundary of the world. The avatar is trapped inside of an unescapable prison, bound together by lines of 
code. It is then that the creatures get their final blow onto the Avatar, causing them to respawn, and discover their 
demise once more. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1035 



Artist ID: 1037 
 
Artist Name: Chen Winner 
Website: https://chenwinner.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work revolves around the primary experience of falling in and out of touch with ourselves and 
our surroundings. The movement of the self as it fluctuates between an experience of separateness from or 
absorption in the world, in a search for an indiscernible closeness, is underlined by a presence of lacking or muteness 
which is at the root of my practice. I create sculptural objects and installations which skirt between the made and 
the found, between domestic spaces and landscapes. This dual evocation has to do with our persistent urge to 
anthropomorphize, to feel at home in the world. 
  
  
  
 For me, the process of making sculptural work begins from a state of desire or a need to engage with material on a 
very basic, elemental level. The works are produced through labor-intensive processes that are rooted in the physical 
experience of making. Structurally, they might resemble traditional crafts such as Mosaic or Quilting where 
repetitive and Sisyphean composing of parts underlines the final gesture of the work. The manual and intimate 
nature of such durational processes allows me to regain a heightened sense of time and touch, two scarce elements 
in our digitized society. It also involves a great deal of material exploration and experimentation thus allowing for the 
development of a new, ‘made up’ craft. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1037 
Artwork 1 Title: Retreat 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H350xW150xD200cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation, Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Retreat’ took the form of an accumulative 
  
 installation comprised of a three-meter-long hand-dyed textile work and intricate papier- 
  
 mâché sculptures presenting an unearthly anthropological site. Suggesting a rudimentary 
  
 shelter or ancient settlement, the piece asks the viewer to consider the fragility of our 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1061 
 
Artist Name: Meha Hindocha 
Website: www.mehaart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mehaart 
 
Artist Statement: Originally from Kenya, I’m a professional artist living in Manchester. I love to create vibrant, 
intricate pieces inspired by everyday interactions and emotions. My work is available as a collection of gift and 
homeware items, as prints, or in original form. 
  
  
  
 I also do one off commissions, particularly of cityscapes, as well as large wall murals which are perfect for 
brightening up dull office spaces or bringing a unique piece of art into your home. 
  
  
  
 I consider myself to be mostly self-trained as an artist. I’ve been drawing and creating for many years, and I’m never 
without my sketchbook! I attended London Camberwell University of Arts in 2005, which expanded my skill-set. 
  
  
  
 I’m lucky to have travelled to many places all over the world, and it’s this experience that I think has enriched my 
creative style. I was struck by the intricacies of the Far East, and the vibrant, visual culture of South America. 
  
  
  
 I’m often told the colours, detail and quirky elements are the first things people notice in my work. I love that 
people always seem to feel such unique emotions when looking at artwork. It’s these that fascinate me; the stories 
people tell, and the journeys they remember when spotting a familiar place. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1061 
Artwork 1 Title: MANCHESTER SKYLINE - MUSIC EDITION 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm (A2) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen & Ink with Digital Colouring 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Mancunian life is the focus of this black, grey, and yellow illustration which pays tribute to 
the city’s vibrant music scene with nods to famous locals like Oasis, The Stone Roses, and Happy Mondays.  
  
  
  
 Alongside the musical references are an abundance of easily recognisable Manchester landmarks including the 
Beetham Tower, Palace Theatre, Emmeline Pankhurst statue, and Jodrell Bank. 
  
  
  
 This piece was created by drawing each individual element separately in pen and ink before building the final piece 
and adding colour digitally. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1062 
 
Artist Name: Cameron Randall 
Website: www.cameronrandall.com 
IG: cameron_randall_ 
 
Artist Statement:  
  
 Cameron Randall's practice is largely concerned with questions surrounding how consciousness can be understood 
in relation to the contemporary moment, looking from, and beyond the human, towards ideas surrounding the 
technological, biological and physical. He approaches such questions with a conceptual rigour that deals with the 
atmospheric and the abstract, yet anchored in the material, where philosophical, social and political nuances are 
ever-present. 
  
  
  
 His work explicitly engages and references subjective experience, the nature in which we encounter phenomena. 
Yet, he also seeks to move past this limit investigating non-human approaches; as artificial intelligence, object-
oriented ontology, quantum mechanics and panpsychism. 
  
  
  
 Another common aesthetic is his oeuvre would be the spectral or the unseen, often his work is about revealing 
something that is indiscernible, that is lingering, manoeuvring entangled within a system. 
  
  
  
 His work is not determined by a singular medium he prefers to use diverse forms that echo the methodology of his 
conceptual framework. Previous work has involved algorithms, sculpture, text, sound, moving image, performance, 
and installation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1062 
Artwork 1 Title: information that drifts and lingers under 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Algorithmic Screen-Based Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work is titled information that drifts and lingers under or itdalu and investigates how an 
algorithm, when presented a text, surrounding subjective experience, something it is lacking, looks to represent this 
as an image.  
  
  
  
 The text is an essay by philosopher David Chalmers called Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness.  
  
  
  
 The work has been installed in a three-monitor and PC setup. The first monitor depicts a coded script written in 
python. The algorithm is machine learning, finding images that parallel each word in the text, using the fluctuating 
database of google images to find a visual representation for that word.  
  
  
  
 The second monitor illustrates the live downloading of those google images as well as the second algorithm written 
in the coding language of processing. This algorithm loops through the downloading images, randomly extracting 
pixels, recompositing them in clusters according to RGB value.  
  
  
  
 The final monitor, is the re-pixelated image. Each individual pixel placed alters the evolution of the image. A unique 
formation of pixels that mutate over time, from initial starscape, to assembled compound matter, then like bacteria 
growing in a petri dish.  
  
  
  
 The code can be found open source by this GitHub link: https://github.com/crandall10/itdalu 
  
  
  
 A full documentation of the work can be found via my website here: https://www.cameronrandall.com/itdalu  
  
  
  
 Given, that the work has been previously installed I have many of the requisite parts. However, I would need 
assistance in gaining a PC. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1062 



Artist ID: 1063 
 
Artist Name: Disha Trivedi 
Website: https://www.23adglass.com/ 
IG: 23adglass 
 
Artist Statement: Disha Trivedi is a glass sculpture maker based in London, UK. Having successfully studied M.A. at 
the University of Creative Arts, Farnham, with major in blown glass, Disha has been active as a maker, exhibitor and 
educator of decorative glass art.Translating a variety of artistic skills through numerous solo and collaborative 
projects, she has worked to make a reputable name for herself in the industry. 
  
 Her new range of work is based on women ‘s freedom which she still finds missing in the Indian culture that she’s 
coming from. Since childhood she has always been suppressed on what to say, how to behave and even her career 
choices. She wants every woman to be given that freedom to blossom the way she wants instead of being taught on 
every small step. The work that she's created reflects courage and desire to blossom in her life and career and 
disregard the social pressure. The Black and white design on the work has been made by technique called "Murrine" 
glass. It displays the people who try to suppress in her life. The flower reflects the courage of a woman who no 
matter what will breakthrough all the climate of opinion and soars high. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1063 
Artwork 1 Title: Blossom 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x12.7x20 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-QhvkjVjyue 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1064 
 
Artist Name: Leanne Davies 
Website: www.leannedaviesphotography.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/leannedaviesartphotography 
 
Artist Statement: Leanne Davies ( born 1999 ) is a fine art photographer from Bedfordshire in the UK. She is currently 
undertaking a BA in Photography from The University of Gloucestershire. She works with analogue equipment and 
alternative processing. Her work centres around climate change and political activism. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1064 
Artwork 1 Title: "Fish" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 8x10 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photogram 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In response to the ongoing eco-crisis I wanted to make something that I hope will have an 
impact on a local level. During this research project I was shocked to learn that the RSPCA receives 14 calls a day 
about wildlife injured by litter; those are just the incidents that get reported. Based on this knowledge I created a 
selection of photograms of british wildlife in order to show a different side of the shock imagery we are used to 
seeing within the media in the hope that by eliminating the more visceral imagery we have become used to seeing 
people will start to take action. 14 is not an insurmountable number, it is never too late to take action. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1066 
 
Artist Name: Fernando Holguin 
Website: https://www.5537gallery.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/5537fernandoholguincereceres/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a contemporary British artist, originally from Mexico, who works with any media. My 
paintings,  
  
 photographs and installations, explore the sense of our time and the transcendence of the human  
  
 being. My artistic career encompasses over thirty-five years of creativity. I live and work in London  
  
 and have exhibited in both Europe and America. With little to non self-promotion, minimum to  
  
 making money, with years long silence, with many works done that never shown to anybody,  
  
 sincerely involved with my artwork and processes. I create art for the joy of doing it and not as a  
  
 means to an end.  
  
 I would like to think that I bring with my work and ideas an inherited value of culture coming from  
  
 my mixed background and experiences of living in London from an outsider point of view with a  
  
 universal identity and very much focused in our contemporary times. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1066 
Artwork 1 Title: "The Nose" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 76 x 5 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on skateboards 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work belongs to the series I am currently working on titled "cynical realism" 
  
 partly inspired by the quote: 
  
 "Cynical realism is the intelligent man's best excuse for doing nothing in an intolerable situation." - Aldous Huxley 
  
 as per our current times... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1067 
 
Artist Name: Francesca Busca 
Website: http://www.francescabusca.com/ 
IG: @francesca_busca 
 
Artist Statement: I like to define myself as a rubbish artist: I believe our current society needs to step away from its 
anthropocentric view and rethink its place within the ecosystem, not as the owner but rather as the mere 0.1% of 
living creatures it represents on this planet. Only once we understand this, can we create an effective circular 
economy and cross-species interaction which makes our presence sustainable. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1067 
Artwork 1 Title: Coming Out 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78x38x25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation: ink on plastic and metal, 100% reused discarded material from the Canary Wharf 
New District building site. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2018 
  
  
  
 (top to bottom) 
  
   
  
 Finally freed from serving you at 90 degree angles, 
  
 I am now out in the open from your walls that crumbled. 
  
  
  
 Freedom is spiralling down to the earth 
  
 and lay in a forest of a city that was. 
  
  
  
 I will outlast you, outlive you, and deride you 
  
 Patiently waiting to serve better masters. 
  
  
  
 Whether a vein in the arm of a robot 
  
 Or a twig for a bird in a nest of rebirth 
  
  
  
 I have no love for a creator who thought 
  
 He owned the world, to then self-destruct. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1067 



Artist ID: 1069 
 
Artist Name: MANUEL OLIVARES 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/manuelolivares 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work focuses mainly on the urban landscape, plastic chairs, shutters, light poles, buildings, 
terraces, barriers and everything that anonymously populates our daily vision. 
  
 What interests me is the way my works are placed in the user's eyes, their "attitude". 
  
 Full of colors, clean, super excited by their "modernity", alone! 
  
 Space itself has no geometric interruptions, boundaries and limits except in the perception of the beholder. At 
different distances different realities and therefore different boundaries. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1069 
Artwork 1 Title: Soccer ball 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 201 x 64 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A soccer ball stands out against an urban landscape. The railing of the terrace, on which it 
lies, appears to want to pierce it. The object / subject of the painting, while contrasting chromatically, is totally 
absorbed by the surrounding space. In many contemporary realities there is neither time nor space for childhood. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1070 
 
Artist Name: Rebecca Gill 
Website: https://rebeccagill.info 
IG: @rebeccaacg_ 
 
Artist Statement: My intention is to imagine speculative systems that invite interactions with the technological 
through distortion of temporal or spatial encounters and, in doing so, I hope to instigate or contribute to 
conversations around the politics, philosophies and poetics of their frameworks. I often make use of histories, 
sciences, intangible phenomena and cultural events to do so, and the project of 'worlding' sits closely to my practice 
as an invocation of narrative elements in my work. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.digitalartistresidency.org/wretched-of-the-screen/rebecca-gill/ 
  



Artist ID: 1070 
Artwork 1 Title: DEEP PLAY 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital game 
Artwork 1 Commentary: link to webpage:  
  
  
  
 https://www.digitalartistresidency.org/wretched-of-the-screen/rebecca-gill/ 
  
  
  
 The work currently in production is composed as a recursive digital game played across three levels. The narrative 
follows a disillusioned matador who feels duped by his biology and the manufactured performance of the bullfight. 
Longing for jouissance and an ecstatic return to animality and difference the character chases 'deep play' in the form 
of the true conquest of the bull of heaven. The player progresses from matador, to bull and eventually to god in the 
form of a swarm of flies, 'waiting to inherit the earth' through which the game tracks a dissolvement of the self. Both 
landscape and character are the imaginary of an AI, which has been trained on texts including the Epic of Gilgamesh 
and whose textual outputs have been used as a rule-based architecture for the building of the world, which appears 
as a kind of stitched together collective space. The game, commenting on the irony and melodrama of the hero 
conventions in storytelling, is designed on the principle of algorithmic recursivity, whereby the only way to win (to 
achieve deep play) is to die. The malaise of the central character is borne out of an unending quest for unattainable 
ecstasy, a characteristic of deep play. Underpinning this, the game tracks the speculative conception of an AI 
thinking of itself in relation to others, first as an individual, and moving towards a dissembled collective. Through the 
game questions are raised about the nature of deep play, deep learning, death, collective experience and the self 
seen through, and in relation to the digital Other. For gallery display, a livestream acts as a reflection on the 
voyeurism of the bullfighting arena, a panoptic game-space of circular self-surveillance and performance. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1070 



Artist ID: 1072 
 
Artist Name: Eve Pettitt 
Website: www.evepettitt.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/evepettitt 
 
Artist Statement: Painting directly from life, Eve is preoccupied with the wonders of nature and the human form, 
exploring both their presence and absence in space. Influenced by her lifelong studies of yogic teachings and 
spiritual thought she searches to crystallise on canvas the unselfconscious present state of being of the sitter and the 
natural world around her; a sense of mortality clashes with vivid embodiment. 
  
  
  
 Unceasingly concerned with colours and their relationships, Eve explores what happens when two colours meet, 
how they dance side by side and what occurs at the borderline. Understanding colour is fundamental to her creative 
process, each hue sings and resonates with its neighbour, creating a rhythm within the composition. Drawing 
inspiration from the shallow planes of modernism, Eve builds form through geometric shapes, clear facets and 
defined edges. This ravenous enquiry results in paintings that are exuberant and deeply expressive. Her work is 
delivered with potent emotion. 
  
  
  
 Drawing is an important part of her process. She is constantly sketching, seeking to capture not only a moment in 
time or the essence of a figure but also the circulating air and the perception of space. She draws in order to better 
understand the world; the unfolding can be extremely cathartic. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1072 
Artwork 1 Title: Rhythmic Jars Stand Guard 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 61 x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Creating this composition, I was interested in the contrast between the strong diagonal and 
vertical lines of the figure’s lengthy limbs and the softer curves of the jars. The eye weaves in and out from shape to 
shape across the canvas, creating a cadence and a rhythm. The soft colours reflect the silence of the pose and yield a 
calming presence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1073 
 
Artist Name: Angela Lopez 
Website: http://www.gigilopez.com 
IG: gigilopezartist 
 
Artist Statement: ART, as well as filling me with immense joy, makes me stop and think, question and learn, there is a 
world full of endless possibilities out there that we have only scrapped the surface of! Through the use of acrylics 
and mixed media I revel in my abstract and contemporary world of stenciling, skins, texture, numbers, photographs 
and collage. I have been extremely fortunate over the years, through extensive travel and connecting with others, to 
experience the passion and intrigue that art offers me and I hope to share some of that passion with you. I would 
like to think that I am sending a message of integrity and goodness in the form of my paintingsâ€¦but its not up to 
me, you can decideâ€¦let’s make a connection! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1073 
Artwork 1 Title: pig ignorant' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 5cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and mixed media on canvas baroque disjointed frame 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork entitled 'pig ignorant' highlights the issues of racism, still sadly prevalent in our 
society. The Santos figure which in my latest series, depicts a religious statue that was placed on the alter in different 
parts of Europe for the congregation to pray to when the priest was unable to get to the church to say mass; he sits 
precariously on the side of frame waiting for someone to sit next to him to open discussions about basic human 
rights. By photographing a face I then create skins through gel mediums. Its companion the pig (present in most of 
the Santos series), confronts the viewer with slight unease and disengagement from every day life and reality where 
he is representative of 'ignorance'. The chandelier, also present in all of my creations endeavors to shed light and 
asks us to converse regarding the issues highlighted. The bespoke, self made disjointed frame shows us of the 
different paths we can choose, everything in life is a choice. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1074 
 
Artist Name: Olha Pryymak 
Website: http://opryymak.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/olhapryymak/ 
 
Artist Statement: Increasingly my work has incorporated folk medicine from Western Ukraine. As for so many 
Ukrainians, the feelings about my identity, have been shaped by the ongoing war with Russia, which also set up a 
long look back at my roots in peasant medicinal herb knowledge handed down the generations along the female 
line. In my artwork, this has involved conducting “tea sessions,â€• participatory performances, borrowing from 
Japanese traditions and folk herbal medicine practice. I have performed these tea sessions in London, and recently in 
Japan during a month-long residency, building upon Etsuko Kato’s research on tea ceremony and women’s 
empowerment. These tea sessions have enabled me to gain a deeper understanding of the physical qualities of a 
social ritual - about the ways in which the conversations around it bring out the concerns and emotions of the 
people who participate in them.  
  
   
  
 This, in turn, has had a profound influence on my painting, as tea sessions take time going through brewing dead 
plants in hot water, painting is also durational and requires mixing organic materials, oil and pigments, put onto the 
canvas one stroke at a time. Both processes signify transformation. This transformation and interconnectedness with 
each other, as well as the outside natural world that I am most interested in translating into painting. Similar to first-
hand experience during the tea session, painting, handmade in the world of digital, offers a certain kind of 
immortality, offering pleasure and fulfilment not found elsewhere. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1074 
Artwork 1 Title: I have to admit I am not fan of roses. I don’t know what it is but for me they are too fussy, too 
traditionally romantic maybe 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x102x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The title of the work is a quote from a conversation held over a tea performance I staged as 
part of my residency at the Old Sessions House in 2018. It went on show with XYandZ Space, London in 2019. 
  
 Here I intentionally increased the plant scale to question the relationship between the human and the natural. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1075 
 
Artist Name: Carolina Kollmann 
Website: http://www.carolinakollmannart.com 
IG: http://instagram.com/carolinakollmann 
 
Artist Statement: I am a contemporary artist inspired by humanity on everyday and culture life experiences. 
  
  
  
 I discovered my own figurative painting style, characterized by 3D solid structures and the sense of colour that 
accentuates shape and gives a sculptured appearance to my paintings.  
  
  
  
 My artwork has already gained interest in Asia where I lived sixteen years before relocating back in UK, I have 
participated in several group and solo exhibitions internationally. 
  
  
  
 My Art has been published across Asia in both English and Chinese languages. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1075 
Artwork 1 Title: Love Dim Sum 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic & PLA 3D printed on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Love Dim Sum is an artwork made with 3D printmaking technology painted with acrylics on 
canvas. My goal was to create a high relief showing different points of view on Chinese Culinary Art Culture, to draw 
the attention of the variety that often goes unnoticed. 
  
  
  
 Video Link  
  
 http://youtu.be/7MO-0sP101A 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1076 
 
Artist Name: John Elcock 
Website: www.johnelcock.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: John Elcock is a visual artist based in Liverpool, UK. His work is primarily concerned with landscape, 
the symbolism of birds and aspects of the divine. Although primarily a painter, his studio practice encompasses 
installations, sculpture and writing. He has exhibited at The Lynn Painter-Stainers Prize 2018 and is represented by 
Corke Gallery. His three collections of poetry are published by The Artel Press. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1076 
Artwork 1 Title: VESSEL 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220x100x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Silver-gilded steel pipe and neon tube. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vessel is essentially an exercise in discernment, in which the mystery of the Incarnation is 
explored. 
  
  
  
 It consists of a hand-gilded, steel scaffolding pipe - within which is hidden a custom-made length of white neon, 
whose light is thereby fully concealed from the viewer. 
  
  
  
 The 'reveal' is offered via an associated media player device which shows a looped video of the sculpture's interior, 
and thereby its true nature. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1077 
 
Artist Name: Emmanuel Monzies 
Website: https://monzies.fr/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Emmanuel Monziès is transposing living material like plants and bodies on paper or on canvas with 
a predilection for monotypes. This complex world we neglect, if not destroy, is revealed by shadows, imprints and 
drawings. “Printing lifeâ€• is becoming the common thread of his artworks.  
  
  
  
 These monotypes transform imprint of plants into abstraction. The printing plate is reused several times with 
additional inking and drawings which create an intriguing complexity from successive compositions. 
  
  
  
 These artworks have been presented at personal and collective exhibitions in France, the United States, Canada, 
Spain, Italy, Dubai and other countries. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1077 
Artwork 1 Title: Fugues 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78 x 40 x 1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Monotype 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Fugues: a series of variations on snapshots of life, from storms to quiet mornings, their 
traces are still there. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1081 
 
Artist Name: Ayo Filade 
Website: www.ayodraws.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ayo_draws 
 
Artist Statement: A graduate of Architecture from the University of Nottingham (2012), Ayo Filade (b.1990), known 
better as AyoDraws, was first encouraged to draw and paint by his artist father. 
  
  
  
 He is largely concerned with the contrasts in lighting and textures, as well as with expressions and human hands. 
Titling his art "Disparate Realism", Filade's preoccupation with hyper-realism and surrealism by representing his 
subjects in their raw and imperfect states manifests in his interrogation of the consequences of conflict (action and 
reaction), separation and break, and how we deal with their rising tensions individually and as a society and as 
humans. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1081 
Artwork 1 Title: The Recreation of Adam 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81x127 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal and Pastels on Archival Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This drawing is Grossly Inspired by Michelangelo's painting "the Creation of Adam" on the 
roof of the Sistine Chapel which spiritually depicts the moment when God gives life to Adam in the Book of Genesis. 
  
  
  
 It gives us a classically majestic masculine hand which assumes a languid pose of a God like figure as portrayed in 
Michelangelo's Painting. "The recreation of Adam" takes this idea one step further to explore the continuous 
interrelation between God and man. 
  
  
  
 The aggressive emergence of the almost deformed hand depicts the filthy nature of humanity lunging out in 
desperation to be cleansed by the magisterial hands of God, dripping with oil, as if to almost utter "just a little touch 
is all I need". The dark charcoal filled background which is exaggerated with the use of perspective in the clouds to 
depict endless depth, exaggerates the often desperate, last minute dark-hour moments before humanity seeks to 
find. 
  
  
  
 This drawing explores and asserts humanity's dependence and separation from the Almighty. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1081 



Artist ID: 1086 
 
Artist Name: Eduardo Fernández 
Website: www.edufernandez.net 
IG: @dufpearl 
 
Artist Statement: Edu Fernández (Bilbao, Spain, 1987) is an artist, performer and musician. 
  
 He holds a Master's Degree in Contemporary Art from the Universidad Europea de Madrid and a degree in Fine Arts 
from the Universidade de Vigo. He studied for several years abroad in countries such as Germany, Belgium and 
Brazil. 
  
  
  
 EduÂ´s work focuses on identity and performance, feeling very comfortable mixing different techniques, and 
showcasing a legendary and obscure sense of humor. 
  
  
  
 His work has been studied in universities, and has been exhibited in museums and galleries, being awarded several 
times with relevant prizes. He has performed in television and other shows. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZnZaV6Cn7I 
  



Artist ID: 1086 
Artwork 1 Title: The Passion of Edu Fernández 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 6 min 
Artwork 1 Medium: Videoart 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The passion of Edu Fernández is a remake of the 1928Â´s film The Passion of Joan of Arc by 
Carl Theodor Dreyer. 
  
  
  
 The behavior of Joan - interpreted by the legendary actress Maria Falconetti - recalls the symptoms of a psychosis, 
and illustrates the pathologization of women; likewise, the exploitation and dehumanization of the great autre (the 
indigenous, the proletariat, the stranger ...). All these phenomena were essential for the development of colonial 
imperialism and the subsequent industrialization of the West.  
  
  
  
  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZnZaV6Cn7I 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1086 



Artist ID: 1088 
 
Artist Name: Abigail Mills 
Website: www.amillsart.co.uk 
IG: amills_art 
 
Artist Statement: Abigail is a Suffolk based artist, working in mixed media where the female form is the main basis of 
her work. She uses 1980’s mens magazines as source imagery focusing on the subject of sexualisation, objectification 
and the gaze, whilst looking at its place in art and the media. The colour pink is a regular occurrence as an attempt to 
investigate the social constraints that identify this colour as delicate and feminine.  
  
 Abigail is currently in her final year of a Fine Art degree, she most recently exhibited a solo show at Carousel Art 
Gallery in Framlingham and has previously exhibited work in the Simultaneous Mapping exhibition at the Waterfront 
Gallery Ipswich and the Inhibition Exhibition at Arlington's Brasserie also in Suffolk. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1088 
Artwork 1 Title: Embodiment (2019) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75 x 100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acetone print onto tissue paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An abundance of Playboy bunnies and Penthouse pets printed onto soft pink tissue paper 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1090 
 
Artist Name: Simon Boyd 
Website: www.sjboyd.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Simon Boyd (1978) studied fine art at Middlesex university, London (1997-2001). He has lived in 
Argentina since 2007, exhibiting in Argentina, the United States and the United Kingdom. In 2009 he had a major 
solo exhibition at the British Arts Centre in Buenos Aires, and has participated in the International Biennial of 
Contemporary Art in 2016. In 2019 his work was sold by private auction (TW Gaze Fine Art) in the UK. 
  
  
  
 Simon draws his inspiration from both his contact with the environment of La Pampa, enjoying the stunning sunsets 
and vibrancy of colour that he tries to emulate in his palette, as well as childhood memories of both London and 
rural Buckinghamshire. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1090 
Artwork 1 Title: Between the sky and the earth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140x225x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This multi-panel painting is composed of solid abstract shapes juxtaposed with more 
ephemeral fleeting clouds, rays of light, butterflies and hummingbirds. Within this constant shift and transition there 
are moments of repose and reflection. I had initially intended to create two separate paintings, but the composition 
gradually merged into one. I draw on my natural environment of La Pampa for inspiration, attempting to recreate 
the vibrance of colour and light. 
  
  
  
 http://www.sjboyd.com/2019/12/11/between-the-sky-and-the-earth/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1091 
 
Artist Name: Chloe Taylor 
Website: https://chloetayloralison.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/artctx/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work is centred around the body, primarily through the exploration of photography. Exploring 
themes of how the viewer perceives the photograph and questioning how veridical the photos we find through 
social media are, creating photographs in which the subject is distorting their face points to a world in which we 
deceive others through the use of editing. My work incorporates a process of layering and manipulating the original 
imagery to in turn, create a vibration of lines that come off of the subject. In doing so the human form is obvious but 
is still disorientated. This process originally was inspired through the creation of Lines (2019). Editing my photos 
leaves the possibilities endless and gives me free flow and control over what completes each photo, this process in 
itself exerts the concepts in which I am exploring. This gives me a better understanding of the work I am creating. 
Alongside photography I have also explored other avenues of creative output including illustration and animation. 
Artists that I am looking at currently include: Cindy Sherman and Olivier de Sagazan. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1091 
Artwork 1 Title: Determine. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84.1 x 59.4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photographic Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work 'Determine' (2019) was produced through a series of works exploring the social 
photograph. This included looking in closer detail at the reality employed within the photos we find on social media 
and raising questions about if this is destructive? Within the artwork the body is clear and recognisable as what it is 
however, the key behind the artwork is to disorientate the viewer. This for me replicates not only the over saturation 
of the social photo but also the need to know if it is completely real. It also calls onto the viewer to be able to 
converse about the use of the social photo and what its intentions are; may these be good or bad.  
  
 The use of clay in this particular photo is to convey the idea of changing and identity within the social photo and 
how we can be what we want via online platforms. It represents as Nathan Jurgenson says in his book ‘The Social 
Photo: On Photography and Social Media’ (2019) the playfulness we express as part of ourselves and reality within 
the social photograph. I wanted this playfulness to be visually easy to resonate with. Clay gave me this option as it 
has that reference of being a child and being hands on and expressive with no fear or consequence.  
  
 The photo as part of a series is to challenge if the social photo is destructive or if it says more about ourselves within 
a technological age. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1091 



Artist ID: 1092 
 
Artist Name: sophie meyer 
Website: www.sophiemeyer.co.uk 
IG: @sophiemeyer_art 
 
Artist Statement: Sophie is a multi-disciplinary artist working in sculpture, assemblage, printmaking and 
photography. Inspired by personal experiences, Sophie makes work which explores the body, relationships, memory 
and perception.  
  
  
  
 She is fascinated by the neuroscience around embodied cognition, how the brain processes emotions and sensory 
input, and in how the experience of trauma influences perception, and the body. Her series of works ‘Touching 
Distance’ explores how materiality and texture might evoke the physical experience of conflicted emotion and 
implicit memory. Most recently she’s been focusing on the sensations of shame, co-dependence, hypervigilance and 
repressed anger.  
  
   
  
 In making these works, she’s often been drawn to everyday, ordinary materials found in the domestic sphere - 
scourers, dishcloths, wax, wool, nails, plaster. In playing with unexpected outcomes and creating encounters 
between the materials, she is seeking a visual language to express the psychology of complex relationships and hard 
to articulate emotions.  
  
   
  
 As an emerging artist in her mid-forties, Sophie found her preconceived notions about self, identity, work, family 
and motherhood have been destabilised since becoming a mother via adoption. After working for 20 years in feature 
films, she now combines a freelance career in screenplay development, with adoption charity work and a developing 
visual art practice, which has been nurtured through attending adult education settings. She finds that all these 
strands of her life and work feed usefully into each other and provide much visual and conceptual inspiration for her 
art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1092 
Artwork 1 Title: Embodied Shame 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: approx 80 cm by 25cm depending how displayed (20x20 each) 
Artwork 1 Medium: wax, nails, scourer, safety glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Embodied Shame is a sculptural triptych of wax with nails, scourer and shattered safety 
glass. Inspired by the psychology and physicality of toxic, or core, shame, it is intended to be displayed leaning on a 
shelf, playing on a deliberate ambiguity between object and picture. The harsh and abrasive textures are submerged, 
entombed, in the wax, which for Sophie is evocative of flesh and the body with its soft/solid and pliable/fragile 
changeability. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1095 
 
Artist Name: Sofia Cianciulli 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sophmetries/ 
 
Artist Statement: Sofia is a multi-disciplinary artist based in London. She will be graduating from Central Saint 
Martins this summer and so far she has exhibited at Tate Exchange, Apiary Studios, and Lethaby Gallery.  
  
  
  
 She was born in Florence and moved to New York as a teenager. While renaissance art trained her to a sexualised 
representation of femininity, third-wave American movement encouraged her to embrace individualism and 
diversity. 
  
  
  
 As a millennial, her reality is influenced by post-feminist media age, and her work responds with absolute 
transparency to narrative conventions, determining conclusions about how identity is converted into economic 
capital.  
  
  
  
 Her work investigates the value of the female body in an hyperconnected and commodified society, through a 
combination of body art and technology. 
  
  
  
 Using her body as an art object she allows herself to become the subject. Her art practice is a self-reflexive project, 
and her personal experience with woman-hood is at its core.  
  
  
  
 With performance art being at the foundation of her paintings, sculptures and digital works, she seeks to establish a 
proximity between the subject and the viewer. Whilst confronting the mediation of digital female bodies, her main 
questions is: “How close am I to authenticity?â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1095 
Artwork 1 Title: Sophmetrie 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x90x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In 1960 the french artist Yves Klein arranged a performance where he directed a group of 
naked woman making imprints of their body in front of a live audience (www.tate.org.uk, 2019). Although the work 
was criticised for the way in which the artists instumentalised naked female models, what strikes me the most is how 
he distanced himself from its art production.  
  
  
  
 Anthropometries (1960) removed the artist from the direct making of the work and simultaneously extended the 
role of the female body. There, while the art making process unfolds directly in front of the audience, sexuality is at 
the core of the work (and perhaps its success).  
  
  
  
 By re-contextualising this relationship of body and sexuality, I experienced the correlation of being a body and being 
a woman. 
  
  
  
 As a body I live and perceive through the five senses: the paint on my skin, and the touch of the canvas, are 
encounters that make me sense my body in quite unusual ways. And although this physical awareness is uniquely 
individual and deeply personal, the experience of ‘sensing’ can be shared by multiple people. 
  
  
  
 On the other hand, being a woman may be associated with a wider set of functions and conventions, therefore its 
meaning is socially produced.  
  
 When I look at the construction of my body mark on the canvas, I clearly identifying my breasts and crotch. In my 
mind these are associated with a definition of femininity trained by a long art history of sexual representation - 
therefore, I involuntarily perceive an object of desirability and pleasure.  
  
  
  
 Sophmetrie is a personal way to extricate my sense of identity from a sexualised definition of desirability. A way to 
understand who I am, and to reconnect to a sense of self that relies on the senses. Sophmetrie is a form - Sofia’s 
form. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1095 



Artist ID: 1098 
 
Artist Name: Kate Courtney-Taylor 
Website: www.katecourtney-taylor.co.uk/ 
IG: @katecourtneytaylor 
 
Artist Statement: Kate Courtney-Taylor’s first degree was in Physics, which led to a successful career in the Medical 
Devices sector for 15 years. After the birth of her first child, she realised the conveyor belt was just that. She decided 
to develop her skills in glass casting and is now studying for a BA in Glass, Ceramics, Jewellery and Metal at The 
University of Creative Arts, Farnham. She is currently being exhibited in Dublin Castle, for the 2019 Irish Glass 
Biennale. 
  
  
  
 Kate explores the concepts of constraint and power. Her works plays with the relationship between the two, how 
constraint can embody power, and yet how it can create tension. Constraints can inform our existence through 
relationships, careers and sexuality, the work looks to question their role in today’s society in order to prompt 
debate and promote dialogue. 
  
  
  
 Kate uses glass and the light that flows through it in a thought provoking and elegant way to challenge the viewer. 
Working in optical glass and lead crystal she aims to create a mysticism that combines the energy of nature, light, 
with sculptural form. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1098 
Artwork 1 Title: No absolute 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 22X7X7 
Artwork 1 Medium: Optical Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My current body of work has been a process of exploring constraint. 
  
  
  
 In strangling a simple condom, a symbol of birth control I have created a feminine form reminiscent of an ancient 
Venus figurine. The constrained condom was used to cast the internal void of the vessel. The tension is magnified by 
the optical glass and is contained within a curved female form. 
  
  
  
 The piece challenges the viewer to explore the complexity of equality. This piece embodies the notion that we live in 
a complex world where there is no absolute. Multiple perspectives and fragments make up the richness of our 
world. Beautiful yet open to many interpretations. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1099 
 
Artist Name: Ankita Anand 
Website: https://ankitaanand.com/ 
IG: @_ankitaanand 
 
Artist Statement: Ankita Anand is an Indian artist. Her background as an artist is in experimental moving image - 
where she combines documentary film and fiction to create surreal narratives. In the past year her focus has moved 
on to creative coding and programming, in particular exploring places where spirituality and technology might 
overlap. The medium (performance, installation or video) is chosen by the intention of the work, creating a clear link 
between the two. She wishes to make the boundaries between spirituality and technology more fluid by introducing 
eastern approaches like yogic philosophy into the debates regarding AI. Her projects attempt to link this ancient 
science back to contemporary and future technologies and how these approaches can be further developed to 
accommodate diversity and inclusiveness. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/360155932 
  



Artist ID: 1099 
Artwork 1 Title: Understanding Intelligence 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 6cm x 250cm x 250cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation - New Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video link : https://vimeo.com/360155932 
  
  
  
 Webpage link : https://ankitaanand.com/Understanding-Intelligence 
  
  
  
 Description:  
  
 According to Yogic Philosophy there are 16 dimensions to human intelligence, 4 main ones being: Buddhi (Intellect), 
Manas (Memory), Ahankara (Identity) and Chitta (Cosmic Intelligence). Understanding Intelligence is the 
manifestation of these through computation. 
  
  
  
 Buddhi (Intellect) 
  
 The intellect is like a knife, its purpose is to dissect and aid survival. It does not have the capacity to go beyond its 
own limitations. Buddhi is represented by the cells that follow a set of rules to survive, expand and grow. 
  
  
  
 Manas (Memory) 
  
 When we say memory in Yoga it does not mean memory in our minds but it means memory held in every cell of our 
body (manomaya kosha) which is on a phenomenal scale.The nature of Manas is like a boundary, it is also an input to 
the intellect. Hence Manas is embodied through three ultrasonic sensors placed under three heaps of soil. As you 
step into this boundary your presence starts dictating the aesthetics of Buddhi. 
  
  
  
 Ahankara (Identity) 
  
 Ahankara gives a sense of identity, once you strongly identify with something, the intellect only functions in that 
context. Hence it is depicted by a deep learning model which is trained on the Buddhi. Ahankara is strongly identified 
with Buddhi hence it starts to see everything as that. 
  
  
  
 Chitta (Cosmic Intelligence) 
  
 Chitta is pure intelligence, unsullied by memory, intellect and identification. It is beyond these other three 
dimensions; ever-present but rarely accessed. Chitta is embodied by a glowing orb. 
  
  
  
 Alterations to the work :  
  
 **Due to the Nature of this exhibition/prize and limitations on size I will be showcasing only one frame and one 
circle (Ahamkara and Memory). The rest can be shown through a documentation video on the wall next to the work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1099 



Artist ID: 1102 
 
Artist Name: Maddie Yuille 
Website: www.maddieyuille.com 
IG: @maddieyuille 
 
Artist Statement: I create paintings of domestic interiors devoid of people, in which, through the process of painting, 
strange new spaces come about, where the uncanny is witnessed in the familiar and mundane, and the agency of 
the inanimate is illuminated. Often at the boundary of the interior and exterior, interior spaces are illuminated by 
light from the outside, and a tantalising glimpse of the world beyond is seen. However the space is never fully known 
- each painting a fragment that reveals and conceals in equal measure. 
  
  
  
 A moment witnessed is held and elongated, stretched to reveal an expanded sense of time where time of day is 
unknown and anything or nothing could potentially happen in the invented world of the painting. The timeless space 
of the motel is hinted at - an uncanny ‘non-place’, where the generic interior offers the viewer a sense of pleasant 
anonymity. Alone, gazing, they could be anyone, anywhere. 
  
  
  
 Playing with illusion, the paintings oscillate between the depiction of a recognisable space and a simple collection of 
brush marks on a flat surface. Applying paint in thin, translucent glazes, I allow unpredictable and shifting colours to 
arise. These washes are punctuated by occasional areas of white, which refer to the white-out that occurs where 
there is an over-abundance of light in a photo, as well as simultaneously puncturing the illusion of depth in the 
painting. As such, I question what, if anything, can be known of a beyond. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1102 
Artwork 1 Title: The Driftless Area II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 140 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: “The Driftless Area IIâ€• depicts a sparse interior scene; the edge of a bed and lamp are 
shrouded in a warm shade. The world beyond this space cannot be seen, but is implied by a bright light, partially 
screened by a curtain that falls across the room. Painted in rhythmic up and down brush strokes, the washes of 
bright colour are punctuated by spaces of white - referring to an over-abundance of light, but also creating a break in 
the image that reveals the white of the canvas beneath, reminding the viewer that despite the illusionary quality of 
the painting, ultimately this is just paint on a surface. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1103 
 
Artist Name: Racso Jugarap 
Website: www.racsoj.com 
IG: racso_j 
 
Artist Statement: Racso J, A wire artist from the Philippines based in Brussels Belgium. Weaving his meditations 
through wires. Curves have been always an element in his works. For him, curve shapes express fluid movement and 
it could be dynamic. It depends on how much the curve is in the object, the less curve the calmer. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1103 
Artwork 1 Title: Aurora 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x55 x105 
Artwork 1 Medium: Metal Wires 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1104 
 
Artist Name: Arimathea Warren 
Website: https://www.arimatheawarren.co.uk/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/arimatheawarren/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Arimathea Warren’s practice frequently revolves around the use of collage-based work, which are 
often quite physical in terms of process and results in pieces that are rich in visual imagery. The art works she 
produces usually feature personal influences, and most recently elements of appropriated popular culture, though in 
the past has worked with rural and urban imagery. She often incorporates her own sarcastic and satirical humour. 
The pieces that she forms intend to produce a connection between the piece and the beholder, in terms of the 
recognisable, and the unrecognisable, which forms a relatable, but disordered realm for the beholder to retreat to 
for a brief period of time. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1104 
Artwork 1 Title: How To Skin A Wabbit 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55.5cm x 177cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint, Oil Pastels and Beeswax On Cotton Fabric 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A playful creation of bringing the traditional two-dimensional into the three-dimensional in 
an almost comically violent manner. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1105 
 
Artist Name: Henrietta MacPhee 
Website: http://henriettamacphee.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/etta_mac/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Henrietta MacPhee is a British artist (b.1985). She graduated with a Diploma in Ceramics from City 
Lit in 2017 and works from her studio based in South London. 
  
 Her artistic practise is centred in ceramics. Modelling by hand and painting on the clay she creates a language that 
blends the visual and tangible to create entertaining illusions and a sense of complexity that traverses the border 
between 2D and 3D.  
  
 Through a fresh child-like perspective of the world, she portrays scenes of poetic tenderness and humour, 
interweaving metaphors for embracing life’s diversity of peoples and their cultures. It is playful, representing an 
innocent yet thought provoking relationship with the material form. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1105 
Artwork 1 Title: Banana fan 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 27 x 43 x 22cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glazed ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Working in clay allows me to find a direct interpretation of my imagination. Intangible 
thoughts become possible surprises; a bunch of bananas turns into a frivolous hand fan.  
  
 This ceramic sculpture evokes how the market stalls sell their fruit turning them upside down. My fan is 
permanently on display supporting itself with a pivotal structure that is painted in a way to be reminiscent of the 
banana leaf.  
  
 Not purely decorative or ambiguously functional I want this ceramic piece to be self-reflective and carry its own 
suggestive connotations. Using different surfaces and textures, glossy and matt glazes emphasises the playful 
movement between the 2D/3D realms, drawing on real and imaginary logics. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1106 
 
Artist Name: Liqing Tan 
Website: liqingtan.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tlqm6/ 
 
Artist Statement: The mystery of visualizing body as landscape and landscape as body leads me to think of the 
unique forms in figures the same time may display as giant landscape. Zooming into a specific gesture, or connecting 
the body part with the surroundings, or turning a landscape into a shape of body part in order to create something 
new are one part of the concepts I have been working on. Creating an unreality space or capture a dramatic moment 
are important elements of my works as well. By using vague and ambiguous way to paint, I am thinking to express a 
kind of contemporary psychology, the influence of the subjectivity of judging things. I love to draw the casual and 
even some awkward colour piece of foil to picture a strange atmosphere.  
  
 These are series of oil paintings of daily routine. An ambiguous story line about things appear and disappear, 
intimacy and separation, isolation and needing, missing and forgetting, discovering and reflecting, getting closer and 
getting far away, focusing and diverging. It is about record, speculation, imagination, and recreation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1106 
Artwork 1 Title: Obsess 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 51*51*3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1108 
 
Artist Name: Sebastian Bishop 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/sebhibition 
 
Artist Statement: My work explores people, form, light, surroundings, space, textures, colours and shapes. I look for 
all these aspects when creating a painting as these are what makes us who we are, where we are and what we are. I 
want the viewer to take their own narrative in my paintings whilst I steer them into the direction of my own. 
  
  
  
 In creating a painting I also hope to depict a glimpse of realism: my realism. I believe realism is what we see as 
individuals. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1108 
Artwork 1 Title: Halfway Between. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61x110x2.5 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting depicts a young woman, halfway between floors of the tenement flats in the 
city of Glasgow. Though the narrative to this painting seems quite obvious, is she indecisive? will she stay or go? 
With a mundane look on her face, is she tired of making any decision so she sits there in limbo and we'll never know. 
In reality. this painting was created, whilst we sat on a flight of stairs in Glasgow, teaching our new rescue greyhound 
out of separation anxiety. I wanted to create this image to mark a stepping stone in our lives by adopting a 
greyhound. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1112 
 
Artist Name: Yurim Gough 
Website: http://yurimgough.com/ 
IG: http://www.instagram.com/yurimgough 
 
Artist Statement: I was born in South Korea, a country with a long tradition of ceramics. I graduated in fashion design 
in Seoul and by the age of 30 I had designed shoes for over ten years in Seoul, Tokyo and London when I relocated to 
England in 2007; the first time I left Asia.  
  
  
  
 I then started experimenting with life drawing and other media, and found myself drawn to my cultural roots and 
especially ceramics. In 2013 I started making bowls, sketching live models drawing directly onto the contoured 
surfaces, combining the organic hand-moulded form of the bowl with the human form. A couple of years later I 
began to add images to the pieces to extend the narrative, seeking inspiration from what I see in the drawings.  
  
 In Asian culture bowls are philosophically connected with humanity: in Korea we talk about how big is the “bowlâ€• 
in your mind as it’s believed that the bowl is where someone’s knowledge and experience resides. My bowls are 
hand moulded and I draw straight onto them, with no preliminary sketches. Drawing directly on them having a real 
person in front of me and I transpose the energy from the model into the artwork.  
  
  
  
 I am currently interested in contemporary issues and trends that deal with gender fluidity. I’m fascinated by how a 
number of men are redesigning their style influenced by the queer culture. This fluidity of the male body captivates 
my eye and my new works are highly influenced by that. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1112 
Artwork 1 Title: A man who loves dressing up! 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33 x 29 x 15.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am currently interested in contemporary issues and trends that deal with gender fluidity. 
I’m fascinated by how a number of men are redesigning their style influenced by the queer culture. This fluidity of 
the male body captivates my eye and my new works are highly influenced by that. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1117 
 
Artist Name: Claire van der Boog 
Website: www.clairevanderboog.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/clairevanderboog/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have made space my chosen focus for experimentation and I conceptualize it through my 
artworks, transforming the materiality of a place as well as how it is perceived by the observers. I’m inspired by what 
already exists in order to highlight and create new relationships with space and new scale values. My artworks then 
become penetrable, situated within an in-between space in which the objects, that seem utilitarian, finally reveal a 
precarious balance. I questionâ€”between two and three-dimensionsâ€”the space itself and perhaps even attempt 
to redefine it. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1117 
Artwork 1 Title: View of a room nÂ°4 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40X40X12 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media: plexiglass, foam and metal sheet 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artworks of the series « view of a room » and « view of a box » challenge the 
boundaries between painting and sculpture, creating three-dimensionality through two-dimensional layers. Using 
geometric abstractions, I synthesize reality, questioning the way in which we perceive and interpret space. 
  
  
  
 Depending on the viewer’s position towards the artwork the synthetization will create different fragmented spaces. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1118 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Cordes Engelman 
Website: https://lucycordesengelman.hotglue.me/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/luciabellaaa/ 
 
Artist Statement: Lucy Cordes Engelman is asking questions about the potential of film and moving image beyond its 
representational aspects and more towards its embodied potential. Using analog film, mobile phone footage and 
archival reels, she endeavors to create immersive moving image spaces in which one can approach such imperatives 
as, “How will we unweave ourselves from existing dominant narratives and move beyond limited world-views?â€• 
Working with forms of nonlinear storytelling as floating material, she seeks to embody her practice in multiple fluid 
subjectivities. Like many others before her (and around her), she’s approaching ‘the cinema’ as a site of rupture and 
possible communion. In filmic zones that emerge via installation and performance, story continually fragments, 
refusing closure. Compelled by ecological longing, sensorial mysticism, and (his)tories of intersectional xfeminism, 
she draws upon her background in theater and her synesthesia to work in this open-ended continually shifting 
manner. Her research based practice is one of a continual surfacing and submerging again of critical concerns 
(climate change, grief, trauma, neocolonial oppression) and obsessive love (water in all its forms, dreams, dance, 
mystical devotion, justice and so on). She uses her own prior work to make new work -- thereby releasing herself of 
attachment to what she has previously so carefully and deliberately created. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/349668260 (3-channel installation version), https://vimeo.com/374191439 (single channel 
version for judging) 
  



Artist ID: 1118 
Artwork 1 Title: The Taste Undid Our Eyes! 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Super 8m transferred to HD video with mobile phone footage, 12â€•40. 
Artwork 1 Medium: 3-channel film on Super 8m film, mobile phone footage. Installation: 3 hanging canvases (4:3 
ratio) and 3 projectors, hanging cheesecloth, recycled sound proof foam insulation floor. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/349668260  
  
 (3-channel installation version) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 https://vimeo.com/374191439 
  
 (single channel version for judging) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 "The Taste Undid Our Eyes!" is a 15 minute 3-channel film that screens several times daily as part of a cinema 
installation known as OPTICAL? ORACULAR? ORACLE! The work won my master's department prize and is a 
culmination of my research into legacies of haptic feminist cinema in relation to climate change, myths and power 
dynamics surrounding water and ‘solastalgia’ as ecological longing. It takes form via mother/daughter skype 
conversations, attempts to unravel mythologies around water, alternative moon-birth scenarios and dance 
conjuring. Authorial slippages and transference course through the multi-perspective film. Super 8 and mobile phone 
footage appears as material, enmeshing itself in the space, potent not by symbolizing something beyond itself -- but 
by nature of its own presence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1119 
 
Artist Name: Nicole Kolawole 
Website:  
IG: @moreni.k_art 
 
Artist Statement: In my portraiture work, I am often moved by the responsibility of creating representation for the 
BME community within the world of contemporary art. Inspired by the large-scale, power-packed portraits 
centralising black femmes by Tim Okamura, and dynamic portraits entwined with natural scenes by Beau Bernier 
Frank, I often scale up the work and develop my own mixed-media backgrounds in the experimentation process; 
working through a range of formats and textures until I settle on one that frames the subject matter in a particularly 
interesting light. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1119 
Artwork 1 Title: Yeye Emo Eja 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.5x75x1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I created this work for black youth, namely young black women- a highly underrepresented 
group in all forms of media. My aim was to create a human visualisation of a higher power, one that that the viewer 
could see themselves reflected in. The main source of inspiration is from Yoruba folklore, religious beliefs and 
descriptions of all-powerful deities that connect humanity to the spirit world.  
  
 With this exploration, I highlight the power in the ancient tales of my own heritage, but also what it means to share 
these aspects of identity as an British-African artist with the viewer, and the impact this may have on those who are 
also part of the diaspora. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1120 
 
Artist Name: Deborah Ilett 
Website: Deborahilett.wordpress.com 
IG: deborah_ilett 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice focuses on the effects of time, a sense of belonging, place, memory and our 
interrelationship with nature. It uses scientific discovery and exploratory methods of research as a means of 
inspiration, delving into the known and the unknown, into the visible and the invisible, seeking to encourage people 
to engage with their surroundings, to look more closely. It seeks to link the past and present, to re-awaken the 
childhood sense of curiosity. 
  
  
  
 Science informs my practice and provides me with inspiration for my creative work. It enables the consideration of 
ground-breaking concepts that I can use in creating and developing my practice. Combining art with scientific 
elements creates a melting pot of infinite possibilities for research and development of ideas, through to the 
methods of production. Science and technology have much to offer, but they are tools, the means of discovery, 
understanding and progression, whereas art provides us with the means to visualise the potentiality of what we 
have learnt. 
  
  
  
 By not specifying the inspirational subject matter it enables the creation of artworks with a greater depth of 
meaning and interest. This type of practice permits the public to superimpose their own memories and ideas onto 
the piece, leaving it open for interpretation and giving it a wider sense of appeal. Encouraging people to assimilate 
and draw their own conclusions, realising that on closer inspection and introspection we may perceive something 
new, creative and fulfilling. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1120 
Artwork 1 Title: Masquerade 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 260 x 260 x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Resin, on Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The paintings were created by applying multiple layers of acrylic paint - subjected to a 
variety of techniques, such as the application of cling film and methylated spirits, resulting in nuanced changes in 
texture and surface pattern - to MDF boards, before coating with a layer of resin. 
  
  
  
 'Masquerade' as seen in a gallery setting, available from: 
  
 https://we.tl/t-6x8YxxhuEU 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1121 
 
Artist Name: Paul Bonomini 
Website: www.bonominisculptor.com 
IG: paul_bonomini 
 
Artist Statement: Paul Bonomini is a British sculptor. He is an elected and active member of the Royal Society of 
Sculptors. 
  
 His work currently follows two particular flows. The first based on his interest in the beauty and symmetry of The 
Platonic Solids, in particular the cube.  
  
 In direct contrast to the ordered geometry of his cube forms, the second flow of work follows a more organic, 
narrative driven set of themes.  
  
 Paul’s work is driven by process, and materials. Casting, forging and constructing pieces in a range of materials, 
including bronze, Iron, concrete, glass, steel and more recently 3D printed plastics. Although distinctly different his 
two current areas of interest are intrinsically linked by their homogeny of material usage. Paul’s background in 
Theatre Design informs his use of space, spatial relationships and occasionally narrative - as Dan Flavin says said “It is 
what it is, and it ain’t nothin’ elseâ€• 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1121 
Artwork 1 Title: Stakkr 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75 x 15 x 15 
Artwork 1 Medium: Plastic,rubber,wood,steel,pewter,wax,concrete,plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Stakkr - A stack, a pile, a collection of materials, natural and man- 15cm square sections are 
cast or cut to size and stacked, representing a "core sample" of the current geological period in which we are living, 
known as the Anthropocene. During this period human activity has been the dominant destructive influence on 
climate and the environment. In this work I seek to highlight these issues. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1122 
 
Artist Name: MARTIN MANGELINCK 
Website: https://mamasculpture.jimdo.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Using common words and medium, even digital is not yet heresy and not so compromising for my 
artistic career. I did not eclipse the spiritual, mystical, sexual, violent, political dimension entering my abstraction 
world. From this world emerge realistic human figures that must be so next to my deeps feelings, sensations, 
instincts. The outside world become A-natural, worrying, sexual, charged of violence, romantic, religious, abstract, 
unrealistic, colour-full, funnyâ€¦ probably because a new world expressed what has been repressed or perhaps it is 
my inside? 
  
 I try to pass on a reality of images in their harrowing phase. I try to bring the object closer to myself, maybe closer 
alive. MM 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1122 
Artwork 1 Title: STADE 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 X 50 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Anodised aluminium, Polychromal, digital-ink, new materials. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: STADE 1  
  
  
  
 Stade 1 : is an "intuitive" 3D conception that join the virtual and the physical worlds. The rise of my abilities has 
allowed me to blend the computational base of my art with the traditional physical form of my sculptures.  
  
  
  
 Is a new media art that involves interaction between me/my artwork and observer and between observers and my 
artwork, which responds to them. This form of interaction emerge on is first stade, it is a kind of social exchange, 
participation, and later will put on mind transformation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1125 
 
Artist Name: Lauren Gunn 
Website: laurengunnart.weebly.com 
IG: @laurengunn89 
 
Artist Statement: I am currently in the first year of my Contemporary Art Practice Foundation Degree in Northenden, 
Manchester. I am constantly experimenting with new medium and technique, concentrating mainly on 2D imagery.  
  
  
  
 I have always been inspired by how one piece of art can change the way we look at the world, and if your message 
can reach just one person, this can transform their perception, whether that be their perspective of a specific 
person, particular class of people, a viewpoint they may not have previously considered or their entire life. To be 
given the opportunity to touch a person’s life, any person’s life, in this way is a substantial honour, and is why so 
many individuals strive to create art. 
  
  
  
 I hope that my imagery can encourage conversation and breakdown boundaries around social status and division. I 
hope to inspire people of look at other people and parts of the world which surround them, though they may not 
devote any specific attention to it in their everyday lives. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1125 
Artwork 1 Title: The Middle Aged Man, Who Runs The CountryQ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 127 x 101.5 x 1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink, Oil Paint Stick and White Spirit 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image portrays what I would describe as 'real' people, living in isolation, deal with 
monotony of life. The image is kept dark and brooding to reflect the industrial history of the North of England and 
it's working class heritage.  
  
  
  
 My inspiration for this image originated from a photographer, Martin Parr, whose exhibition I had recently attended 
in Manchester. One section was entitled ‘The Real Coronation Street’ and featured families from a street in 
Manchester. Each image was the family sat in their living room. So simple yet lots of people spend much of their 
time in this intimate and personal space. Whilst I enjoyed this exhibition, I disliked the fact that the families were 
posing for the photograph. I prefer to capture people in their own space, doing their own thing and I wanted to bring 
this to my work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1126 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Vasilescu 
Website: https://www.victoriasfineart.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/victoria.vasilescu/ 
 
Artist Statement: Art touches our souls in a deep and beautiful way. It makes us more sensitive to the beauty of this 
world and awakens our feelings. Perhaps immersing myself in art and its’ magic would contribute to making our 
world more kind, respectful and sensitive to one another. Our daily stress and worries seem to go away when letting 
ourselves surrender to the beauty of a painting. 
  
  
  
 There are increasing scientific proofs on the powerful impact of art on our well-being and brain-function. My love of 
people and helping increase emotional well-being that always motivated me in any initiative I took, gives me hope 
my paintings would spread feelings of peacefulness, care and admiration of the beauty of this world and our 
surroundings. My journeys in different cultures helped me build consideration, tolerance and respect of diversity. I 
hope my artworks bring sunny feelings to everyone, since our emotional well-being has a direct impact on our 
health, quality of life and perceived happiness level - “Mens sana in corpore sanoâ€•. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1126 
Artwork 1 Title: "Stand tall as a Pine tree" by Victoria Vasilescu 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20 X 24 X 0.6 IN / 50 x 60 x 1,5 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Manipulation and denigration methods continue to affect our lives. Employing such 
methods import many costs. They affect not only the individuals, but also the progress and development of any 
society. 
  
  
  
 According to Dr. Harriet B. Brakier, psychological manipulation is a type of social influence that aims to change the 
behavior or perception of others through abusive, deceptive, or underhanded tactics[1] Dr. Harriet B. Brakier is a 
social and clinical Ph.D. psychologist, best-selling author and internationally renowned expert, 
  
  
  
 Those who employ such methods usually exploit or make abuse of others in their own interest. Often, they are so 
concentrated on pursuing their own goals, that might not even realize or even disregard their potential impact on 
their victims. 
  
  
  
 Preston Ni, communication coach, professor of communication studies at Foothill College, and author of How to 
Successfully Handle Manipulative People (2018), mentions that: “Healthy social influence occurs between most 
people, and is part of the give-and-take of constructive relationships. In psychological manipulation, one person is 
used for the benefit of another.â€•[2] 
  
  
  
 While denigration is another deceitful method. Those who employ this method seek to portray a false superiority 
combined with disrespect. They would belittle one’s contributions to a project or unfairly criticize one’s activity or 
skills. 
  
  
  
 Sadly no one is at shelter of such abusive behavior. Such methods may ruin and destroy friendships built through 
many years. A wounded soul might become a pole of attraction of such behavior. At times, even when you know 
that someone is trying to manipulate you and understand that he/she is lying to youâ€¦ you forgive that wrong 
behavior. Especially in a friendship. You know that it is human to make mistakes. However, it is difficult to continue 
to trust someone, when he/she repeatedly employs such behavior. 
  
  
  
 According to Simon, George K. in his book In Sheep’s Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with Manipulative 
People, (1996), manipulators usually employ many techniques. I will cite here only some of them[3], which I have 
encountered in my own experience: 
  
  
  
 Lying or lying by withholding a significant amount of truth; 
  
 Denial - when he/she refuses to admit that they have done something wrong; 
  
 Rationalization - excuse made by the manipulator for inappropriate behavior; 
  
 Minimization - manipulator asserts that their behavior is not as harmful or irresponsible as someone else was 
suggesting, for example, saying that a taunt or insult was only a joke; 
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 Playing the victim role - manipulator portrays himself or herself as a victim of circumstance or of someone else’s 
behavior in order to gain pity, sympathy or evoke compassion and thereby get something from another. Caring and 
conscientious people cannot stand to see anyone suffering and the manipulator often finds it easy to play on 
sympathy to get cooperation; 
  
 Playing the servant role - cloaking a self-serving agenda in guise of a service to a more noble cause, for example 
saying they are acting in a certain way to be “obedientâ€• to or in “serviceâ€• to an authority figure or “just doing 
their jobâ€•; 
  
 Projecting the blame (blaming others) - manipulator scapegoats in often subtle, hard-to-detect ways. Often, the 
manipulator will project their own thinking onto the victim, making the victim look like they have done something 
wrong. Manipulators will also claim that the victim is the one who is at fault for believing lies that they were conned 
into believing, as if the victim forced the manipulator to be deceitful. All blame, except for the part that is used by 
the manipulator to accept false guilt, is done in order to make the victim feel guilty about making healthy choices, 
correct thinking and good behaviors. It is frequently used as a means of psychological and emotional manipulation 
and control. Manipulators lie about lying, only to re-manipulate the original, less believable story into a “more 
acceptableâ€• truth that the victim will believe. Projecting lies as being the truth is another common method of 
control and manipulation. Manipulators love to falsely accuse the victim as “deserving to be treated that way.â€• 
They often claim that the victim is crazy and/or abusive, especially when there is evidence against the manipulator; 
  
 Vilifying the victim - the manipulator falsely accuses the victim as being an abuser in response when the victim 
stands up for or defends themselves or their position; 
  
 Feigning innocence - manipulator tries to suggest that any harm done was unintentional or that they did not do 
something that they were accused of. Manipulator may put on a look of surprise or indignation. This tactic makes 
the victim question their own judgment; 
  
 Feigning confusion - manipulator tries to play dumb by pretending they do not know what the victim is talking about 
or is confused about an important issue brought to their attention. The manipulator intentionally confuses the victim 
in order for the victim to doubt their own accuracy of perception, often pointing out key elements that the 
manipulator intentionally included in case there is room for doubt. Sometimes manipulators will have used cohorts 
in advance to help back up their story. 
  
 I believe that any team, or community and even a society might be ruined by consistently destroying trust among its 
members. As Henri Fexeus, mentioned in his book Finesse: Superior Social Skills (2017) “â€¦ if we can not trust each 
other, we can not be numerous or coordinated. Society will collapseâ€•[4]. Henri Fexeus is a Swedish mentalist, 
author of many books and currently holding 2nd place in the top of Global Guru. 
  
  
  
 Employing manipulation and/or denigration methods leads to the erosion of trust. Sadly such methods are common 
up the ladder. Some begin to see everyone as a potential threat to their own endeavor. Probably fueled by their 
personal psychological insecurities. In the most happy and rare cases true leaders motivated by a cause and beliefs 
become to hold power positions. However, many are drawn for totally different reasons. Each one of us is unique in 
his/her own way. As the American Psychiatric Association defines this type of behavior - personal gain at almost any 
cost to others, an incontestable need to attain feelings of power and superiority in relationships with others, etc. 
Those with antisocial personalities will manipulate for material items, power, revenge, and a wide variety of other 
reasons.[5] 
  
  
  
 The whyâ€¦? 
  
 In my opinion an important virtue one needs to abide is to never trade one’s values for a specific job or friendly 
request. Even if such request comes from a figure of authority, a friend or your boss. You are not the property of 
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anyone and let no one treat you that way. The accountability is even higher when in a position of power. When one 
knows that by recurring to such methods might hinder hundreds and thousands or even more people. Such methods 
might have a significant impact on the future generations and their education. Everyone should keep in mind and be 
accountable for his/her actions. More so in case of those who are in and hold power, be it at micro- or macro level. 
  
  
  
 I chose to keep my integrity and abide to my moral values. I decided to embark on a new journey and become a 
visual artist. Everyone is entitled to his/her own choices. Honesty, respect, love, altruism and kindness are 
undeniable virtues. Decide to confront your fears and not to succumb to methods that go against your beliefs. Do 
your best and keep yourselves well-informed, try to discern, understand and document what is happening. 
  
  
  
 Stand tall like this beautiful pine tree that I painted - a cultural symbol known in many cultures all around the world. 
The pine tree is a symbol of life, peace, wisdom and longevity. This magnificent tree is believed to give love and 
hope. The pine tree is a strong survivalist. It adapts in any location; it bends during strong winds as to avoid breaking. 
Keep your integrity high and do your best not to cross the moral lines and boundaries. Our consciousness will always 
find logical explanations for each of our acts. We always seek to be in peace and feel comfortable with our-selves, 
accept and live with our-selves. 
  
  
  
 Manipulation and denigration methods are wrong and should not be tolerated. It is even worse when such methods 
are employed deliberately. Each one of us has its dark and bright side. The decision on adopting or rejecting a 
behavior is totally an individual decision to make. As Viktor E. Frankl wrote: 
  
  
  
 “A human being is not one thing among others; things determine each other, but man is ultimately self-determining. 
What he becomes - within the limits of endowment and environment - he has made out of himself. In the 
concentration camps, for example, in this living laboratory and on this testing ground, we watched and witnessed 
some of our comrades behave like swine while others behaved like saints. Man has both potentialities within 
himself; which one is actualized depends on decisions but not on conditions.â€• Viktor E. Frankl is an Austrian 
psychiatrist and neurologist, author of many researches, His best-selling and most influential works of psychiatric 
literature since Freud is Man’s Search for Meaning. 
  
  
  
 What one needs to keep in mind is - those who succumb to applying manipulation methods are in great suffering 
them-selves. Coming from their own painful life and childhood experiences that they did not manage to overcome in 
their adult life. In making efforts to combat these methods, try not to succumb to hatred. As Viktor E. Frankl wrote: 
“â€¦ the truth as it is set into song by so many poets, proclaimed as the final wisdom by so many thinkers â€¦ Love is 
the ultimate and highest goal to which man can aspire. â€¦ The salvation of man is through love and in love.â€•[6] 
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Your Life, 2004 
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 [2] Preston Ni, How to Successfully Handle Manipulative People, 2018 
  
  
  
 [3] Simon, George K., In Sheep’s Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with Manipulative People, 1996 
  
  
  
 [4] Henri Fexeus, Finesse: Superior Social Skills, 2017 
  
  
  
 [5] American Psychiatric Association, 2018 
  
  
  
 [6] Viktor E. Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning, 1946 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1128 
 
Artist Name: Michelle Tasker 
Website: www.michelletasker.co.uk 
IG: @michelletaskerartist 
 
Artist Statement: Michelle is an emerging a photographic artist from the UK. 
  
  
  
 She has worked within different photographic industries, from the wedding industry to food photography. None of 
these ever satisfied her creativity in the way that fine art does. 
  
  
  
 Often working within surrealism or portraiture, she weaves thoughtful narratives with contrasting concepts. 
  
  
  
 To date, Michelle has focussed on self portraiture and digital collage, enjoying the freedom of creating alone. She 
works simplistically, with few props or resources, highlighting form or colour. Her images use layering, collage and 
digital manipulation.Â Inspired by her surroundings; she connects the outside world with her inner world. 
  
  
  
 Michelle has exhibited in her local area of East Kent and been a Nominee in the Fine Art Photography Awards. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1128 
Artwork 1 Title: Change 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1129 
 
Artist Name: Heather macpherson 
Website: None 
IG: None 
 
Artist Statement: My painting is called "waiting for extinction" it depicts the fading world of animals  
  
  
  
 I'm a nurse of 34yrs and enjoy painting .I would like to become a professional artist . 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1129 
Artwork 1 Title: Extinction 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81x81 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My intention was to depict the fading numbers of Rhino in the world. Purple for peace and 
harmony and mustard is the diminishing Sands of time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1130 
 
Artist Name: Andreea Ionascu 
Website: www.andreeaionascu.com 
IG: @andapanda31 
 
Artist Statement: I am focused on exploring artificiality, memory and space using a variety of mediums. I think of my 
installations as objects devoid of time, catalogues of fragments of memories. My aim is to create worlds rather than 
singular entities, structures where the role of the artist becomes diluted, and use this approach in choosing to work 
with a variety of materials. 
  
  
  
 The projects I make are a continuation of one another, they are co-dependent and form a collective history, and my 
work so far has made use of space as a pivotal condition for form. In recent years, my focus has heavily shifted to 
researching sound and visual noise as narrative limits, loops and silence. I believe the works are somewhat 
ambivalent; they straddle a fine line between paintings and sculpture, they sit between two worlds and question 
how we see and why. 
  
  
  
 It is, therefore, important for works to heavily underline this falsification, as the worlds I am building are entirely 
artificial, they act as pockets where reality adheres to an intimate, different set of rules.  
  
  
  
 I have subsequently questioned the use of sound in my work and whether or not complex animated structures were 
needed to create it, and have since gradually limited the use of materials and techniques I allowed myself to explore, 
in attempting to generate noise through images or through the interaction of the elements within them. As my 
works are heavily rooted in an exploration of memory, sound is evoked, generated artificially in an inaccurate, 
subjective bubble. 
  
  
  
 I believe there is some importance to the construction of a personal narrative history of works where implied silence 
creates objects devoid of time, where point and counterpoint become just as important for the study of the limits of 
space and objects. Whether the worlds I create are entirely imaginary or representations of reality, they shift 
according to the viewer like fragments of mirrors, and it is key that they retain this sense of flux and non-specificity, 
and, so far, my installations have focused on absence, either self-imposed by material limitation or form to create a 
tactile language. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1130 
Artwork 1 Title: On Time, Artificiality and the Anthropocene Extinction II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 206 x 230 x 40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Steel, DC motors, Arduinos, Relays, PIR Sensors, Plaster. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work is an exploration of the idea of creating a rift between sound and time. My 
research has been focused on limits and our failure to understand absolutes. The project is an attempt to create an 
artificial environment seen through the perspective of an object, where the interaction/ tension between the work 
and the visitors generates noise.  
  
  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SepIJdmyxKA 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1132 
 
Artist Name: Dovile Bilkstiene 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/dbilkstiene/ 
 
Artist Statement: I refuse to accept that way of life is monotonous and boring. All depends on attitude. Everyday life 
is full of curiosities that I have become. Eccentricity it is the axis of my creativity. Perhaps art which I’m creating is 
not very modern, because I’m not talking about the problems of these days, cruelty, intolerance and injustice, but I 
deliberately choose such a strategy. I think that the modern individual is already himself immersed in different 
problems and there is no need to remind it for him. Everybody always everywhere talking with each others how it is 
all wrong and bad. 
  
 I strive to create images such that they are at their strangeness for a moment to distract the viewer from his own 
thoughts / problems, raise questions for himself and give some unexplained feelings. 
  
 In my paintings I paint realistic objects, using a lot of the narrative, but my created histories does not have a specific 
end, because I want to leave space for the viewers interpretation. The strangeness of my paintings comes from 
produced situations or playing unusual perspectives. All the considerations arise from careful observation of 
everyday life, I don’t like to rush. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1132 
Artwork 1 Title: Flamingos 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x50 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1133 
 
Artist Name: Matteo Traverso 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: We are a duo of artists. Maria Isolina Cozzani is a violinist and Matteo Traverso is an electronic 
musician and together we created this performance. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/372936733 
  



Artist ID: 1133 
Artwork 1 Title: Steps to be taken in case of death: 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 3x3x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: https://vimeo.com/372936733 
Artwork 1 Commentary: â€žSteps to be taken in case of death:“ was conceived in Genova in 2019, based upon an 
idea by Maria Isolina Cozzani and Matteo Traverso.  
  
 The scene presents a surgical operation on a violin. The setting is an operating theater, the performers are surgeons 
operating the instrument behind a medical screen. The audience can observe the surgery on 5 LCD monitors placed 
on either side of the medical screen which display the sectioned image of the violin filmed by a webcam.  
  
 Reflecting on issues about the coexistence of visual, gestural and sound components in a musical performance, that 
had already been raised by composers like John Cage, Helmut Lachenmann and Mauricio Kagel, led to the need to 
develop a metaphorical setting in which incorporate and control these three artistic aspects. The idea of creating a 
“surgical theaterâ€• where to perform gives the possibility to set up an almost sacred off-limits area where to 
experiment a deeper control on the different soound-visual-gestural artistic modalities. In this piece the audience is 
guided in a very controlled visual and sound experience: hiding, showing, disguising, mangling the reality of the 
actions on the basis of the musical, visual or narrative necessities.  
  
 In “Steps to be taken in case of death:â€• the music is conceived as a neat sequence of sounds produced by or 
bound to a scenic action. The synthesis techniques or the sound sources are chosen to be suitable to a particular 
scenic context. The techniques are varied and mixed, some sounds are looped samples, some other are created with 
real-time synthesis or through the live processing of the audio signal.  
  
 The aim is to make the audience experience a condition of emotional oscillation between an involved and tensioned 
status and a more detached and contemplative one.  
  
 Sometimes it’s about pure fiction and sometimes there is the will to represent the reality of an unpleasant situation 
with an almost grotesque accuracy to load the scenic mechanism with tension.  
  
 After a prelude in which the whole scene setting is revealed and the violin's death is declared, there is an 
announcment about the "steps to be taken in the case of deathâ€• which involve the preparation and 
mechanization of the instrument in order to give it new life through “artificial prosthesesâ€•.  
  
 At the end of the performance, the audience is invited to access the hidden operating theater to verify the new 
condition of the violin. From this moment on "Steps to be taken in case of death:" becomes an interactive 
installation. The visitors will be able to go through some sections of the performance selecting them through buttons 
located outside the medical screen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1134 
 
Artist Name: Zara Ramsay 
Website: https://www.zarapeggy.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jibjabberwock 
 
Artist Statement: Zara Ramsay is a mixed media artist working largely in sculpture. Feeling equally intrigued and 
estranged from contemporary life, specifically with regard to the objects around us, she uses her practice like a quasi 
ethnography on her own society and culture. Ideas of belief, symbolism, value and labour are explored.  
  
  
  
 Drawing on an object or encounter Ramsay feels ambivalent towards, usually those tied to a trend- be it the latest 
Balenciaga Triple S trainers or proliferation of “posh toastâ€• images - she subjects them to changes in scale and 
material in an attempt to make them her own. With both sincerity and satire she endeavours to give meaning to the 
seemingly superficial. 
  
  
  
 Endangered crafts or an element of the handmade are continually employed which come about through making 
conceptual leaps for historical parallels- however tangential. She is interested in the way our changing relation to 
making now, affects our (dis)connection with objects and how this differed in the past. 
  
  
  
 The resulting works, betwixt and between, challenge the way we understand and make sense of the world inviting 
the possibility for alternatives. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1134 
Artwork 1 Title: Still Life with Pineapple #Brunch#Sourdough#VanGogh 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 75 x 40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wood, Clay, Acrylic, Resin, Filler 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Still Life with Pineapple#Brunch#Sourdough#VanGogh developed from Ramsay’s curiosity 
with the trend of ‘posh toasts’. As is common across all works, her employment of materials and play with scale is a 
means of making this fad phenomenon her own -thereby gaining some purchase on her ambivalent feelings towards 
it. This is furthered by making 
  
 idiosyncratic historical parallels, both conceptually and visually - in this instance with still life paintings. Further 
research on this led Ramsay to learn it was often the only access point for women artists - prohibited from the 
higher subject matters of portraiture and sculpture. Through the work she also gently mocks this history, making a 
more industrial sculptural still life that falls short in its still somewhat domestic scale and modest materials. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1136 
 
Artist Name: María Soldano 
Website: mariasoldano.wix.com/mariasoldano 
IG: @maria.soldano3 
 
Artist Statement: The artistic creation lived as a process, a path that take us a liftime. 
  
 There will always be something else to get inside, something else to say, to paint, to show. 
  
 The artistic work focuses on the visual impact, the free expression of feelings and thinking, shaking the senses. 
  
 Colours provide energy, harmony and rhythm, emphasis, achieving a stain effect. Fabrics and textures help the art 
work to add volume and character, to tell an abstract story , to show in abstracts images like a translation of the 
internal world to the material outside. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1136 
Artwork 1 Title: New Dimension 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 146 x 97 cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, gold cream, fabric, gesso on canvas.s 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Something happen inside, changes, new life, more freedom.  
  
 A background looking like an old wall paper, supporting the fabric that move from the old matrix to the new 
presence , signed for some explosion of brighten colours . 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1139 
 
Artist Name: Naoki Yamaji 
Website: naokiyamaji.com 
IG: @naoki.yamaji 
 
Artist Statement: Seeking mixed expressions of western and Japanese art using acrylic and oil colours and paper on 
canvas. Depicting the irony of the mechanized society under capitalism. As the reasonability and effciency is the 
most important, Human Kind is being replaced with mechine one after another. 
  
 It is the machine which makes us wonder the value of Human Being in the society although it was originally invented 
to improve our life. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1139 
Artwork 1 Title: Self-portrait No. 4 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 (height)x 70 (width)x 1.5 (depth) cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oild, acrylic, and paper on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am expressing the relationship between technologies and myself.  
  
  
  
 Machine has a "cold" image in itself. But I realised that it is because of the society and the dramatic changes of 
human life occurred in the society when machine was invented. 
  
  
  
 While our life has been improving by the pursuit of happiness and peace of individuals. the technology has also been 
growing up, 
  
  
  
 The painting is showing the real relationship between human and machine, which is a harmony of them, according 
to Naoki Yamaji's experience. Machine is not a "cold" object anymore. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1142 
 
Artist Name: Emma Lineham 
Website: www.emmalineham.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/elillustration/ 
 
Artist Statement: Emma Lineham is an artistic wild child and illustrator from New Zealand who has been based in the 
creative hub of London for two years.  
  
 Largely influenced by the world around her, her inspiration stems from feminism, diversity and controversial fashion 
which she then distills into her own form. She draws these “girlsâ€• often adorned in highly eccentric outfits and 
expressive body language. Her characters are always 
  
 derived from real people and experiences.  
  
  
  
 Emma has been illustrating since the age of five, often for days on end. Her earliest memories include taking the roll 
of baking paper from her parent’s cupboard and sketching metre long stories, as well as drawing her entire class 
from the annual school photograph with a ballpoint pen.  
  
  
  
 Emma has exhibited her work in Sydney, Australia as well as having done life sized murals in the USA and 
commissioned live illustration events and a few smaller collaborations with Instagram influencers.  
  
 After this string of successful outcomes in 2017, Emma decided to try her luck in London with the aim to create both 
a brand and a name for herself there. However, rather quickly she discovered that London, as inspiring as it is, was 
much more overwhelming that presumed due to the masses and fierce competition. Emma soon realised if she was 
ever going to reach her dreams and create a lifestyle based on her biggest passion, first and foremost she needed to 
create new engaging content to get her work seen. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1142 
Artwork 1 Title: Hear Us 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101 x 76.2 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Water-based marker on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: “Hear Usâ€• reflects female empowerment. Where all women, no matter their story, unite 
as one and work together for the protection of fundamental women’s rights and the safeguarding of freedoms. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1143 
 
Artist Name: Amba Sayal-Bennett 
Website: www.ambasb.com 
IG: @ambasayalbennett 
 
Artist Statement: Manifesting as three interconnected lines of enquiry: two-dimensional drawing, projection, and 
sculptural installation, my work tests common conventions of visual communication to probe the relationship 
between experience and language. By problematizing the relationship between reception and interpretation, i.e. 
how we obtain meaning from experience and how this experience is transformed and codified, I explore the 
perceived neutrality of signifying processes by means of their disruption. Taking familiar elements from everyday life, 
or from within my own body of work, and treating them as lexical units to be reformulated within my own ‘aesthetic’ 
syntax, I aim to create drawn spaces that fit within dominant symbolic and linguistic structures yet which temporarily 
suspend their organizing processes. My interest in notation has led me to explore how experience can be reduced to 
basic terms of line, color and shape. Using the logic of this translation I reverse this process, applying it to my own 
drawings to make spatial constructions from them. I am interested in how these translated elements change through 
transposition, and how their change in medium and context affects how I work back into them. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1143 
Artwork 1 Title: First Ring 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48.5 x 48.5 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Chemiwood 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1147 
 
Artist Name: Calum Baptie 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: This September I commenced the first year of my GCSE study. 
  
  
  
 I am experimenting with both traditional drawing media and modern technology. 
  
  
  
 Drawing on an IPad enables me to record the decision making process, as if a story is being told. 
  
  
  
 Portraiture intrigues and challenges me. 
  
 This is my first self portrait. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1147 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Portrait 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2048 x 2732 pixels 
Artwork 1 Medium: iPad Pro using Procreate 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/1xG6vEV5M4I 
  
  
  
  
  
 I envisage the recording of the drawing being enlarged in a gallery space so the visitor stops, watches, ponders the 
decision-making of the creative process. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1148 
 
Artist Name: Anna Cedeno 
Website: @annacedeno1 
IG: @annacedeno1 
 
Artist Statement: Recently active again artist (after many years of distractions) 
  
 Currently focusing on nature in it's beauty.  
  
 Fascinated by light and abundance of colour it provides. Taking new challenges and experimenting with new 
techniques.  
  
 Yet still inspired by old masters of fine arts. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1148 
Artwork 1 Title: Wave 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.5 x 41.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sea- my true love, source of inner strength and driving energy.  
  
 'Wave' is a study of movement, light, bursting colour and life. Nature force at it's best and most powerful.  
  
 A true moment of beauty. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1150 
 
Artist Name: Mateusz Borowski 
Website: mateuszborowski.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I HAVE AN IMPRESSION THAT OUR CIVILISATION HAS ENCOUNTERED THE MOMENT IN IT’S 
DEVELOPMENT WHERE EVERY HUMAN BEING IS LIVING IN BETWEEN TWO REALITIES. 
  
  
  
 I VIEW THESE TWO REALITIES AS PRIMITIVE AND DIGITAL. 
  
  
  
 THE FORMER IS WHAT WE’RE EXPERIENCING IN A NORMAL STATE OF OUR CONSCIOUSNESS,  
  
  
  
 WHEREAS THE LATTER IS IN THE DIMENSION OF A TECHNOLOGICAL DEVICE. 
  
  
  
 THE MAIN DIFFERENCE IS AN INCREASED QUANTITY OF STIMULI THAT HAS TO BE SELECTED, ORGANISED AND 
INTERPRETED 
  
  
  
 MOST OF IT UNCONSCIOUS. 
  
  
  
 PHENOMENON THIS IS SO VAST THAT I DOUBT THE ABSENCE OF ANY ALTERATIONS IN SENSORIUM. 
  
  
  
 ARCHAIC AS WELL AS MODERN MEN MAY SHARE THE SAME SENSORY CONSTITUTION SLIGHTLY DEVELOPED WITHIN 
THE AGES 
  
  
  
 BUT NONE OF THEM WERE IN FACT PROVIDED TO LIVE SIMULTANEOUSLY IN TWO ACTUALITIES. 
  
  
  
 HOW DOES OSCILLATING BETWEEN THESE TWO ENVIRONMENTS INFLUENCE THE SOUL? 
  
  
  
 THE ANSWER TO THIS IS THERE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL TO EXPLORE FROM WITHIN. 
  
  
  
 MY ENDEAVOUR IS TO TRANSCEND THESE TWO REALTIES. 
  
  
  



Artist ID: 1150 
 THROUGH A PROCESS THAT I CALL DIGITALISM. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1150 
Artwork 1 Title: Materialism vs. Spiritualism 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61x 61x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The composition is the upgraded aesthetic interaction of colours, volumes, lines and 
textures, in conjunction with the primitive symbolism. 
  
  
  
 It stimulates the beholder and serves as an experience of association remaining thus the interpretation of symbolic 
narrative. 
  
  
  
 The perceptual adjustments accompanying the multiplication of digital reality in the world have contributed to the 
development of new plastic means; - An incrementation of contrast 
  
  - A removal of lines out of the object 
  
  - A real 3-dimensional volume through the extraction of texture into the space 
  
  - An illusion of movement by gradation 
  
 In these ways the stimulation is being increased, with the imitation of digital reality as proposed end. 
  
  
  
 Technically all the objects arose by predesign stencils endowing each form and its contours with mathematical 
precision. The objective vision established in this way paradoxically gains subjectivity in its manual execution, 
manifested in each distinct brush stroke. 
  
  In this way the painting induces mathematical order, and yet contains an individual soul. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1153 
 
Artist Name: Andrew Clark 
Website: adclark.com 
IG: instagram.com/adclarkart 
 
Artist Statement: Across void lands and lost horizons, the road to here lies ahead; onward and of quiet wisdom. 
  
  
  
   
  
 A road weaves through years of my practice, across a variety of mediums; I am an oil painter primarily, but I also 
write and work with drawing and film. There is romanticism in my work, often communicated through stark realism; 
futility wrought with wistful meaning. The practice is synergy, between Eastern and Western thought - combining 
ideas from Daoism, Zen Buddhism and the I Ching, with the hopeful romanticism of 18th century landscape painting. 
As such, the work is driven of raw emotion and embodies it fully; emerging out of darkness and lifting through the 
haze. The work speaks of a subtle narrative revealed through a formative process, each piece a different aspect of 
the subconscious. Still images implying an inherent motion, toward and away from the transcendent. 
  
  
  
 The tacit dualism in my practice highlights a greater truth, a complete universal symbiosis - half shrouded in chaos 
and absurdity. Horror and awe are one, as silent thunder cries of harmony in motion. I speak of a sublime and 
wandering acknowledgement of something beyond. The unconscious guides and settles; out of reach and uncertain, 
ever present yet ever wavering. 
  
  
  
 These silent songs heard through time, images revealed in restless harmony. No words spoken but heard through 
subtlety; breaking through from beyond the known. The self reflected, light above. The purity found inward, through 
darkness. Enduring is the passage of the soul, through dead lands. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1153 
Artwork 1 Title: Hexagram Thirty-Five 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 66 x 45 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Silent songs heard through time, images revealed in restless harmony. 
  
  
  
 No words spoken but heard through quiet contemplation. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 The soul reflected, light above; the purity found inward, through darkness. 
  
  
  
 Enduring is the passage of the soul, through dead lands. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1154 
 
Artist Name: martina glastonbury 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/martina_glastonbury/ 
 
Artist Statement: I paint my inner world. 
  
  
  
 Sometimes I do a study for the sake of it, 
  
 but when art means something to me - it is about my inner world. 
  
  
  
 I chose art early to express myself. 
  
 Words took longer to define. 
  
  
  
 I paint in oil, acrylics, inks and pastel.  
  
  
  
 I'm Swedish and have lived in Wales and England past 20 years. I studied first in Stockholm on Gerlesborgskolan, and 
then BA Fine Art in Swansea. 
  
  
  
 I've always been drawn to the mystical side of life - and symbolism. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1154 
Artwork 1 Title: Self portrait 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56X45X3 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink, acrylics, oil on linen canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I paint my inner world. 
  
  
  
 I have a thing for eggs. Wasn't even realising I had painted an egg on this portrait. It doesn't surprise me. 
  
  
  
 A friend told me he can't see a figure in this piece. That doesn't bother me. You see it or you don't. 
  
  
  
 For me, I'm there. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1155 
 
Artist Name: Eleanor Suess 
Website: https://eleanorsuess.works/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/eleanor_suess/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am an architect, artist, and educator, with qualifications in Fine Arts and Architecture from 
Australia and the UK. I am a qualified British architect and worked in architectural practice for more than ten years 
before moving into architectural education. I am currently completing an interdisciplinary practice-led PhD at Central 
Saint Martins. My art/architecture practice responds to this dual-disciplinary grounding, occupying a space between 
art and architecture, developing mechanisms by which to explore, express and propose spatiotemporal qualities of 
the built environment. My current strands of practice utilise techniques from artists’ film and cyanotype photogram 
printing, and conventions of architectural representation, using duration to explore light and shadow in existing and 
propositional spaces. In all of its strands, my practice develops transdisciplinary methodologies of both making and 
reading work. I am as interested in the viewer’s processes of making meaning though viewing the work, as I am in 
the processes of making that work. 
  
  
  
 My most recent, and continuing, practice combines digital video and cyanotype photogram printing to explore 
temporality and ephemerality to explore the conventions of architectural ‘axonometric’ drawing projection. The 
work uses sunlight as the primary active agent through the recording of the shadows of clear acrylic forms using 
these techniques. The performative process of making is recorded and integrated into the work, identifying the 
disciplinary practices that go into these acts of making, and highlighting the material nature of the work itself. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1155 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled (Axonometric Portrait 3) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Cyanotype Print -100cm h x 70cm w (dimensions unframed - larger when framed, frame sized 
to match screen as below) HD Digital video - to be displayed on a screen the same size as the print - approximately 
55â€• screen mounted in portrait orientation Total 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cyanotype print and digital video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The piece is a composite work, comprising a large 70x100cm original cyanotype print of the 
shadows of an arrangement of acrylic forms, which take on an architectural or urban quality, and a looped digital 
video.  
  
 Video URL: https://vimeo.com/379602796  
  
 The two pieces are designed to be displayed positioned together, the video playing on a loop on a screen sized such 
that the forms on the video are the same size as those on the print. The print would be mounted within a frame 
sized to match the dimensions of the screen. 
  
  
  
 Both cyanotype print and digital video use sunlight to cast parallel shadows, producing flat imagery which conforms 
to the conventions of architectural ‘axonometric’ projection. The rays of sunlight activate the cyanotype paper, the 
ultraviolet performing a transformation in the chemicals of this early form of photographic printing. The print is 
manually rotated during its long exposure to ensure the form’s shadows remain in one location long enough to 
imprint themselves into the image. The same configuration is placed on top of a rice paper screen, its shadows as 
intersecting with this translucent picture plane are filmed from underneath. In both techniques, the abstract 
instrumentality of the axonometric drawing type is undermined through the materiality of the process. 
  
  
  
 The video records the process of the artist/architect performing the assembly and disassembly of the acrylic block 
arrangement ‘model’, as well as the movement of the model’s shadows as cast by the sun and moon. These moving 
images are repeatedly arrested through the appearance of a scan of the cyanotype print, which has frozen the forms 
and their shadows in one location. The result is a work in two parts that together have a conversation about the 
fixed and the ephemeral, about the process of making and unmaking, and about the tensions between the material 
and digital artefacts made through that process. The conversation is completed by the viewer, who, like the reader 
of architectural drawings, constructs a spatiotemporal understanding through their interpretation of the two 
artefacts. 
  
  
  
 This work is part of an ongoing series of hybrid works, exploring and combining architectural and art practices, the 
analogue and the digital, and the static and temporal. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1157 
 
Artist Name: Schmidt Regina 
Website: www.regina-s.de 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Layer by layer - step by step, in the intensity of the moment. The canvas depict a world which 
immidiatley transferres itself to viewer. 
  
 The varity of impressions is supposed to rise the viewers interest in the documented event.  
  
 Conceal, expose - continue... 
  
 The work is an intensive and multi-layered object. It’s a start into the deliberate confrontation with the creation and 
a stimulus to speculate and discover. Spaces, blanks, the moment, and layers reveal new visions and possibilities. 
Abstraction shows various new positions. 
  
 The contrast is inextricable. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1157 
Artwork 1 Title: Searching 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 120 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1161 
 
Artist Name: Jessica Dunn 
Website: www.jessicadunnart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jessicadunnartist 
 
Artist Statement: I am a British artist living and working in Portugal. 
  
 During the last few years my work has transitioned from the figurative, to a more abstract impression of land, sea 
and sky, influenced by the elements, intense sunlight and the drama of the ever-changing landscape. I work primarily 
in oils but sometimes switch to acrylics depending on the current project. 
  
 Most recently whilst participating in a residency at the Museum of Guarda, which is the highest city in Portugal, I 
was completely taken by the breath-taking landscapes, dramatic changes in weather and distinctive architecture, 
which has sent my work in a new direction. 
  
  
  
  
  
 To capture an impression, I work quickly across the canvas from dark to light, layer-by-layer, brushing on, scraping 
off, as a colour-mood begins to develop and a story begins to emerge. 
  
 Working on several pieces at a time, moving from one to the other with fluidity and energy, a rhythm developsâ€¦ 
  
 For me itÂ´s about the paint and the expressive marks created, which gradually evolve into something familiar, an 
idea, imagined or remembered.  
  
  
  
 With each piece I try to conjure an illusion of being immersed in the moment, to give the viewer a feeling of walking 
into a painting and feeling lifted. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1161 
Artwork 1 Title: Cathedral I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 100 x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Spending time painting the surroundings of Guarda during a residency in the North of 
Portugal, I turned my attention to the Guarda Cathedral. 
  
 "Cathedral I" is one of several paintings in my Cathedral series. 
  
 I attempted a similar approach in applying the paint as I would to my abstract landscapes, getting a feel for the 
subject rather than aiming for a specific architectural reproduction. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1167 
 
Artist Name: Lee Herring 
Website: www.leeherring.co.uk 
IG: @leeherringart 
 
Artist Statement: Lee’s contemporary abstract paintings are colourful, textured and full of life. They’re inspired by his 
every day, normal life! Things you and I wouldn’t notice... Lee draws inspiration from. Countryside strolls, posters, 
textiles, sunsets, transport, the list goes on. 
  
  
  
 He captures snippets of colour and memorises details from fleeting scenes. He uses spray paints, markers and 
acrylics to create layers of textured backdrops. Bold layers are manipulated to reveal hidden chinks of buried colour. 
Each painting evolves in a free-flowing, spontaneous process, with every mark influencing the next. His paintings 
could literally go in any direction. Pallet knives, trowels and scrapers are his main toolsâ€¦ brushes are banned! They 
allow for a really loose and energetic application and he is continuing to push contemporary boundaries. Layer upon 
layer upon layerâ€¦ are built up creating the abstracted and expressional more than representational. Splashes of 
neon spray and blobs of pastel shades create Lee’s unique, signature style. Thick, impasto texture pops from the 
surface casting shadows and intrigue. Finishing each original painting with a varnish glaze seemingly highlights Lee’s 
love, exploration and explosion of colour! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1167 
Artwork 1 Title: Rainbow of Wildflowers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 x 90cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Original mixed media painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Aiming to change the perception of a still life, taking a somewhat dated subject and 
injecting it with colour, texture and an urban twist. Allowing bold, intuitive marks to clash and merge in harmony. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1168 
 
Artist Name: BARNABY WILLS 
Website: www.barnabywills.com 
IG: barnabywills4 
 
Artist Statement: The artist uses painting and mixed media to re-assemble objects and images that help to reflect 
aspects of the world that surrounds us. He works on flat panel paintings that consist of shapes and draughtsmanship 
from a bold colour palette, referencing nuances from abstraction and pattern design. The work helps the viewer 
understand the world by combining representation with a background of intuitive abstraction. The paintings lead the 
eye into a whole journey of inter-connected shapes that use both curved and straight lines, helping to enliven 
interest and impact. When exploring subjects, the artist often frees himself from limitations and explores different 
possibilities for one particular work.  
  
 Taking care of the preparation for the creative process, the artist researches ideas surrounding geographical 
exploration and cultural theory. He investigates imagery that may provide a means to communicate to the viewer 
and is influenced by representational observations and minimal painting to present something that intends to 
appear as some kind of visual map for the nurturing of the creative spirit. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1168 
Artwork 1 Title: Here we are together 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 cm x 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting uses a fusion between abstraction and representation. The work helps to 
clarify ideas surrounding place and time, by utilising a classical subject. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1169 
 
Artist Name: Jonas Noël Niedermann 
Website: https://www.jonasnoelniedermann.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jonas_noel_niedermann/ 
 
Artist Statement: My Name is Jonas Noël Niedermann. I am a Swiss glassblower with passion for craft, art, design 
and photography. Precision and devotion to high craftsmanship and expression though self invented and modern 
techniques are my goals. My craft is based on knowledge and tactile quality learned from international glass studios. 
My passion and devotion pushes me to create work in conversation between tradition, modern craft and the visual 
world.  
  
  
  
 Currently I am an Artist in Residence at The Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Denmark. Here I have the opportunity to 
further my craft and test new techniques. Among my new works are pieces focusing on lines floating 
  
 in different depths to create a tridimensional effect, as well as use of an innovative approach to reshaping glass 
  
 through modular reassembly, opening up new opportunities for sculpture. 
  
  
  
 My biggest dream is to have such a strong independent language as a glass artist to be able to live independently 
from it. The Art-prize would bring me closer to this. 
  
  
  
 My work is in a constant conversation between the tradition and future of glass craft and design. My passion and 
devotion pushes me to constantly seek new methods of creation while continuing to pay homage to the 
  
 masters who I learned from. “I draw the boundaries of my craft further with every experienceâ€•. “The goal is 
art.â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1169 
Artwork 1 Title: Floating Lines 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36x24x12 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: sculpted, folded, blown and cold-worked glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Floating Lines is a conversation between tradition and the future of glass art; a dialogue 
between three dimensional analog objects and the two dimensional digital world. By comparing the contradictory 
nature of these two ways of looking at the modern world, my art create a new format for the XXI century in which 
the formerly impossible is made possible by modern technology, and the history of the craft and it‘s art is reinvented 
for an increasingly technological world. I use a self invented technique to create what I call “Floating Lines.â€• The 
work consists of folding colored strings in hot glass. Opaque colored lines float in the transparent material without 
touching each other, while the clear glass reveals lines that continuously appear and reappear within its depth, 
creating the sense of multiple surfaces interacting with one another. I allow the different colored lines to drift 
independently and explore different layers. The ultimate goal of my work is create a tridimensional image within the 
transparency of the glass, calling to mind the structure of a three dimensional printed piece. The lines in my pieces 
are created by repeatedly folding glass, with the end result consisting of a collage of patterns within the multiplying 
layers. The patterns within are often so intricate they look as though they could 
  
 have been designed digitally, but they are in fact made with practices dating back to the middle ages. I’ve expanded 
upon ancient techniques to create a new approach in which graphical patterns are made by hand, creating 
complimentary layers the way a 3D printer might, while leaving open the possibility for chance. The similarities 
between modern 3D printers and the analog method of glassblowing are striking, each creating graphic patterns 
with a remarkable sense of depth. 
  
  
  
 . Through this self invented technique folding hot glass, the opaque coloured lines float in transparent glass without 
touching each other. The clear glass reveals lines that appear and disappear within its depth, creating a sense of 
surface and inviting touch through the eyes. A new and unique approach letting the lines flow not only in one of the 
consecutive layers but exploring different depths of the glass. Not only the strings are floating in the transparent 
glass also the white/black white and white/red strings starts to flow and dissolve into each other. My work is rooted 
in high craftsmanship and consist of countless days of preparation and work in the hot shop and cold shop to achieve 
a soft, satin finish. 
  
  
  
 Side and Details images to download on wetransfer: 
  
  
  
 
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/c3a23e58657957e2b73964e42f89aede20191216205152/6d7c402b2541e1b6c3
41214a7fab054720191216205152/f2f36f 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1169 



Artist ID: 1174 
 
Artist Name: Ellie McMaster 
Website: www.ellie-mcmaster.com 
IG: @elliejmcmaster 
 
Artist Statement: My inspiration comes from the Dutch Golden Age of painting. I try to create photographs that 
capture blocks of colour, using natural light and shade as major components of the pictures. I am self-taught, both as 
a photographer and artist, and much of my work focuses on daily life living in Edinburgh. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1174 
Artwork 1 Title: Bouquet 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bouquet of flowers captured in natural light using Nikon D5000. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1176 
 
Artist Name: Tatjana Panek 
Website: www.tatjanapanek.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Cocoons and chrysalises are exceptional, beautiful forms created by nature, which create shelter 
for the larva to transform into an adult (a butterfly or moth). This isolation is what drew me to photograph them and 
what make me certain that loves transformative effects are a powerful force of nature. The supernatural and 
emotive forces of nature are almost impossible to capture through the medium of the human eye or the digital 
sensor. However, it is incredibly important to me to create a pixel mosaic which represents this. I would not have 
been able to achieve these results without the latest technology available to me and I will continue to strive to 
ascertain and push the boundaries of the technology which will come tomorrow. 
  
  
  
 The colour blue has long been associated with nature, with the depth of the oceans and expanse of the skies. 
However, the vast coolness of blue has not encompassed the passion of love until now. My camera sensor only 
glimpsed such natural divinity 1/125 of a second, however you and I get the pleasure of allowing ourselves to be 
submerged in the coolness of the blue and the warmth which the cocoons symbolise for the rest of our lives, 
therefor creating a print which capture the tonality and individual detail of each exposure was vital for me and this 
aluminium backed C-type will not be shrouded in a shadowed drawer for the next 100 years. 
  
  
  
 This is The Love I Feel. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1176 
Artwork 1 Title: The Love I Feel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91x61 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: C-Type print on aluminium 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Genus Eumeta with Acacia thorns (moth cocoon) 
  
  
  
 This final image was made by 43 photograph layered into one. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1178 
 
Artist Name: Hazel Lopatkin Wallis 
Website: www.hlwfineart.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Hazel Lopatkin Wallis, lives and works in London and is an experienced Artist - Teacher and is 
Subject Lead in Art at Plashet School. She studied Graphic Design and Illustration at Middlesex University and worked 
as an illustrator and as a commercial interior designer until completing an Art PGCE at Brighton University and has 
subsequently taught art in secondary schools for over 20 years. She completed an MA at Goldsmiths University and 
has her own fine art practice. 
  
  
  
 Hazel is a multi media artist and much of her work is autobiographical. Her work deals with fear of forgetting and 
she creates stories to fill the spaces between reality. She looks at history and transferred memories and the line 
between which truth and fantasy become blurred and has worked with an alter ego, Kalinka Kuperchick. 
  
  
  
 Hazel is regularly found at auctions and has a fascination with used, precious objects and the idea of personal trace 
on physical items. The foundation of a person’s life, their significant and insignificant moments are absent and she 
tries to replace them, through painting microscopic trace, reconstructing missing items and working from these once 
treasured objects. 
  
  
  
 Her recent work is about recreating the journeys and road trips that she has enjoyed visiting auctions on the way. 
She has a fascination with the horizontals in the landscape and responds to this in paintings created in her studio. 
  
  
  
 Through her artistic practice Hazel has developed her identity as an Artist - Teacher and embeds her contemporary 
art practice in the curriculum she teaches.  
  
  
  
 Hazel has completed many private commissions and her work is held in private collections both in the UK and 
abroad. She exhibits her art work on a regular basis and sells her work privately and welcomes commissions. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1178 
Artwork 1 Title: The Tchotchke Collection - Michelin Man 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 100 x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite, acrylic paint and inks on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Michelin Man is a large scale mixed media piece on paper and is one in a series based 
on a collection of figurative ornaments (tchotchke in Yiddish) brought at auctions where the physical trace of the 
previous owner are still present. It's origin and use now obsolete. The cellular shapes represent the trace and 
memory of these objects. The graphite drawing fades in places as the memory fades. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1180 
 
Artist Name: Esther-Sofie Hede 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/esthersofie/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: RELATIONS - Video 
  
  
  
 HAUNTING DARK WOMAN, DARK SOUL 
  
 YOU DON'T HAVE ANGELS 
  
 YOU HAVE DEMONS 
  
 LIKE ME 
  
 YOUR CHALLENGE IN LIFE WILL BE TO TAKE THEM WITH YOU, 
  
 WHEN THEY KILL YOU 
  
 USE THEM FOR YOUR ADVANTAGE. 
  
 YOU DONT HAVE CHOICES 
  
 LIKE ME 
  
 YOU ARE THE NARCISSUS 
  
 ACROSS THE EDGE OF THE SAME BLADE. 
  
  
  
 After I received this poem, which was dedicated to me, from a then very new and foreign acquaintance, the idea for 
the video RELATIONS was born. As my curiosity about how we receive ourselves in life and in the same way how we 
receive others in life. 
  
  
  
 The basic process of creating with our bodies as we do on the canvas. Create a safe relation to ourselves, as the 
woman in the video does by painting herself with blood at the beginning of the video. She creates her own abstract 
line. The abstract line that unfolds in our inner life and the life outside our body. The abstract line can be interpreted 
in several ways, but in this context it may well be viewed as a sense of security. Confidence for one's own body and 
mind, and then security for another's own body. 
  
 As the man comes in, the woman continues to paint herself while also starting to paint her with the blood. As she 
becomes comfortable in the situation, she shows him the security of the human relationship to which he is invited by 
letting him paint with the blood on her body. 
  
 The performers create each other, with the bloody lines painted on their bodies. They create a relationship to each 
other. A dynamic. 
  
  
  
 Our heart pumps the blood around the body to keep us alive, in the same way the blood is used to create lines in 
ourselves and in others, with even the same strength as the heart. 



Artist ID: 1180 
  
  
  
 The creation of security for oneself - the creation of security for others 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1180 
Artwork 1 Title: RELATIONS 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100*200 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: HAUNTING DARK WOMAN, DARK SOUL 
  
 YOU DON'T HAVE ANGELS 
  
 YOU HAVE DEMONS 
  
 LIKE ME 
  
 YOUR CHALLENGE IN LIFE WILL BE TO TAKE THEM WITH YOU, 
  
 WHEN THEY KILL YOU 
  
 USE THEM FOR YOUR ADVANTAGE. 
  
 YOU DONT HAVE CHOICES 
  
 LIKE ME 
  
 YOU ARE THE NARCISSUS 
  
 ACROSS THE EDGE OF THE SAME BLADE. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1180 



Artist ID: 1200 
 
Artist Name: Derek Dick 
Website: notawordart.com 
IG: @notaword.art 
 
Artist Statement: My current artwork, taken from my street photography, are photorealistic portraits drawn on to 
archival tissue paper using either a 0.5 or a 0.2 mechanical pencil; a process that is very much like drawing with a 
needle. Rips and tears in the paper are inevitable as well as unpredictable. These drawings are then pasted on to 
boards including distressed plywood and old backboards creating an additional risk of further damage or even total 
loss of the work. 
  
  
  
 This approach to my artwork came from the anxiety of producing new work and ‘getting it right’. I wanted to 
remove this sense of preciousness from this work and develop a process that added an element of chance, where 
both the material and the process have an input in to the final outcome of the drawing creating an uneasy balance 
between order and chaos. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1200 
Artwork 1 Title: The Entertainer 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 98 x 67 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pencil on tissue paper applied to distressed plywood and oil pastel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The portrait of The Entertainer is drawn with a Derwent Precision 0.5 mechanical pencil 
onto archival tissue paper where rips and tears are inevitable as well as unpredictable. Once completed the 
photorealistic drawing is then pasted onto distressed plywood that has had melted oil pastel applied. During this 
process rips and tears are again unavoidable and even the total loss of the work is a possibility. This piece is from a 
series of drawings of various characters I met and photographed whilst working within the Northern Quarter of 
Manchester. The drawings depict a balance between tradition and expression, order and chaos with unpredictability 
and chance as a guide. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1201 
 
Artist Name: Mark Garrett 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/newartpreview 
 
Artist Statement: My job is to get my work where others may see it. What people will see is paint on canvas, 
although I’ve developed a way to incorporate outdoor signage into the painting as a sort of secondary canvas. The 
signage material is wonderful to paint on and gives a look loosely similar to Mark Bradford’s work. If the goal of art is 
to attract people of all nationalities, I believe my works accomplished that mission. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1201 
Artwork 1 Title: Good and Evil 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122 x 91 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics and outdoor signage (no paper) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting incorporates acrylics and signage material which is basically vinyl. Both vinyl 
and acrylics are plastic-based, so they mesh perfectly. I prefer my method over Mark Bradford’s because of durability 
and fade rate versus paper. The vinyl is laid on the canvas and is always painted over. The vinyl is much smoother 
than canvas and holds paint very well. The deer’s “bodyâ€• in the upper left is made up of actual symbols for 
electrical parts (resistors, transistors, etc.). 
  
  
  
 Otherwise, I let the viewer interpret the artwork. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1202 
 
Artist Name: Diego Paganelli 
Website: www.diegosulweb.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/diegosulweb/ 
 
Artist Statement: There isn't anything the human being can't do, just something we haven't experienced yet. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1202 
Artwork 1 Title: I am Christmas 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2060X2998 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphic Design 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artist draws his perfect Christmas, only to realize that he is already living that moment. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1203 
 
Artist Name: Yuliya Krylova 
Website: yuliyavkrylova.com 
IG: yuliyavkrylova 
 
Artist Statement: My work is about transformation in a very broad sense. Physical, mental and spiritual 
transformation of any matter inspire my journey. I try to catch moments where process can be caught and shared as 
an ever-changing memory landscape. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1203 
Artwork 1 Title: Master of the universe. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x102cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink, oil pastel, pen, acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork explores inner child which imagines, creates and lives without fear. The 
moment of letting go as you swing on a wave of your own self. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1204 
 
Artist Name: Mark Pol 
Website: www.saatchiart.com/markpol 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/hansschwarzkachel/ 
 
Artist Statement: He was born in The Hague. He now lives in Amsterdam. 
  
  
  
 He received formal training on the Free Academy of Art in the evening in The Hague. On the Photo Academy also 
during the evening he learned to make photos. He works always alone. He is a loner then and he still is. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1204 
Artwork 1 Title: Huiman Inside 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 97 x 65 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acryl on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1205 
 
Artist Name: Julie Cross 
Website: www.juliecross.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I use semi-abstracted faces and bodies in my work to examine the essentials of human existence 
and timeless universal themes, often through personal reinterpretation of story, which is combined with powerful 
childhood memories. Although my work, which I describe as contemporary figurative expressionism, is strongly 
conceptual, at a formal level, colour, light and sometimes texture play an important part. My work frequently 
capitalises on my doctorate in children's literature and my MA in History of Art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1205 
Artwork 1 Title: Family Tree 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55cm x 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Wooden Panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a complex work, both stylistically and conceptually. It pertains to my family, with the 
obvious metaphor for the huge, overarching 'influence' within the group, and the various figures surrounding the 
tree reflect relatives' possible reactions to this character. The "tree's" branches not only reach out of the picture 
plane to grab/embrace the viewer, but its roots spread everywhere. The ground plane is deliberately non-realistic, 
even transparent, to reflect how dealing with this figure is often like skating on thin ice! The strident, clashing colour 
palette adds to this sense of discord and the viewer is invited to construct their own narratives about this 
deliberately strange painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1206 
 
Artist Name: Lee Yi Hsuan 
Website: https://www.behance.net/aristaouo 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Lee Yi-Hsuan owns keen sensitivity and insight for nature. She began receiving professional 
painting and calligraphy training at the age of 12. While studying modern ink painting and Western painting in Taipei 
National University of the Arts, she was inspired to explore more on the possibilities of colors, lines, and materials, 
which lead her into creating sculptures. Her works's movement, stretch, and change are with continuity and 
directionality, just like airflow. The process may be quiet and soundless, but full of poetry and dynamics.Â Â 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1206 
Artwork 1 Title: One 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28 x 64 x 6.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: stainless steel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Combining the two artistic forms of chinese calligraphy and sculpture, Lee Yi-Hsuan 
reinterprets the cosmology of Eastern philosophy through the creation "One".  
  
  
  
 The ancient orient mythology believed that the world originated from the Chaos, and was opened up by Titan Pan-
gu. After his death, all parts of his body gradually turned into mountains, rivers, grasses, woods, the sun, the moon, 
and stars in Nature.  
  
  
  
 The operation of Nature has its own rules and is called "Tao". The famous philosopher Lao-Tzu said, "Tao generates 
one, one generates two, two generates three, and three generates everything." It means that the generation of 
everything in the world has a certain sequence of evolution. 
  
  
  
 According to this concept, Lee Yi-Hsuan uses sculpture to present the word â€•Oneâ€• of Chinese calligraphy. 
“Oneâ€• is the beginning of natural numbers, and it also represents necessary process from none to thousands.  
  
  
  
 When this works is viewed from the left to the right side, it can be seen from the chaos gradually emerging several 
fish. And eventually it evolves into a complete fish, flapping its fins and jumping out.  
  
  
  
 Any complexity or variety originates from primitive simplicity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1206 



Artist ID: 1209 
 
Artist Name: Barbara Schwarz 
Website: www.barbaraschwarzdesign.com 
IG: www.rosegoldbud.com 
 
Artist Statement: I have worked hard for 10 years to grasp the elusiveness of light and embraced the nature of 
phenomena. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1209 
Artwork 1 Title: "Totem Pole (the fire bowl)" - see what now the wind swept whole 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 4 x 29 x 72 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painted block of wood (acrylics) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The shock of the Australian bush fires garnering focal attention globally. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1210 
 
Artist Name: Rachael Keating 
Website:  
IG: Rachael_ekeating 
 
Artist Statement: Hi I’m Rachael! This is all relatively new to me but I have loved art all my life and is my escape. I 
studied Art and Design at College and then completed my Degree in Textile Design. After completing my degree I 
started work and art took a back seat. I soon realised I could not be without art and I needed to be creative again! I 
started doing portraits which I still throughly enjoy but there was still a persistent feeling of still wanting. One day I 
took a gamble and did what I felt and what came naturally to me. From that day on I have been doing it ever since ! I 
love abstract/ expressionism art but I don’t like to label my art as anything else but doing me and what comes 
naturally. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1210 
Artwork 1 Title: Pure Imagination 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76.2 cm by 61cm by 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Pure Imagination is exactly that. Pure Imagination and instinct with paint and colour. I was 
inspired by Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Garden. Too many things, shapes and colours to see. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1212 
 
Artist Name: Michael Knoten 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am originally from the Czech Republic. At the same time I live in Germany with my family. Here I 
work in a factory and art is my antistress. Painting, music and photography are devoted to me Dark Art and with 
flavor chaos occultism. I like to transmit energy and I like it when my art evokes thoughts and musings. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1212 
Artwork 1 Title: The three Moirai 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65x100x0 
Artwork 1 Medium: png 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The three Moirai: Clotho - Lachesis - Atropos. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1213 
 
Artist Name: Gary Martin 
Website: http://gmartinartist.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/gmartinartist/ 
 
Artist Statement: Capturing a brief emotion, thought or feeling in a moment of time is my goal for my paintings. Each 
subject is chosen because it has significance to me, makes me feel a certain way, or inspires me to tell express a 
narrative. Often referencing a place I visit or people I know, I sometimes change the story of the artwork and will use 
gestural, expressive marks to help express my ideas.  
  
  
  
 Colour and texture play an important part in my acrylic paintings and I use whatever mediums I feel help convey the 
artistic statement I wish to make with each piece. Although based in realism, I often abstract artwork to capture the 
gestures of the landscape or people within my images. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1213 
Artwork 1 Title: View from Ravello 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x45x1.8cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paints on stretched canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With ‘View from Ravello’, I intended to capture the abstract patterns of the cliffside and 
roads, using strong colours to represent the warm feeling and texture to add depth, capturing my slight vertigo as I 
look down from such a great height. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1214 
 
Artist Name: Blythe Plenderleith 
Website: N/A 
IG: N/A 
 
Artist Statement: Through my practice I relish the exploration and historical research of religions, institutions and 
cultural identities. I endeavour to condense my research and combine it with the use of relevant materials to finalise 
a contemporary sculpture. My sculpture lends itself to gallery or site specific locations however the completion of 
the work will always encompass my values of simple visuals and a clean gallery finish. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1214 
Artwork 1 Title: One Small Step 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 118x45x45 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cast Resin 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An exploration of the theme isolation; the ability of children to journey into their imaginary 
world, the joy and despair of being alone in your own little world. It encapsulates not only a child's limitless vision 
but also the realities of modern day life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1215 
 
Artist Name: Rafael Delgado 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/rafaedm/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work is linked to my interest in shaping space with my hands. I make my work with wire as it is 
the most comfortable material that allows me to draw in space. My main references are Calder’s mobiles and Gego’s 
wire nets. I am particularly attracted to expressing movement in my creations as a way of representing evolution. I 
believe in the evolution of consciousness, as a process that is currently happening on a bigger scale on Earth. 
Consciousness to understand that we are all connected to each other and that we are all rooted to the same source. 
My pieces invite to reflect about the equilibrium and interconnectedness within us, among us and with Mother 
Nature. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1215 
Artwork 1 Title: Triskelion Bonsai Mobil 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 83X52X30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Galvanized steel and aluminium wire, glazed ceramics, hand brushed brass and aluminium 
sheets. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please find more images of my work in the link below: 
  
  
  
 https://www.dropbox.com/s/qjavwn49bys0rxc/2019Dic_TriskelionBM_Rafaedm_2.pdf?dl=0 
  
  
  
 Thanks. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1217 
 
Artist Name: Lupe Ficara 
Website: https://lupeficarapeintre.wordpress.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Over the years, I have been working, trying to catch up with the market dynamics, with the social 
rules that today connect or destroy the relationship between the painter and the audience. The ultra-liberal laws of 
the market end up no longer affecting only art trade, but also the artistic methods and processes that constitute art, 
the ways in which artworks are spread and perceived. The competitive commercial methods of today act to change 
the art world: therefore a certain part of the market becomes elitist, it is galvanized and the largest part of the 
common public is driven to be a passive spectator of great events, itÂ´s somehow kept far from the artistic 
production and the artists. And finally, the general cultural level is impoverished, the public taste is completely 
flattened and, as an icing on the cake, even the word "artist" is somewhat emptied of meaning, being too often used 
in the common language to define pretty anyone feeling creative in a day. Yet artists should be part of groups, 
currents, movements. This way they would be continuously recognized, challenged, excluded or legitimated, and 
surely they would help art in growing and evolving in much more diffused and differentiated ways. But they have 
lost the habit of being part of groups, and the opportunities for that. And apparently also the desire to belong to 
them, as if the individualistic model of our society had distorted a world in which communication was everything. It 
is for these reasons that today, above all, I think that painting is a form of resistance. It requires courage. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1217 
Artwork 1 Title: Three self-portraits at different ages 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed mediums, oil and acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: a sad walk in a vaguely hostile city. cities are among my favorite subjects. somehow abstract 
and repelling places, where every common space has a price, most places remain private, inaccessible, distant. 
individuals meet and clash without ever really seeing each other 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1218 
 
Artist Name: Molly Brocklehurst 
Website: www.mollybrocklehurst.com 
IG: @mollybrocklehurstart 
 
Artist Statement: I am an image scavenger, taking my subjects from across all forms of media. These images refer to 
a world forever haunted by it's past. Particularly lost traditions and ritualistic events, such as festivals, parades, and 
gatherings, inform the work. Reconstructing these events through the painted image, I use objects and clothing to 
signal the emergence of different worlds, to distort the familiar to seem unfamiliar. 
  
  
  
 I use a muted pallet and varying layers of visibility and repetition to address time, loss and the concept of the 
hauntological. By dissecting and assembling the photographs I create fragmented narratives that become 
disorientating. We are asked to ponder who these people are, what are they celebrating, or mourning, or who they 
are waiting for. I aim to trigger a feeling of nostalgia and a sense of community that we no longer have. In doing so, I 
want to cross the boundary between a sense of longing and the anticipation of the unknown. 
  
  
  
 My work forges a bridge between what has already come to pass and that which has yet to happen. Through the 
faded representation of the past, the paintings become strange fictions that blur the boundary between document 
and fiction. Whilst being menaced by a nostalgia for our lost histories, I seek to create new rituals and new 
possibilities for our collective histories. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1218 
Artwork 1 Title: Parade 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1219 
 
Artist Name: Irene Raspollini 
Website: https://www.ireneraspollini.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ireneraspollini/?hl=it 
 
Artist Statement: Irene is a full time professional artist born in Siena, Italy, the 14th of August 1982. Self taught 
painter, she developed her skills during years of experimentation. Her collectable and immediately recognizable style 
of narrative portraiture, with rosy cheeks characters heavily influenced by pop culture and kitsch, recently caught 
the attention of international collectors and galleries. In 2018, Irene was invited in Ciudad Nezahualcòyotl, Mexico, 
for her first solo exhibition outside Italy. On the same year, she was one of the winner of the Gallery Awards for 
being among the “excellence finalistsâ€• of ART Revolution Taipei International artists Grand Prize Competition, and 
was awarded with the invitation to show her paintings at the International Artists Salon at ART Revolution Taipei 
2019. Her work has been exhibited in Italy, UK, Mexico, China, Taiwan, Russia, USA and Austria and features in public 
and private collections all over the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1219 
Artwork 1 Title: Two truths, two too many 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece investigates on the subjective vision we usually have about how we see the world 
and how the world sees us. The missing triangles on these ladies' chests are a metaphore of what we're constantly 
searching to ask our questions about life and feelings. In every case, even if by any chance we are able to fill all the 
blanks, our vision remains strictly personal and partial, that's why we have to be always ready to learn and evolve. 
Double self portrait. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1221 
 
Artist Name: José Rosinhas 
Website: http://joserosinhas.blogspot.com/ 
IG: joserosinhas 
 
Artist Statement: As an portuguese contemporary artist I use painting and artist's book to express my ideas and the 
theme of my artistic research - Self-portrait and gender. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1221 
Artwork 1 Title: Medidor do tempo I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Several 
Artwork 1 Medium: Artist's book 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Time Meter I 
  
 Clock and electrocardiogram. 
  
  
  
 The artist's book is made with my grandmother watch and my electrocardiogram. I have an heart problem and I use 
the medical exams as my authentic self-portrait. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1224 
 
Artist Name: Carole Nataf 
Website: www.carolenataf.com 
IG: @carole.nataf.art 
 
Artist Statement: Figurative painting is an emotional and imaginative journey, not just an exercise in copying. My 
work attempts to recreate perceptual impressions and visual effects by developing a coherent, personal language. 
More than the object of my attention, it is the process of seeing itself, the experience of sight that I wish to lay out 
on the canvas. Exploring the expressive power and subtle flavors of soft and vibrant colors enables me to get at the 
heart of what I see. 
  
  
  
 I am inspired to paint the intimacy of my surroundings and the attraction that absorbing places, stirring people and 
tantalizing objects exercise on me. As a plein air painter, I favor immediate contact with my subject. However, I do 
venture painting after digital photography and explore the frustration of its artificial format in my recent portraits.  
  
  
  
 I approach the creative process as construction work, where simplified shapes are juxtaposed without blending to 
assemble a landscape, a body or a face. I apply thick brushstrokes onto a wet surface to obtain a rich and juicy 
texture and to manifest the tangible physical presence of my subject imposing itself. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1224 
Artwork 1 Title: Entertain me 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.6 x 50.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Painting on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My portraits are inspired by the ambiguity of self-presentation in the digital age. Social 
media, iPhone photography and digital culture in general have had a profound impact on the way we present and 
visually perceive ourselves. Using the traditional medium of oil painting, my portraits, by contrast, also adopt the 
high exposure, saturated colors and distorted angles emblematic of digital photography to highlight and question 
the rules of online presentation we have grown accustomed to.  
  
  
  
 In this half-length portrait of a young woman against a light purple background, the close-up composition 
accentuates the distortions typical of iphone cameras to create a picture that designates the artificiality its own 
device. The solemn face, leaning on the forearm and two fingers conveys a sense of weariness and ennui of the 
posing millennial subject, exposed to the scrutinizing gaze of the viewer.  
  
  
  
 The thick, unctuous paint, applied with brushes and palette knife on a cotton canvas combine to convey the tangible 
presence of the body and character and draw attention to the physical making of the image and the means of its 
construction. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1224 



Artist ID: 1225 
 
Artist Name: Tugce Karapinar 
Website: http://www.tugcekarapinar.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tnk_arts_/ 
 
Artist Statement: Infinite Echo' portrays surreal realities created through layered photographs of varied seascapes. 
Utilising the original photograph as a blank canvas I manipulate several layers of different images through 
Photoshop. Through this process, I am to create compositions that explore the relationship between textural 
qualities, patterns and colour. A process of elimination of the layered photographs enables me to create organic 
shapes that either reduce or increase in size; echoing the fragility and uncertainty of the sea. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1225 
Artwork 1 Title: Infinite Echo 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 x 1 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital photograph, digital collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1226 
 
Artist Name: Nia Hefe Filiogianni 
Website: www.niahefe.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/nia_hefe/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Nia Hefe Filiogianni (b. 1990, Athens) is a London-based artist and founder of Cream Athens. 
Graduated with a distinction from DEREE, The American College of Greece with a BA (Hons) in Visual Arts (Minor Art 
History). In 2014, she completed her MA studies at Central Saint Martins (UAL) in Communication Design with a 
scholarship. Nia’s work lies between illustration and sculpture with her primarily materials to be wax, latex, soap and 
textiles, depicting contemporary issues on society structures and expectations. Her work has been widely exhibited 
in Lethaby Gallery, M-Art Gallery, Bios Romantso, The British Museum and The Crypt, Bloomsbury and has been 
featured widely in Vogue GR, Bricks Magazine and CNN. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1226 
Artwork 1 Title: Kill The Goose That Lays The Golden Eggs 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 185 x 85 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Latex layered panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Goose that Laid the Golden Eggs is a story of the Ancient Greek writer Aesop in which a 
married couple owns a goose that lays one golden egg every day. The couple, out of greed, killed the goose to obtain 
all the gold they thought to be inside, only to discover it was like all other geese.  
  
 Greece, the artist’s motherland, is been recognised as the place of corruption in politics since the beginning of the 
Greek crisis in 2010. Based on Aesop’s fable, this piece explores the notion of greediness in human nature and its 
social basis. The sculpture is a latex cast panel of 450 egg cases with a double-faced textural surface that aims to 
critically question current political systems, excessive desire, ephemerality and the idea of an individual’s 
expectations from society and vice versa. 
  
  
  
 Please find further information at www.niahefe.com 
  
 More detailed images upon request 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1226 



Artist ID: 1228 
 
Artist Name: Ella Robinson 
Website: www.ellaeliserobinson.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/_hello_bonjour_hello/ 
 
Artist Statement: Tongue in cheek graphic artist.  
  
  
  
 Working in digital, print and risography. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1228 
Artwork 1 Title: Queen Liz 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42.0 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Risograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Risograph.  
  
  
  
 Queen Elizabeth II on a rainy day in London. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1229 
 
Artist Name: Alana Barton 
Website: alanabarton.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/alanabartonart/ 
 
Artist Statement: Alana Barton is a visual artist based in Belfast, Northern Ireland. 
  
  
  
 Staged within a created reality the artwork is based around the exploration of childhood and the speculative 
relationship between what is real and what is imaginary. 
  
  
  
 The paintings deal with a hyper reality using both figurative and abstract elements that explore the use of 
movement and colour to convey ideas of dream like states and alternative realities. Taking inspiration from 
alternative cultures, nature and consciousness; sourcing from photographic material, primarily based on young 
people integrated with organic forms. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1229 
Artwork 1 Title: Blossom 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 X 1 06 X 5 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painting - oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Blossom' was created as part of an ongoing portrait series, which aims to capture the 
relationship between the child and their guardian.  
  
  
  
 This piece portrays the figure of an infant upon her guardians shoulders immersed in a dream like state of 
abstraction.  
  
 The figures enclosed in an arch are a nod to renaissance paintings that influence the composition of my works. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1230 
 
Artist Name: PAOLA SANTAGOSTINO 
Website: www.paolasantagostinoartista.com 
IG: paola.santagostino 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist and a psychoanalyst and my paintings are "mental maps": the background and colors 
express the context and emotional atmosphere, while above I draw all the symbols and lines of connection between 
the various elements. My pictorial language was born from my professional practice: I drew inspiration from the 
worksheets that I fill during the therapeutic sessions, pages full of symbols and signs that summarize the infinite 
complexity of our inner lifeâ€¦ I think these signs are not only my individual style of expression, but rather a sort of 
universal communication as an ancient first language. With my paintings I want to convey a feeling of joy, vitality and 
openness to the infinite possibilities of existence and I developed a personal technique capable of transmitting that 
specific energy: so my paintings are not just colored canvases but small spaceships, vehicles of a message that 
reaches also those who observe them. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1230 
Artwork 1 Title: GRATITUDE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC ON CANVAS 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is the “mental mapâ€• of my entire artistic journey, with its difficulties and 
wonders, with its joys and disappointments, great leaps forward and surprises, and the direction and meaning of my 
pathâ€¦ The background is in gold because it was a truly precious and magical experience. 
  
 I am ‘also’ a psychoanalyst and I drew inspiration from the worksheets I trace during the sessions: pages full of signs 
and connections that summarize the infinite complexity of our inner life. I suppose these signs are not only my 
individual style of expression, but rather a form of universal communication as a first ancient language. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1231 
 
Artist Name: Tammy Woodrow 
Website: tammywoodrow.jimdo.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: As an artist and exhibition producer my areas of special interest include art as it intersects with 
science, architecture, history and my own cultural identity. My practice consists of investigative visual experiments 
by creating exploratory site-specific sculptures and installations. The content of my work deals with past stories and 
images which are then rehashed into contemporary 3D structures. The act of repetition and the making of modules 
emphasizes the recurrence of events. Incorporated non-traditional materials are often industrial and refer to the 
Arte Povera movement. My current practice revolves around a practical, repetitive approach of materials. The 
sculptures have indoor and outdoor characteristics. My works follow these artistic patterns; the preference for large, 
enclosed sculpture installations; an informal approach to organisation and a preference for self-supporting 
configurations; a tendency to work with single ideas; the use of recycled materials; and the widespread deployment 
of modular units. The act of the ‘hand-made’, the physicality of making is also an important element of my practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1231 
Artwork 1 Title: Babel: or I can't understand what you mean 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x400x400 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Measurement installation: 4m diameter 
  
 Individual component: h100cmxw40cm, there are 13 units 
  
 The sculpture installation ‘Babel: or I can ‘t understand what you mean’ is inspired by the story of the Tower of 
Babel which explains the origins of the multiplicity of languages. The monolithic idealist, historic structure 
symbolized a harmonious world. But now in our current political global chaos communications have broken down. 
The inner construction of reality is revealed in my interpretation; disorder and disarray. The small uniform elements 
are mini monuments to the past. Modular compositions build out of demolition rubble with almost overtones of 
anti-art. Repetitive use of elements produces its own formal simplicity or wholeness. Each part of the installation is a 
self-contained unit or whole, and the construction of the art work is a multiplication of this basic constitutive unit. 
Minimalists believe that basic forms arouse certain emotions in the viewer. Here the circle portrays a hopeful rebuild 
and regeneration of society. My own mixed cultural heritage (English/Indonesian/Dutch) is also a source for the 
interest in global art and (mis)language. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1231 



Artist ID: 1243 
 
Artist Name: HowardArthur Tweedie 
Website: https://www.howardtweedie.com/ 
IG: @howardtweedieartist 
 
Artist Statement: HowardArthur is a contemporary post-impressionist, born in Malaysia from Scots and Australian 
parents. He mainly works in oils and pastels for landscapes, figure and portraits. His style is loose and painterly, not 
too precise, using a full-colour palette. After four year’s formal studies in Australia, France and Spain, he has 
exhibited in several prestigious group shows in New York, Canada, France, Italy, UK and Australia. He seeks to show 
images of lasting visual interest by mastering the use of space, volume, movement and colour. He works mainly from 
his joint studio in Sydney, Australia and outdoors. In such a harsh world, surely we need to somehow celebrate the 
wonder in people, places and objects. He is seeking to share his work with a prestigious gallery and savvy collectors. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1243 
Artwork 1 Title: Old Wharf2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 44x34x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen framed 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I painted this mainly plein-air over several sessions to try to capture the whirl of the back-
wash, as the ferries came and went. Of course, the ferry-handlers called out! I love the contrast between the old 
rotting wooden planks and the eddying waves. Then the wharf got rebuilt in aluminium. While it was weathering, I 
let the painting “sit’’ unattended. After finally re-looking at the painting, I added a highlight to show the sparkle of 
the sunlight. I like to re-visit and think about a painting. It is such a temptation to keep “fiddlingâ€• with your work. 
This time I didn’t. I think it works well. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1264 
 
Artist Name: Leo Costelloe 
Website:  
IG: Leocostelloe 
 
Artist Statement: Leo Costelloe is a London based, interdisciplinary artist who's work explores the transient and 
sentimental nature of objects in contemporary culture. Having worked as a florist for the past six years, Leo's work 
echoes a romance one can only find in nature. Using somewhat unconventional materials such as human hair and 
velvet to provoke and disrupt the senses, he looks to nature and the occult for inspiration, treating his creative 
processes as a ritual and each piece of work as a visual incantation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1264 
Artwork 1 Title: Soul 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 10cmX10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Stirling Silver, blessed water, primrose 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This body of work aims to investigate the relationship 
  
 between the body and the philosophical debate 
  
 surrounding “the soulâ€•. By looking at the structural 
  
 qualities of traditional vessels I draw 
  
 parallels between objects and the body by looking to 
  
 the spiritual concept of ‘the human body acting as a 
  
 vessel for the ‘spirit’ . 
  
 I like to think of these objects as physical 
  
 manifestations of a human soul, they are open and 
  
 subject to transformation, they can stand alone or be 
  
 attached to the body. 
  
 I envisage flowers as small offerings to be placed 
  
 inside the vessel, transforming the object from 
  
 something static to suddenly alive and draw parallels 
  
 between this act and the ways in which human 
  
 relationships might behave as small offerings to enrich 
  
 ones soul. 
  
 The vessel can then be transformed again throughthe 
  
 act of emptying it of flowers, placing it upon the body 
  
 and giving the flowers away. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1264 



Artist ID: 1265 
 
Artist Name: Erna Mist 
Website: www.ernamist.net 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ernamist/ 
 
Artist Statement: The narrative authority of painting enables me to speak my personally political in public. By 
portraying myself at my most vulnerable state, I aim to capture a personal reality into a work that is both unsettling 
and familiar - causing the shameful moments in life to be beautifully deformed by art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1265 
Artwork 1 Title: Nightcrawlers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20 cm x 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolor on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Nightcrawlers is an exploration of shameful scenes of memory. The framing of place and 
situation invokes emotions encouraging the viewer to confront their own very personal experience in a beautiful 
way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1269 
 
Artist Name: katie tomlinson 
Website: www.katietomlinson.co.uk 
IG: kt_tomlinson 
 
Artist Statement: Katie Tomlinson’s works depict bizarre narratives that are a response to the everyday, intended for 
and about the contemporary, digital and atemporal world.  
  
  
  
 Each work is informed by a different real-life encounter; a funny man gardening in his underpants, a weird meme 
found deep into a strangers Instagram feed, two guys loudly discussing the pros of Brexit on a beach in Corfu, doing 
the cha-cha-slide with two Geordie nans on a DFDS ferry, or that shameful feeling when you’ve been watching ‘Gavin 
and Stacey’ for 4 hours and Netflix asks “are you still watching?â€•  
  
  
  
 The works encourage dialogue past the initial one-dimensional narrative and invite discussion about the characters 
in the paintings. Consequently, contemplating human existence and the superstructures within British society. 
Questions around power, feminism, sexuality, gender and otherness are predominantly relevant. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1269 
Artwork 1 Title: Painting Contains Large Parts Keep Out of Reach of Women 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 x 125 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was first inspired by a middle aged man who lives in the flat below me. I bumped 
into him in the hallway, whilst i was getting my post. I didn't stop to talk, but I did notice he was wearing the most 
god damn stupid t-shirt I've ever seen. I later googled it and found it on amazon - 
  
  
  
 https://www.amazon.com/Mens-T-Shirt-WARNING-CHOKING-CONTAINS/dp/B01B70HC34  
  
  
  
 SOLD OUT?? Heartbroken. I painted it instead. 
  
  
  
 Once I had the inspiration for the painting I transformed the moment into a painting filled with symbolic, abstract 
and surreal imagery. The initial composition was playfully constructed using Photoshop, generally made up of 
awkward stock images found serendipitously on the Internet. The use of collage removes the individual images from 
their original context and manipulates them into a new, socio-political storyline that is tainted with humour. 
  
  
  
 In a recent review the painting was described: 'Tomlinson’s painting impresses upon the viewer the transformative 
potential of imagination run riot.' - 
  
 https://corridor8.co.uk/article/happy-ending/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1269 



Artist ID: 1275 
 
Artist Name: Kiran Vaswani 
Website: www.kiranvaswani.com 
IG: @kiranvaswaniart 
 
Artist Statement: Kiran Vaswani (b. New York, 1976) is a London based artist. She studied Spanish at Edinburgh 
University from 1994-1998, did a Diploma in Fine and Decorative Art at Christies education following that, and has 
completed diplomas in both Foundation and Advanced Courses in Fine Art at Hampstead School of Art. Kiran has had 
a broad exposure to fine art during the last 20 years, through experience gained in the commercial side of the 
business, as well as the study of art history.  
  
 Kiran’s practice spans across many mediums; incorporating printmaking, sculpture, video and painting in her 
oeuvre. She builds up her images through a process of layering; evoking indistinct memories, lost time and fleeting 
emotions to convey a sense of both intimacy and universality.  
  
 Kiran’s current work explores an internal dialogue, creating images with text, etching and photography. She explores 
issues of identity by looking at traces of emotions based around physical locations and journeys taken. A strong 
undercurrent that runs throughout her work is the notion of transience. This is conveyed via the use of composite 
images to capture imprints and residues of time and place.  
  
 Though based in the UK, Kiran has an international background; a sense of which feeds into her work. She merges 
traditional Asian techniques and philosophies using modern materials and western influences. As a result, though 
her practice is contemporary, it is deeply grounded in context and history. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1275 
Artwork 1 Title: Seascape I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29 x 50 (image), 38 x 57 (paper) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Collage and Etching on Somerset 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image incorporates a background taken from the architecture within the Maqam 
centre in London, over laid with the sea scape captured from a journey I've taken personally many times. The 
interesting thing about Maqam is that it is a place for all the community to get together, but is built on a site which 
has been converted from a Church into a Muslim run leisure centre and venue. It represents not only a cultural shift 
in the landscape but also the migrationary journeys of the patrons and their destinations.  
  
 The idea of blending the two images is to create a sense of the uncanny within the viewer - both a sense of 
familiarity and illusion that ultimately evokes inherent emotions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1279 
 
Artist Name: Sue Haskel 
Website: www.suehaskel.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/suehaskelart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London-based, 3D multi-media artist. 
  
 My work is inspired by the interplay between pattern and repetition, light and shadow, contrast and texture. I 
gather ideas from my surroundings - from urban cityscapes to the natural world.  
  
  
  
 My themes are varied and reflect an optimistic outlook on life - such as our ability to create order in our lives. 
  
  
  
 My work combines form, colour and movement to create detailed and immersive works with elements of intrigue 
and surprise. 
  
  
  
 I use mixed media including paper, metal and plastic. All my work is mounted within box-frames combined with 
non-reflective museum glass. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1279 
Artwork 1 Title: Deciphering Chaos 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: (h) 104cm x (w) 104cm x (d) 6.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Deciphering Chaos serves as a reflection on our lives, how we strive to create some sort of 
order from the chaos around us - life does not offer us a perfect solution, the pyramids though orderly are not 
uniform, but we can navigate a way through.  
  
  
  
 A deep box-framed work comprising 400 building-like pyramid structures laid out grid-style and featuring layers of 
intricately patterned card. An angled shot best shows the essence of this one metre squared work 
  
  
  
 See www.suehaskel.com/2020-ashurst-prize-entry 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1280 
 
Artist Name: Ky Lewis 
Website: kylewis1@me.com 
IG: Kylewis1 
 
Artist Statement: Ky Lewis is a London based artist and photographer, Her practice focuses on cycles of life, death 
and decay using traditional and alternative photographic processes.  
  
  
  
 Ness was born out of my connection, both historical and emotional to these places. My response to these areas is 
more than just captured in a slow pinhole photograph, I decided to paint, using light and chemicals the surface of 
these contact printed 4x5" x-ray film shots, using these materials brought a stronger challenge and tactile quality to 
the project. The surface treatment and it's reaction to the environment in that the quality of the film surface would 
get easily scratched from exposure to the fine elements of the surrounding environment and the deliberate scarring 
of the surface to create my response to each image. 
  
 Â  
  
 Ness,Â with a derivation in Old English and Old NorseÂ in the South East means a promontory or headland jutting 
into a body of water, exposed often drowned and always at the mercy of weather influences I wanted to highlight 
these areas around the Thames Estuary and the South East coast, Sheerness, Shellness, Shoeburyness, Foulness and 
Dungeness, I have stories to tell about these placesâ€¦ 
  
  
  
 The original work is unique, each pinhole photograph hand painted with light and chemicals.Archival prints are 
limited. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1280 
Artwork 1 Title: Defence, vulnerability, Sheerness 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 44 X 40 X 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Archival pigment print of original Chromoskedasik Sabattier Silver Gelatine Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image represents both strength and vulnerability. The sea defence was built to defend, 
to protect and yet as I grew up I always found this particular part of the sea wall and the beach left me feeling 
vulnerable. 
  
  
  
 The narrow aspect of the path and it's exposed nature I thought would fit well within the "Ness" series.  
  
 It always felt like this was a promontory jutting forth toward the docks, windswept and dangerous. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1284 
 
Artist Name: Hana Kanee 
Website: https://hanakanee.wixsite.com/portdolio 
IG: hanakanee.artist 
 
Artist Statement: Hana Kanee is a Saudi painter and mixed media artist. Her work aims to expand the limits of 
landscape and portraiture through abstract representations and themes of everyday life within the context of Saudi 
Arabia. Capturing conflict is a recurrent subject for Kanee, be it through depictions of traditional landscapes of Abha 
or the changes in the region’s urbanization, the relationships between millennials and the generations preceding 
them, or the struggle to find balance of identity, embracing heritage and its modernization. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1284 
Artwork 1 Title: Nobody Asked For Your Opinion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 18X24 inches 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hana Kanee’s piece captures moments before a reaction to the bizarre and absurd 
information that floats around us. News reaches us through a radio playing nearby, a group of people discussing the 
latest twitter storm, or unsolicited advice from a generation we don’t relate to. The artist portrays depictions of eye 
rolls and cringes through three paintings. This work is a commentary on our being receptors of information, and the 
lack of control over it by way of various intruding forms of media. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1285 
 
Artist Name: Rebecca Styles 
Website: www.rebeccastyles.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Breath . Blood . Heat ,what it takes to be human ?. 
  
 The Outer Hebrides has shown me very quickly that we are not so different from the landscape in which we exist . 
  
 Wind .Water. Sunshine,Â the land too is shaped and evolving and in it's own constant battle with the elements on 
which it's survival depends. I find myself emotionally invested at the sight of the naked ground cowering with the 
onslaught of a gale , the surprise of the unexpected stream that carves it's path through sodden ground after heavy 
rainfall , the almost audible sigh when the howling wind retreats and a lightÂ heat bathes the battered ground once 
again because in this wild and glorious place i feel all this too. 
  
 I want to paintÂ to understand , to mimic the process and to expressÂ the feeling of magnificent vulnerability that 
comes with standing defiant in the face of a force 10 gale , so this is where i find my creative energy now , in the 
wilderness , in the storm , splattered with paint and feeling very alive. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1285 
Artwork 1 Title: Tobson Rock 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84x132x0.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, watercolour, ink, charcoal, on paper on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I created this image with the aid of a force 8 gale whilst on a hillside above the small 
Hebridean hamlet of Tobson Great Bernera. My method allows my landscape painting to become a product of that 
place as the paint is subjected to the very same forces that shift and change the landscape into it's ever evolving 
forms. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1287 
 
Artist Name: Meg Miller 
Website: www.megmiller.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/megmillerartist/ 
 
Artist Statement: Often utilizing unusual environmental and organic materials my work traverses a number of fine 
art disciplines. Through these methods, my intention has been to examine the idea of an inherent intelligence within 
nature using creative processes. Research stems from a deep curiosity for the ancient wisdom of both East and 
West, gardening, my role as an apiarist and my innate connection to the Western Isles of Scotland. For this inquiry, I 
extract from a variety of resources including archival materials, travelling and spending time in nature. Comparable 
to a honeybee collecting vital essences from different flora, I gather ideas from philosophical, mystical and artistic 
disciplines alongside life experiences. My ideas could be described as my pollen, I transform them into something 
more refined, my honey. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1287 
Artwork 1 Title: Landing Board I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50X50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wood, Beeswax and Metal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My latest work has been for the Grampian Hospital Arts Trust, a new graduate exhibition 
prize awarded in 2019. I was inspired by the landing board at the entrance of a beehive which can provide a good 
opportunity to learn more about a bee colony’s health and activities. Located in a hospital gallery space, I 
constructed wall-mounted sculptures made from salvaged beehives which reflect this idea of care and attentiveness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1288 
 
Artist Name: Christina Salamon 
Website: www.christinasalamon.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/christinasalamon/ 
 
Artist Statement: I'm looking for the energy that keeps it all together. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1288 
Artwork 1 Title: Genesis 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 40 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic paint & acrylic varnish on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1289 
 
Artist Name: Pam Smallshaw 
Website: www.pamsmallshaw.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work is an emotional response to the natural environment and the energy that nature 
provides. I work in an intuitive and gestural way, covering up and then unearthing marks through an energetic 
process that depicts an abstract landscape. Using outdoor sketches I explore this process through colour, shape, 
values and line and then returning to the studio I make my piece of art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1289 
Artwork 1 Title: Mixed Emotion at Dawn 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H30 x W30 x D 0.9 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A spontaneous abstract painting taken from the landscape on an early morning walk. 
Painted in acrylic on board. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1292 
 
Artist Name: Su Bonfanti 
Website: https://subonfanti.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/subonfanti/ 
 
Artist Statement: My drawing and photography practices explore multiple narratives, reflecting the perspective of 
being a twin: always together, yet always separate. My internal narrative connects my current and past selves; the 
things I remember and the quite different things my family photographs tell me. I’m interested in the role of 
memory and particularly the role of forgetting in the stories we make out of our lives, stories we construct and re-
construct repeatedly. 
  
  
  
 The way I work is imbued with forgetfulness, circling round again and again to the ideas that I’m drawn to: how the 
episodes in our life-stories are connected; how our interpretation of events changes as we grow older; how we can 
create new stories for ourselves. 
  
  
  
 Returning to my textile practice in 2019, I realised that the way I make felt is intrinsically a process of construction 
and reconstruction. The work embodies the outcome of that process. I have begun to consider the potential for 
transformation, not only of the materials, but the memories and meanings they hold. 
  
  
  
 During the work for my MA, one of the things I kept forgetting and re-membering was that I had studied 
archaeology for my first degree. I see my work as a site to be interpreted.Â I am creating a history of myself from 
signs, traces, juxtapositions and interpretations - a history without words, a history that is constantly renewed. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1292 
Artwork 1 Title: Remnants 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: graphite, pastel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The HB Drawing group, which I co-founded, has undertaken a series of 'mystery days out', 
setting out from main line train stations on the next available train and seeing where our Oystercards can take us. 
The result is that we have been exploring the outskirts of London, going to places that aren't usually seen as 
destinations. 
  
 These trips reveal the mundane and the mysterious side by side in these ordinary corners of suburbia.  
  
 This drawing tries to capture the mixture of the forlorn and the hopeful in a boating lake in early spring: last year's 
bedraggled bunting under this year's cold sun. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1293 
 
Artist Name: Maria Ruenes 
Website: mariaruenes.weebly.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I have been influenced by Mexican Folk Art to create unique creatures using recycled plastic bags. I 
like to repeat patterns to achieve intrinsic designs that combined with bright colors will take you to a magical state of 
mind. Using plastic bags give me the opportunity to help and take care of the planet by transforming them in 
whimsical pieces of art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1293 
Artwork 1 Title: Mini dragon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 22cm x 43cm x 45cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Recycled plastic bags and cardboard 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1294 
 
Artist Name: Poppy Field 
Website: www.poppyfieldfineart.com 
IG: @poppy.field 
 
Artist Statement: I am a figurative sculptor working in East Herts.  
  
  
  
 I work from life, under natural north light, modelling my figures in clay and casting them in bronze. In parallel with 
commissioned sculptures, I am working on a series of life-size figures to create an empowering iconography for 
young women. I have completed the first figure, Everything is Now, 2018 and am in the final stages of the second, 
Tip of the Iceberg, 2019. My ambition is to create demographic and topical bronze figurative sculpture for public 
spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1294 
Artwork 1 Title: Ruby 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 11 x 10 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze. (Edition of 10, 2 available) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ruby was one of the first life-models that I worked with at the start of my second year at 
the Florence Academy of Art (FAA). She was at the peak of an incredible career: moving between artists’ studios in 
New York, Paris, Oxford and Florence. We warmed to one another immediately. Before long, I asked Ruby if she 
would collaborate with me for my final sculpture at The Florence Academy of Art. She was delighted to accept.  
  
  
  
 18 months later, in April 2018, we stood together, ready to start. In the interim, I had gained technical competence 
and the ability to imbue my work with psychological presence. It was something that I had dreamed of for years and 
was just beginning to understand. Ruby had been around the globe and was soon to be in pursuit of a new challenge. 
  
  
  
 In March 2019 Everything is Now was commissioned in bronze by a private patron. I re-invested the proceeds into 
having this scanned using a process called photogrammetry and a digital model made. I then had reduction of the 
original sculpture 3D printed at 45 cm. This has since been cast in a bronze edition as full figure, as well as this 
portrait. Having this to enter into open exhibitions, such as the Ashurst Emerging Art Prize is essential to developing 
my career in sculpture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1294 



Artist ID: 1295 
 
Artist Name: Manuela Corti 
Website: www.manuelacorti.net 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Born in Siena (Italy) - Living and working in London since 2003. 
  
 My research involves a multiplicity of traditions in the history of art and is about building bridges with science and 
philosophy. I've always had the geometry as an integral part of my work, not only of my artistic training but also as a 
philosopher of science. 
  
 Displacement is a three-dimensional journey. Each point appears in my ideal space, that represents the cosmic 
space, and moves, leaves a trail, is displaced. 
  
 Since 1990, I have devoted myself exclusively to the visual arts. 
  
 I exhibited widely in Italy and internationally. 
  
 In 1992 I was nominated for 44th Michetti Prize, Francavilla al Mare (Chieti, I), and in 1993 as well for Marche Prize, 
Ancona (I). 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1295 
Artwork 1 Title: ONLY AT NIGHT, COMPOSITION 5 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H: 30 - W: 42 - D: 0,8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Composition 5" is one of my recent works on night lights. 
  
 As we move at night so, in the city, our eyes are attracted by the light that marks and shows us the boundary of 
things, of things and of everything we need to move. 
  
 A space that struggles to hold back the figures. 
  
 I have always loved the idea of an incontinent container. 
  
 I photographed street or building lights, lights that I then modified during implementation, both in terms of space 
and size. 
  
 To this last series of works I have added a representation that is superseded below to give a three-dimensional 
effect of light and darkness. 
  
 In this way the canvas duplicates itself and provides a sensation of movement when the observer moves his head to 
fix the aspects of the nocturnal representation. 
  
 The light sources change the optical sensation of definition. 
  
 But beware, it is not Optical in its historical artistic meaning: here there is no deception of colour presentation or 
movement on the canvas, it is the observer who feels this sensation by looking at the work closely. 
  
 In all the works there is always a lattice of division of space as to better define each detail. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1295 



Artist ID: 1296 
 
Artist Name: Nigel Goldsmith 
Website: www.nigelgoldsmith.co.uk 
IG: @nigelgoldsmith 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/362266347 
  



Artist ID: 1296 
Artwork 1 Title: Procession 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A video 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Procession 
  
  
  
 The modern economy is largely driven by continual consumption of goods and finite resources despite the impact 
this has on people and planet.  
  
  
  
 The film Procession presents a four minute snapshot highlighting the scale and seemingly endless flow of goods 
around the planet. 
  
  
  
 Link to video https://vimeo.com/362266347 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1296 



Artist ID: 1297 
 
Artist Name: Sara Jean Armstrong 
Website: https://sarmstrong99.wixsite.com/sarajeanarmstrong 
IG: sara_armstrong1 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Sara Jean Armstrong; I’m an artist living in Alton attempting to make a career for 
myself. I went to Alton College and achieved 3 distinction stars specialising in Fine Art, and have spurred myself on to 
express my view and my bizarre passions through my love for art. Paint in different techniques completely free hand 
using acrylic paint with palette knifes is my preferred mediums, and sometimes biro with inks. My subject varies 
from theatrical faces, dark art with a twist, motorbikes and anything weird or wonderful I can think of in my head I 
put to paper. I do a lot of pet and bike commissions and sometimes family portraits. I have recently finished 2 large 
wall murals at Loomies Moto Cafe, and I am now working with a new metal band to create some powerful images. I 
am inspired heavily by the history of art and the artists that took it further to not just paint a pretty picture, but 
exhibit an opinion and a change. Which I aspire to one day generate an impact myself into the art world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1297 
Artwork 1 Title: "A touch of me" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 126x178.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint and sand on hard board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An Inner expression of self doubt from a young age. A dull lifeless appearance repeated. 
Spoken through acrylic paint using only my hands and feet as a form of a physical identification. Using my materials 
scratching away wood, charcoal and paint, throwing my frustration at the monotonous image I have created of 
myself. Wanting to be more, to be better. This is a series I have produced based on the inner emotions and personal 
experience of me as a young teenager feeling stuck in the uncertainty of life. Frustrated for success however, 
terrified of failure. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1299 
 
Artist Name: Paz Pereyra Iraola 
Website: pazpereyrairaola.wixsite/artista 
IG: pazpir 
 
Artist Statement: I use what surrounds me in my domestic life, usually elements which I rescue before or after they 
are thrown in the bin. I pick up bits of power lines, wool and unused fabrics, old wires, recycled groceries plastic 
bags. I can see their are beauty, so therefore I want to preserve them, bring their specialness back to life. And at the 
same time, I need those materials to help me convey movements inside my body which I am unable to express 
through words. 
  
  
  
 The method I use also has to do with the temporality of my family life. I work the small bits in the time I have left 
between motherhood life and domestic responsabilities, and then I put all the pieces together to form a greater 
work. At first I have no clue which dimensions it will have, I build it part by part until I feel it is somehow finished. 
  
  
  
 It is only after I finish the piece that I get to see part of its meaning. There is always something which escapes my 
reason. Through the act of art making, I metaphorically rescue and embelish those parts of me that are supposedly 
“not good enoughâ€•. I also get to heal processes and understand mysteries which happened inside my body during 
pregnancy, spontaneous abortion, breast feeding and breeding. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1299 
Artwork 1 Title: Nido Verde 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 cm x 70 cm x 70 cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: textile sculpture made out of wire, wool, string, plastic and cloth. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: . I made “Nido verdeâ€• recycling bits of wool, cloth and wire. Meanwhile I was spending 
time with my children and doing housework. So I made, as in patchwork, this work bit by bit, one small piece of wire 
at a time. I thought each one was different and rare in its own beauty. 
  
  
  
 My idea was to knot them in order to make with them a whole bigger piece. I was not sure about which form it 
could have. But then I saw a builder using chained iron to make the foundations of a house. And thought of copying 
that system with those small bits of wire and wool. "Nido Verde" appeared after using that method with some 
variations. 
  
  
  
 I think the work speaks about the processes which evolve inside my body, those which I cannot fully understand 
through reason. I used techniques and materials which help me slow down my perception of a world speeding 
before me. In this way I anchored into what my being experiences as important. 
  
  
  
 https://www.instagram.com/p/B7WB3JtFola/?igshid=2vblv9jzs3u8 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1299 



Artist ID: 1300 
 
Artist Name: Andre Rios 
Website: https://andreriosart.wixsite.com/underconstruction 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/andrerios_art 
 
Artist Statement: One thing is never just one thing. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1300 
Artwork 1 Title: The gift of art 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x42 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artist dances in a wave of life.  
  
 With his hand he tries to guide the wave but he has no control over it. 
  
 He accepts the gift of existence and leaves a small box... 
  
 Into the unknown with hope and faith. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1302 
 
Artist Name: Vanessa Fairfax-Woods 
Website: www.vanessafairfaxwoods.com 
IG: @vanessafairfaxwoods 
 
Artist Statement: With my work I try to give women a chance to play: a chance often denied to women, who, 
instead, from a young age, are encouraged into roles of mothers, lovers, daughters, etc. In my work I like to create a 
unique space for women to explore, celebrate and even gently mock their own identities - not for the benefit of the 
male gaze, nor to conform to stereotypes, but simply for the fun of it all. My subjects play with the camera, and 
subvert expectations, appearing simultaneously glamorous and funny, strong and girlish. Women have a sense of 
humour, an appetite, a sense of play, a ‘cheek’, can be sexy, can be ugly, can be powerful, can be vulnerable. 
Women are a full spectrum and not these pigeon holes that they have been boxed into for so many generations. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1302 
Artwork 1 Title: Let me be your fantasy: master 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: TBC 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: “Let me be your fantasyâ€• is my exploration of other people’s fetishes, garnered from 
talking to dominatrices and a number of other people who were brave enough to submit their fetishes, 
anonymously, to me via email. 
  
   
  
  
  
 Although it’s a deliberately playful series of mises en scenes, I’ve tried to articulate a deeper empathy towards my 
subjects. As I continued my research, more and more I found that people’s fetishes were about empowerment and 
catharsis, rather than simple sexual gratification. The image most people have of fetish is often sordid and 
unhealthy; but I found my subjects have an image of themselves that, paradoxically, moves beyond the body and 
desire, into a realm that’s almost religious or saintly. It’s the sense of transcendence that I’ve tried to capture: the 
use of light, the ‘saintly’ poses, the combination of vulnerability and power - and the humour, too. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 What’s more, this project explores something else: my own reaction to and understanding of not just my subjects, 
but me as the subject: whose fantasy is this - mine or my subjects? Am I just interpreting a role? What have I learnt 
from this project - about my subjects, about fetish, and about myself? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1302 



Artist ID: 1303 
 
Artist Name: Sasha Zaitseva 
Website: http://sasha-zaitsev.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sashazaitsevart/ 
 
Artist Statement: Sasha Zaitseva was born in Donetsk, Ukraine. She graduated from Panthéon-Sorbonne University 
where she studied Plastic Arts and Theory of Arts and Culture.  
  
 Being of both Ukrainian and Russian origins and living in France for more than 7 years now, thus the subject of the 
cultural identification is primordial in her art.  
  
 In her installations Sasha recreates the ancient tradition of Ukrainian wreath making. She recycles Ukrainian symbols 
and associate it with modern common and iconic objects from the mass market and the Soviet past. Such a 
combination creates an inventive image of the cultural and national identity at the time of globalization.  
  
 The ancient folkloric ritual of wreath weaving embodies the way we create a new story from recycled symbols by 
reinventing the use of some objects. Its circular forms depict the human culture, its constant changing history and 
the eternal circle of life. There is no beginning and no end in this composition, every object enchains another and 
they all work together as moving pictures. This allegory of the cultural enchaining symbolizes the way the national 
identity is formed and questions the future of identification in an environment of global culture and mass 
production. 
  
 She also develops the concept of mask-making as a part of identity creation. Although masks were not largely 
common in Ukrainian or Slavic cultures, she imagined what it would look like nowadays. Using the personal and 
national associations she created a non-existing mask, which celebrates the freedom of no belonging to any national 
identification. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1303 
Artwork 1 Title: No Tribe Mask 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 cm x 130 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Russian folk ornamented traditional scarfs (blue and red), fencing mask, Ukrainian folk 
ornamented ribbons, funerary orthodox ribbon, Soviet Red Star original badges, American flag souvenir star badges, 
artificial Kalina berries, decorative red horns, art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The installation is composed of the traditional Ukrainian and Russian religious and folk 
decorative objects, Soviet badges and modern mass products.  
  
 The background, as well as the mask are covered with traditional Russian scarfs. Having Russian origins, I find it 
important to reference the both cultural models: Ukrainian and Russian. Through their association, I create a new 
cultural pattern and depict more complex image of the identity formation. 
  
 The “faceâ€• of the mask is inspired by the Motanka doll, the most ancient handmade item in Ukrainian household. 
Initially made as a domestic symbol of fertility and household guardian, this doll played an important role in the 
everyday life of our ancestors. The main trait of the doll is that it should be faceless, often with a cross instead of a 
face. According to the ancient popular beliefs, the face was inspiring a soul in the doll. The soul could be good or 
bad, so it was safer not to give any face to the doll at all rather than risking to give a bad one. Ukrainians used to 
believe that the doll would take away the illness from children and protect the house from evil spirits and ghosts. 
  
 The cross on the mask is made of two popular types of ribbons in Ukraine: the folk ornamented one and the 
funerary orthodox one at the eyes level. Attached by the red Clove flowers they are expanding in two groups on the 
sides, the same way as it was traditionally worn by Ukrainian girls in the past.  
  
 At the top of the head the Soviet red army and American flag stars are placed on two levels. From those arise 
decorative viburnum berries and red decorative horns, which make the mask to resemble to the statue of Liberty. 
  
 * 
  
 Although masks were not common in Ukrainian culture, I let myself imagine what it would look like nowadays. Using 
the personal and national associations I created a non-existing mask, which celebrates the freedom of no belonging 
to any cultural or nation identification.  
  
 This mask has no cultural, social or gender identity. Belonging to no nation or tribe, it is free to create its own 
identity. Through the ambiguity and variety of used material it translates the question of the chicken-and-egg 
relationship between society and identity: 
  
 “Is our personal identity always conditioned by the society and culture we live in? And in return can I be a primer 
motivator for the group cultural identity formation?â€• 
  
 Through the strong notion of escapism presented in the mask concept, this installation celebrates the freedom of 
individuality. By creating the new, the different Self, a person is willing to change its identity without being related 
on any cultural, gender or social groups. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1303 



Artist ID: 1305 
 
Artist Name: Jane Andrews 
Website:  
IG: jane_andrews_ 
 
Artist Statement: Jane Andrews 
  
  
  
 My work plays with character, identity and survival strategies in my efforts to understand, interpret and laugh at the 
complexities of life.  
  
 I am interested in the stories we construct and how they distract us from the fact. 
  
 I make sculptures using plaster, clay and mixed media, and paintings in oil and mixed media on canvas.and board. 
  
 The paintings evolve organically; I approach each composition as a conversation between myself and the viewer, 
using symbolism, both established and personal without definitive beginnings or endings; in the sculptures I’m 
looking for allegorical mottos that straddle the ecological, psychological and the existential. 
  
 I look for humour to subvert and the ridiculous in the heroic. Â 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1305 
Artwork 1 Title: Hatchling 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 12 x 6 x 4.5cm + 21 x 13 x 7cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Polymer clay, beads, Tarmac 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The uploading thumbnail image appears to be sideways... 
  
 The tarmac should be upright with the hatchling lying on the ground approximately 7cm infront and to the right. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1306 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Bailey 
Website: www.sarahbaileyarts.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sarahbaileyart/ 
 
Artist Statement: “As for myself, I work the way I do because of the kind of person I am - my work is an expression of 
myself. It reflects me, my fascination with people, the physical world around us, and the exciting medium in which I 
work. I do not claim that my way is the best or the only way, it is simply my way. It is an expression of myself, of the 
way I think and feel.â€• _ Arnold Newman, A life in Photography  
  
   
  
 My current body of work has developed through an interest in the representation of character through portraiture 
by utilising the qualities of Gesture, Persona and Pose. These features became relevant in my practice as I wished to 
move away from the conventional self-portrait while still conveying something of myself in my work. By exploring 
the role of photography as a painting aid, I subsequently found that some work translated better in this format. 
Therefore, questions around the relevance of painted portraiture in the modern, digitised environment of 
contemporary art arose. I have attempted to answer these questions around the Painted Portrait Now by using 
Isabelle Graw’s concept of paint as a Success Medium and its portrayal of Vitalist Projections. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1306 
Artwork 1 Title: Her Kind 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x40x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Her Kind' is a convergent self portrait which is both a representation of myself as well as 
anÂ emotive embodiment of the poet Anne Sexton. By reflecting a persona not of my own through a self-portrait, I 
have opened up an opportunity to convey more than just an image. The inter-subjectivity of my work instead 
encourages a conversation between artwork and viewer and beyond that, subject and matter. The paintwork is 
gesturalÂ and seemingly unfinished, with most detail focused on the expressionÂ within the face. This portraitÂ is a 
reflection of both physical being and mental state with a multifaceted subject matter. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1307 
 
Artist Name: Tiffany Wellington 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tifwellington/ @tifwellington 
 
Artist Statement: My practice reflects my desires, thoughts and emotions. I draw inspiration from observing what is 
around me. Objects and the natural world are simulated themes in my paintings. The purpose of my work is to piece 
together a fragmented narrative. A narrative that reflects my personal response to life, considering a critical 
engagement with the wider context of place and a sense of belonging. Avoiding a linear approach, work is informed 
by the contradictions of extreme stillness and movement within the frame. This frame exposes feelings of loneliness 
and the isolation of an image. These images present familiarity with the viewer as they are a product of nature. I am 
interested in what a painting ‘might do’ in the world and how it generates a conversation. Painting is a place where I 
can express myself. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1307 
Artwork 1 Title: Hyacinths In The Wind 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm X 60cm X 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Soft Pastel and Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "O my mountain hyacinth 
  
 What shepherds trod upon you 
  
 With clumsy, rustic foot? 
  
 Now you are a broken seal: 
  
 A scarlet stain upon the earth." 
  
  
  
 - Sappho 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1308 
 
Artist Name: Hansa Tangmanpoowadol 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I was born in Bangkok (Thailand) in 1971.I am an artist living and working in 
  
 Bangkok and most of my life I spent in that city where I currenly reside.From a 
  
 very young age,I was very attracted in painting as means of expression.But life 
  
 took me to other way.I was graduated in Photography and Cinematography 
  
 Technology from Rajamangala University of Technology Krungthep in 1992. I 
  
 starts my worklife in Advertising photography. Always I joined in photo 
  
 competition.I have participated in photography group exhibitions locally and 
  
 international. I won many prizes in the local and international photo 
  
 contests.Until 2012, I was then selected as Thai Artist in Photography.Now I 
  
 spend my life for fineart photo and painting. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1308 
Artwork 1 Title: Spirit of Water II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x76x0.01 
Artwork 1 Medium: Archival Pigment Print (Photography) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This picture was inspired from the concept of "Sci-Fi" movies. The ghost of water 
  
 tries to appeared in various forms. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1310 
 
Artist Name: Kevin John Pocock 
Website: http://www.kevinjohnpocock.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kevinjohnpocock/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work includes painting, drawing, video and digital. Originally from Dorset I studied architecture 
at Cambridge University. Now based in Manchester I show my artwork in the UK (including the John Moores 
exhibition) and internationally. 
  
  
  
 My work is inspired by the built environment and my own thoughts, dreams and memories. I am interested in the 
effect architecture has on us - physically, psychologically, environmentally, knowingly and unknowingly. Common 
recurring themes are power and control, hierarchy, repetition, change and aggression. I construct and express this 
permanent, private interior of thoughts as a public, external, abstracted architectural space. Sometimes the subject 
is directly about architecture and the environment (natural, political or cultural) - but sometimes it is more personal - 
and sometimes it is both together.  
  
  
  
 I develop my ideas through a design process that involves sketches, investigative studies, technical drawings and 
computer aided design. The final work is very close in spirit to the original idea. I play with symmetry and 
asymmetry, and mixing different architectural representations of space - perspective, elevation and 3D projections 
such as axonometric and isometric.  
  
  
  
 My video work in contrast is more direct in process. Often stemming from observations while travelling, they 
reference passages of time and, like my paintings and drawings, hint at internal thoughts expressed through a 
restructuring of original footage.  
  
  
  
 In my work, whether on canvas, paper or on screen I try to offer a contemplative convergence of the mind and the 
physical world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1310 
Artwork 1 Title: Mindless 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 122 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1312 
 
Artist Name: Caitlin Scullion 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1312 
Artwork 1 Title: Thong Poon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.4 x 61 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1313 
 
Artist Name: Bethany Stevens 
Website: bethanydawngallery.com 
IG: bethany_dawn_gallery 
 
Artist Statement: I am a twenty-four-year-old artist who works mainly in acrylic paint and am highly influenced by 
my love of nature. Art is what kept me going through some of the most troubling times in my life. When I was 12 my 
brother became very ill and was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. It was an extremely difficult time for our family and 
I lost myself in my artwork as often as I could, using it as an outlet to express how I felt. Many of my artworks include 
nature, I believe the environment is important for our well-being. Growing up with a brother who was mentally 
unwell I saw the good effect beautiful and quiet places had on his recovery process. I also include butterflies in most 
of my art pieces as they are an expression of me. Butterflies can symbolise new beginnings and being free, there is 
also a saying of feeling butterflies in your stomach, this can be associated with being anxious. My anxiety and lack of 
confidence did cause me to shrink back for a while but I found that if you overcome those feelings you can break 
free, experience new things and build confidence. I feel that creating and using art, as a way to express how I feel, 
has helped me to do this. As my confidence has grown my ideas grew and I now engrave my artwork and designs 
into silver and wood, examples of this can be found on my website https://bethanydawngallery.dudaone.com/ 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1313 
Artwork 1 Title: A Hazy Future 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61x81.5x0.6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint and Silver Leaf on MDF 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The butterfly lady in this painting is based on the Indian Leaf Butterfly, which disguise 
themselves as dead leaves while looking for rotting fruit on the rainforest floor. She is portraying the significance of 
the beauty we are destroying and the devastating loss we could end up inflicting on ourselves by damaging the 
wildlife and environment around us. If we keep mistreating the world, we will destroy beautiful habitats of 
wonderful creatures that help our planet to stay healthy. We are not just damaging wildlife but in affect, we are 
damaging ourselves too. Using silver leaf to create a misty background gives the impression of the butterfly lady 
looking into a hazy future. 
  
  
  
 In creating this painting, I researched the habitat in which this particular butterfly lives. I then began to study the 
types of plants and trees that grow in Indian rainforest, enabling me to create a beautiful habitat in which the 
butterfly lady could live. I used silver leaf, acrylic paints and shimmer paints to give the effect of a humid rainforest 
environment. The materials I have used also give a different appearance of illumination and mist depending on what 
angle or light the painting is in. Some of the progress of this painting can be found on my Instagram 
https://www.instagram.com/bethany_dawn_gallery/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1313 



Artist ID: 1315 
 
Artist Name: Dene Leigh 
Website: www.deneleigh.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/deneleigh/ 
 
Artist Statement: Dene Leigh’s practice investigates neurological impairment and the fragility of human memory. The 
artist’s work endeavours to make sense of his grandfather’s difficulty with memory following a stroke. After 
experiencing life with the consequences of the stroke for several years, the artist’s grandfather passed away. Soon 
after, the abrupt passing of the artist’s mother generated an urge to grasp the memories and fleeting moments 
associated with those who are most important to him. 
  
   
  
 Faceless figures, illegible lettering and ambiguous objects, are recurrent images that explore three of the barriers to 
the artist’s grandfather’s everyday life that shook the artist the most. The barriers caused the inability to grasp 
language in its written and spoken form and rendered once familiar faces and objects unrecognisable.  
  
   
  
 The artist’s body of work embodies the fragility of human memory and the desire to acknowledge and record those 
he has and has not met. The artist continually documents recollections of those dearest to him with themes of the 
barriers that his grandfather faced. In doing so, the work tries to glimpse through the eyes of the artist’s grandfather, 
whilst solidifying the short-lived moments associated with the human memory and the ultimate decay of everything 
around us. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1315 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75 x 60 x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The blurred face in this black and grey painting distorts the identity of the individual and 
partly references my grandfathers’ inability to recognise formerly familiar faces after a stroke. The work was also 
made in response to the sudden loss of my mother shortly after my grandfather’s passing.  
  
  
  
 The figure poses for the viewer alongside an ambiguous object that is presented on a long table from antiquity; this 
represents another of my grandfather’s barriers after his stroke, which rendered once familiar objects 
unrecognisable.  
  
  
  
 My grandfather’s stroke had a profound effect on my life. His passing a few years after the stroke and my mother’s 
subsequent passing were both incredibly traumatic: this painting attempts to revisit such experiences head on and 
has distinct connections to mortality and vulnerability. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1315 



Artist ID: 1319 
 
Artist Name: zhiyan huang 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Cc4LfKjJu9kA0OF8ALdEXK6H3wqcCBi 
  



Artist ID: 1319 
Artwork 1 Title: Room114 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 235cmX235cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: PVC 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Cc4LfKjJu9kA0OF8ALdEXK6H3wqcCBi 
  
  
  
 We chose Room 114 of the school and used its characteristics of small space to make a white inflatable sculpture as 
large as the room. This sculpture installation mainly explores the positive and negative relationship of space and the 
dynamic relationship between people and space. We invited eight participants to Room 114 and started to inflate 
the white sculpture in the enclosed room. The range of activity of the participants was gradually limited by the ever-
expanding sculptures. But people can get a dynamic spatial experience by moving and touching the inflatable 
sculpture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1320 
 
Artist Name: Ariunbaigal Tsambalsundev 
Website: www.artsmongolial.mn 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The Moment 
  
 Beauty and secret originality of a woman are unchangeable and kept forever in flow of time. In my work past, 
present and future are meeting in one MOMENT and these three lines are simultaneously existing together. 
Unrevealing secrecy of a woman is symbolically expressed in the work by Mongolian traditional puzzle toy in the 
woman’s hand. This is also expressing that a woman herself is a main player in her fate.  
  
 A character of the woman was created in image of Mongolian noble woman with old traditional costume. I tried to 
express this old national classic character in more modern way, using different colors and shapes around it. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1320 
Artwork 1 Title: The Moment 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 77*90 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1321 
 
Artist Name: Lauren Pryde 
Website: laurenpryde.co.uk 
IG: lpryde 
 
Artist Statement: My current practice is about the simulacrum within video games in relation to Autism - directly in 
relation to my brother Harrys own relationship between games and Autism. The progression into this subject matter 
was a natural transition. Harry has always been involved in a lot of my artwork and art related projects in the past.  
  
 My practice is both personal and not. It’s personal, in that it’s working around my personal relationship and 
connection with my brother and his Autism, and how his obsession with video games both disconnects and connects 
his ability to communicate.  
  
 However, it’s also not personal, it’s questioning the virtual and the real. What’s real and what’s not. The virtual - the 
copy vs the real. I’m working within the digital to discuss the blurring between the copy and the real. The 
indistinguishability between the two. How we no longer as a society truly know what is real.  
  
 Is communicating with someone who has autism within a video game real? 
  
 No. But that’s not really a problem. Nothing in our reality is real. The self is gone. It’s not under siege, because it’s 
just gone. But a simulation of a simulation of a simulation is still informative and it’s not a negative thing. My 
practice isn’t a pessimistic view on our culture but created as something to consider. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1321 
Artwork 1 Title: OneMinute.exe(2) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 22x22x22 
Artwork 1 Medium: Resin and ink on acetate 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I wanted to present a chunk of time - in video game form - through my autistic brother, 
Harrys eyes. 
  
 The printing was done purposely on an inkjet printer as opposed to a laser printer, allowing plenty of wet 
movement on the acetate. The concept of using this method was out of inspiration from visiting the Van Gogh - 
Starry Night immersive experience in Paris. Which I found be to be a form of Hyperreality - more real than real. 
Where the simulation within Baudrillian standards had outrun reality.  
  
 The images are from one minutes worth of footage of Harry filming himself playing a video game (Minecraft) while 
using a Tobii EyeTracker. 
  
 The work comprises of 60 images. Each image a second from the next - making up a minute’s worth of footage in 
physical form. I cut out the image so that all that remains is what was and is seen. 
  
 I wanted to create a similar experience as with the Van Gogh experience, but within this confined object. I poured 
over the acetate to allow for dispersal of ink within the object. 
  
 As a representation of a chunk of time via gameplay, the cube isn’t perfectly shaped but does represent a near copy 
of a cube.  
  
 Without looking at the title, or a description, you are to look and not quite understand what you are seeing.  
  
 Because of the large amount of resin poured on top without Image, it can be hard to grasp the depth when going 
from angle to angle.  
  
 This object is essentially the origin subject - Harry - but a copy of a copy of copy of a copy 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1321 



Artist ID: 1326 
 
Artist Name: Phoebe Boddy 
Website: www.phoebeboddy.com 
IG: phoebeboddyart 
 
Artist Statement: Food and flavour are my primary sources of inspiration; my paintings are a collection of my 
responses to experiences around consumption. Overtime, I have developed a greater appreciation for food and the 
art of creating taste. It angers me to see that food is often failed to be appreciated for what it really is - A work of art, 
for all the senses! 
  
  
  
 Meal times have been massively damaged by the existence of social media and technology. Only too frequently will 
you go out and see people tapping away on their phones rather than appreciating the food or company. People 
sharing images of their dinner may get a greater sense of pleasure from sharing their food on Instagram, than 
actually consuming it. 
  
 My Art is a reminder of what the action of consumption should be, and so often isn't. My paintings pay homage to 
all those meals missed and taste-buds untantalised due to absent minded scoffing for necessity rather than pleasure! 
I use colour and vibrancy to ensure my art speaks on behalf of the flavours unheard, and hope to arouse a 
connection between the audience and the moments addressed in my paintings that may be unconsidered otherwise. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1326 
Artwork 1 Title: Dry Jan II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 120 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Spray Paint, Pastel on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1328 
 
Artist Name: Nathan Huxtable 
Website: njh11@instagram.com 
IG: njh11 
 
Artist Statement: Nathan Huxtable 
  
   
  
 Artists Statement 
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
 I am a Painter from Edinburgh, living in Cambridge, and work mainly in acrylic. The starting point for the majority of 
my work are the images and video I take while travelling. Some recent, some from as far back as my childhood. I use 
acrylic paint and mediums to layer the surface, giving the work a sense of depth, hopefully drawing the viewer in to 
take a closer look. 
  
   
  
 The paintings range from having a representational element to being almost completely abstract but as with Peter 
Doig “There’s always a part of the painting that comes from realityâ€•. 
  
   
  
 The works start from an inspirational image and grow from there, using techniques allowing, but controlling, 
experimental and chance outcomes. The nature of paint is used in a variety of ways to suggest a story. Often on 
plywood that is recycled the paintings go through months/years of work until they appear complete. 
  
   
  
 Scottish artist David Michie sums up the act of painting as “a sum of correctionsâ€•. I’m beginning to look at my 
work as “Contemporary Landscapeâ€• because even the more abstract pieces are drawn from nature in some way. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1328 
Artwork 1 Title: On The Road To Cradle Mountain. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 49.3cm x 40.2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Medium on wood. 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1329 
 
Artist Name: MEGHANAD GANPULE 
Website: https://meghanad.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ganpulemeghanad/ 
 
Artist Statement: The travel of Local Train of Mumbai and then the travel of Metro Railway of other metro cities. 
While depicting about Mumbai, I worked on the subject"Urbanization & Drawing the Lines". But, for this Audio 
Visual, I decided to depict only Mumbai Suburban & Metro Railway,in a different way... 
  
  
  
 At the very beginning, at the Churchgate Station, Mumbai. The destination of a train is announced and immediately 
"Beethoven's Fur Elise" is heard. As I myself is traveling for last 30 years, I decided to start only with this audio. which 
has become sort of recognition, Along with this, I have used certain other audio, such as singing of devotional songs 
by travellers, Peculiar vocals in the compartment, of different product sellers, Announcements made on the platform 
& in the train 
  
  
  
 The travellers are from different social backgrounds, hence I have used an representation, showing their living & 
environment .Things such as bridges, roads, buildings, temples, malls and also images of different seasons, as seen in 
this video are important and strongly becomes ingredients at the portrait of Mumbai City Local . 
  
  
  
 Our older generation, has travelled for some 50 years, mostly by certain time & by the same compartment. So it was 
said that, if you want to meet X, then get on to bogie Y, In this video Bogie No 8 represents the same . This video 
travel points towards, that peculiar bond / relationship, of an urban person & local train, which remains & cherished 
for generations. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1329 
Artwork 1 Title: “ Urban Living & Drawing the Lines â€• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 90 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uw56V2z3fso 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1330 
 
Artist Name: Juliet Napier 
Website: www.julietnapier.com 
IG: @julietnapierart 
 
Artist Statement: My work is informed by both digital and physical process, subject matter and media. I am 
interested in the relationship and presence that digital media has in contemporary painting. Although not present 
directly in the work, the digital remains present in the process and is reinterpreted on canvas. 
  
  
  
 I produce oil paintings but approach painting using technology as a preparatory tool in the studio. I use digital 
collage and digital painting to create compositions and then translate what I see on screen into physical material on 
canvas. Translating from screen to canvas, I explore the discourse between the digital and physical. It is within this 
realm of engagement, between screen-based material and physical painting, that a new kind of representation is 
formed. As shapes and marks form or remain in a state of limbo there is a result that is somewhere between 
painterly and graphic-like. The digital exists metaphorically in the translation; it becomes preserved in the translation 
by the hand and by the paint onto canvas. 
  
  
  
 Alongside the process of painting, I am interested in the idea of artistic ‘simulacra’ and representation. Through a 
chain of representation, translating from screen to canvas, something new is created each time. Translation, 
perception and representation play an important role in my practice and my work from its creation to its finished 
form. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1330 
Artwork 1 Title: Percolate 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 112.2 x 85 x 3.8 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Percolate’ is part of a new body of work that I have developing from my interest in 
painterly and hard-edge abstraction. The work consists of both graphic-like and painterly visual elements inspired by 
painting from screen-based source material. The colours in the work mimic screen-based colours as I mainly paint 
directly from a computer screen to achieve a vibrant representation. 
  
  
  
 As a painter, I think of the canvas as a ‘landscape’, not literally but with a sense of depth as I explore abstraction. 
Layers of shapes, colour and brushstrokes overlap so that there becomes a dialogue between them. The visual 
elements in 'Percolate' grapple with each other for space, surface and form and between foreground and 
background. Some of these elements sit on the surface and others recede into the background and I like to see the 
visual tension and energy that can be created from this. The visual elements collide but co-exist on the canvas, like 
objects in space and entities in themselves. The title references the dissemination of the digital and digital media 
becoming intrinsic in the creation of the work. The work represents the concept of crossing this threshold between 
the digital and the physical, resulting in a kind of hybrid painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1330 



Artist ID: 1331 
 
Artist Name: Andreas Singh 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/andreassingh360 
 
Artist Statement: I am a thirty three year old Artist from Mainz, Germany. I currently reside in Birmingham, West 
Midlands, UK. I earned my Masters in Fine Art in 2018 from the school of Art and Design Wolverhampton and have 
since created work from my private studio at my home.  
  
 I initially went into university to further study painting but as I progressed further, I became open to other forms of 
medium and create sensory indulgent installations. I merge science into my art to from a basis of my concept. 
Throughout the years my subject matter has been about the consciousness in space alongside many mainstream 
topics and issues like mental health and climate change.  
  
 The work asks some perennial questions like how does one know the world is what the senses tell them? The work 
is like a journey to discover of how a subjective dimension of experience could arise from the objective processes of 
a brain. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1331 
Artwork 1 Title: Connected 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150Ã—150Ã—150 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media, cotton thread, steel bar 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We have many social and political crisis in our day to day lives. Wether they are health 
related or financial. The social structures and systems in place are one of the main causes of our depriciating mental 
health. 
  
 This work indicates that it's all connected and interlinked.  
  
 Our society is supposed to be the iron core, the pillar, the centre of our stability as a species but in reality nothing is 
stable. Our systems, structures and existence is fragile just like the threads.  
  
 The threads are like us, week and not able to carry weight when on their own but together we carry it all and also an 
indication that we cannot afford to loose a single thread or else we all fall. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1332 
 
Artist Name: jemima willis 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My current practice is dominated by mixed media, printmaking and mural paintings - I enjoy using 
mediums outside their traditional boundaries and exploring unusual paint surfaces to work on. The themes of my 
work are always reimagined images drawn from the environment and histories that surround me, juxtaposed as it 
appears in my mind. I work instinctively and organically, often reworking the same piece countless times. Often this 
means that the real world and the imagined world can overlap in the imagery I generate. My present work has a 
particular emphasis on the decorative, and in the pursuit of my subjective idealism of beauty and the need for 
observed accuracy is often overwhelmed. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1332 
Artwork 1 Title: Manmade, Mismanaged, Made Again 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 44x59 unframed 68x82x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: VE (1) Etching (printed on somerset cream) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Manmade, Mismanaged, Made Again is narrative piece in response to the huge and sudden 
awareness surrounding climate change. The alarming speed of industrialisation, the devastation of natural habitats, 
the explosion of human population, the constant taking and raping of the earth have meant dizzying numbers of 
species & natural wonders have already disappeared or are on the brink. When researching the effects of human 
activity on the natural environment I was shocked at my own ignorance and lack of awareness despite it being a 
hugely topical subject in the media. Thus I felt compelled to create a series of works as an emotional response to not 
only my research. One of the strongest re-occurring imagined images in my mind is a world where roads are empty 
and crumbling, building are crumbling and being reclaimed by nature - a wonderful beauty in the decay of man made 
objects. It is my intention that the immediacy and unforced properties of my work allow the viewer to reconnect 
with the aesthetics of light and dark, texture and form. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1334 
 
Artist Name: Daisy Dickens 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1334 
Artwork 1 Title: Ecosystem 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 x 200 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Lino prints and acrylic paint on plastic bags and fabric 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For this piece I created a lino that depicts a cow being targeted with a cattle prod, and a 
rabbit which has earrings, mascara being applied to it, as well as lucky rabbits feet extending from it. This print has 
been printed over the fabric, as well as onto Tesco and Sainsbury's shopping bags, with an overlay of the word 
'cosmetics' in Chinese. With this piece I aimed to create a narrative which criticised the exploitation of animals by 
humans for testing products and for the meat industry. As China is a country that has been notorious for its use of 
animal testing, I decided to use the Chinese word in my piece. I also decided to use the shopping bags due to the 
consumer need for animal products, which fuels the meat and dairy industry. In a typical ecosystem living organisms 
and the physical environment healthily interact with each other and creates a sustainable balance; however humans 
are jeopardising this, which is something I believe needs to be mitigated. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1335 
 
Artist Name: Cecilia Di Paolo 
Website: www.cecilia-dipaolo.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/cecedipaolo/ 
 
Artist Statement: ‘Made to be Loved’ is a self-portraiture series that began with the intent of creating a dystopian 
future.  
  
  
  
 The artist fulfils her vision by impersonating the object being loved.  
  
  
  
 Visualising an emerging cultural fictive fantasy by performing aspects of fulfilment, loneliness and love.  
  
  
  
 Evaluating the shift boundaries as a result of contemporary technology, capturing the tight bond between human 
and object. 
  
  
  
 Love is universal, even between a man and a doll. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1335 
Artwork 1 Title: MADE TO BE LOVED 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84X118 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Image Framed: C-Type Glossy Print, Black Nielsen Aluminium Frame, Antireflective Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1337 
 
Artist Name: Wing Yin Chow 
Website: https://yinchowxart.wixsite.com/yinchow 
IG: yinchow_art 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is concerned with the environment that surrounds us. Taking inspiration from my 
living community; rural landscape and the city, I have developed work that responds to these different contexts. 
Recently my practice has focused on the City of Hong Kong where I currently live. I explore the relationship between 
city development and nature and the contradiction between these two vastly different environments. Seeking 
through my work to propose a balance between city and countryside; how can they exist together and how do we 
reflect and address this problem. Â 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1337 
Artwork 1 Title: Growing... 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 X 60 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas , masking tape 
Artwork 1 Commentary: When the growing , is wrapped by layers and layers. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1338 
 
Artist Name: Tuula Kallas 
Website: www.tuulakallas.com 
IG: tuulakallas 
 
Artist Statement: Art has been my passion since I was a child. I won several art competitions at school and my art 
teachers told me IÂ´m talented. However, at the time, I didnÂ´t have the courage to apply to an art school. I decided 
to keep it as a dear hobby of mine. IÂ´ve taken part in some art courses, where IÂ´ve tested many techniques. I love 
visiting art museums and exhibitions. My relationship with watercolours is quite complicated. On one hand, I find 
using watercolors difficult but at the same time using them challenges me over and over again and brings be joy. 
  
 One step at the time, art has carried me away. IÂ´ve truly found my own technique and my own style. I donÂ´t only 
want to make traditional watercolours: I want to create art on my own way and with a modern twist. My creativity 
guarantees a vide spectrum of new ideas. I express my feelings and experiences through painting. For my abstracts I 
get my inspiration from nature.  
  
 Since IÂ´ve been working as a professional nurse IÂ´ve always been curious about the human nature and people. 
IÂ´ve teached art to children and disabled persons. Furthermore, I’m about to start studying art therapy. I want to 
combine art and taking care of others, since I surely know how therapeutic art can be.  
  
 Right now, my goal is to concentrate on my art career. My dream is to become a professional artist and I wish this 
competition could help me build connections to the art world. At this age I donÂ´t want to hesitate - I’m ready to 
take a chance and take part in your competition. The sky is the limit! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1338 
Artwork 1 Title: Polyfonia 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33 x 43 x 2 (with passepartout and frames) 
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolour with a hint of guache 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This abstract watercolour painting expresses my feelings. I was in a really bad relationship. 
It ended very dramatically and it took a long time for me to have trust in other people again. This painting tells a 
story of my struggle. 
  
  
  
 I love watercolours because of their translucency and lightness. I can put a lot of layers to the painting and it still 
breathes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1339 
 
Artist Name: Monica Perez Vega 
Website: http://www.monicaperezvega.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/monicaperezvega 
 
Artist Statement: As fallen leaves and peeling bark imply both death and regeneration, so do the flaking patina and 
crumbling facades of the urban environment. I am interested in the collision or hybridity of natural and unnatural, as 
one adapts to the other. All things in nature must adapt to the uncontrollable elements forced upon them and I am 
seeking to capture that which is on the verge of either renewal or collapse. Amid the relentless story of progress and 
the ever-changing state of all things, I look to nature for signs of hope; of a promise of return. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1339 
Artwork 1 Title: Weeping Willow 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x180x3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Trees hide many secrets. Silently resilient, they absorb abuse and filter waste, yet continue 
to breathe. 
  
  
  
 Willow trees, like other hyperaccumulators, have the ability to slurp up a variety of heavy metals, removing the 
pollutants from water and soil and incorporating them into their plant tissue before reaching rivers, lakes and the 
ocean. I find this a poignant reminder of the power of nature and hopeful in its collaborative possibilities. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1340 
 
Artist Name: Nic Gear 
Website: www.artofgear.co.uk 
IG: @nicartofgear 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice is situated within a culture of walking, influenced by my upbringing, and refined 
through completing my MA in Fine Art in 2015. I engage with the nature and substance of landscape as my primary 
source material, making work that is both abstract and literal. 
  
 Living and working on the outskirts of Nottingham I’m particularly drawn to traverse ‘edgeland’ spaces ones that 
mediate the transition between the urban and rural landscapes, observing and collecting discarded objects and 
photographs, considering ideas to pinpoint and making connections with; including links between our past and 
present. 
  
 The work I produce takes on divergent forms of drawing encompassing ‘language marks’ with oak gall ink, relief 
sculptures with found debris, and interventions with pen on photographic prints. Whichever route the drawing takes 
it’s important that it has a direct link with the landscape, that the work is ‘infected’ in some way with its materiality. 
  
 My interrogations are not direct descriptions of the action of walking, but elements such as contour marks, which 
take on notions of ‘mapping the way’, do elucidate my outcomes. 
  
 Our understanding of reality, what we see, what we choose not to see are a key part of my work. Whist walking I 
constantly observe the conflict between human needs and the beauty of the landscape, the debris, the scars, the 
weathering, the entropy all feed into wider concerns around how we situate ourselves, our ‘sense of place’ in the 
worlds 21st century environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1340 
Artwork 1 Title: The Face of 2084 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x67x2.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Still Life Photographic Print with Pen & Watercolours 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Face of 2084 is a still life composition placed outside and put together using the 
materials found within the landscape in which it’s been photographed. The work includes elements of traditional 
landscape picture techniques of drawing and watercolours but these are used to subvert the surface of the 
photographic print questioning our sense of reality. 
  
 Finally the piece sets a series of questions - what will be our future relationship with the world be if we continue on 
a path of conspicuous consumption, when we look around at the environment what do we fail to see, and do we 
wish to become blindly embedded into machine technology or nurture our relationship to the natural world? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1341 
 
Artist Name: Jacqui Chapman 
Website: jacquichapman.com 
IG: jacquichapmanart 
 
Artist Statement: Jacqui Chapman 
  
   
  
 Artist Statement  
  
  
  
 My painting practice interrogates the physical and psychological landscapes we inhabit, specifically those shaped by 
proximity to violence. The idylls of gated communities in post-apartheid South Africa provide some refuge. I use 
printing, painting, drawing and photography, found and developed to reconstruct such poolside environments. 
Affluent Modernist homes and supposedly relaxed occupants reflect the privilege, politics and memories fabricating 
their lived realities. Offering voyeuristic viewpoints on intimate moments, my artworks convey an inescapable sense 
of being watched. Whether on the street or protectively walled, surveillance is a way of life. As voyeur, my paintings 
pose the question of who is watching? And yet, they also concede the guilt and collusion of white entitlement. 
Having benefitted where others have suffered, I wish to continue addressing the legacy of apartheid through the 
increasing contentious issue of land redistribution without compensation and the escape from crime informed by my 
experience as an immigrant to the UK. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1341 
Artwork 1 Title: Gated Community II, Cape Town, (2019) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170 x 214cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, litho crayon and screen print on primed polyester 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I create collaged poolside images using found and self-generated photography so that the 
artificiality of life in gated communities in South Africa is metaphoric in the assemblage. The use of a "plastic" 
surface continues this artificial environment where mixed languages using screen print, painting and drawing with a 
lithographic crayon is multilayered. The house image is an internet image of a real Clifton home in Cape Town, an 
affluent area. The intention was to create a fabricated landscape in which the voyeuristic undertones and threat of 
violence is implicit. The foliage is of a Loquat tree, the kind we had in my childhood garden, which provides a visual 
barrier for the viewer to look beyond. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1342 
 
Artist Name: Valentina Ferrandes 
Website: www.valentinaferrandes.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/valentinaferrandes/ 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/350473883, Password: Valentina2019 
  



Artist ID: 1342 
Artwork 1 Title: Victory 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: HD Video // CGI Animation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Victory" is a computational exploration of the Hellenistic sculpture "Nike of Samothrace". 
The classical masterpiece is decomposed and reconstructed using an algorithmic 3D model analysis. The extrusions 
are generated by a custom software patch. The 3D polygonal structure is analyzed and re-meshed according to 
various parameters. Motion is never entirely predictable. Through a process of dynamic deconstruction and the 
shifting lens of digital technology, Victory offers a new experience of an iconic masterpiece.  
  
  
  
 Vimeo Link: 
  
 https://vimeo.com/350473883 
  
  
  
 Password: 
  
 Valentina2019 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1342 



Artist ID: 1344 
 
Artist Name: Dave Farnham 
Website: www.davefarnham.co.uk 
IG: @davefarnham 
 
Artist Statement: This work explores the playful process of digitally folding and unfolding organs - making 
fathomable and accessible the objects of the human body via a simplified, recognisable action. 
  
  
  
 The work progresses the main focus of my current studio practice, namely an investigation into the deconstruction 
of life drawing and figurative sculpture using the collection and extraction of medical data and the processes of 3D 
printing.  
  
  
  
 The organs in this series originate from CT scans of patients that have experienced health issues. The scans would be 
digitally ‘folded’ - as metaphorical sculptures that have been extracted and rendered from medical data, 3D printed 
in white SLS Nylon, finished in 24ct gold leaf and displayed in vitrines on exhibition plinths. 
  
  
  
 My interest in the process of 3D printing and modelling (a key part of my practice since 2013) lies in a desire to work 
against its connotation of facsimile and sameness and to instead render unique physiologies, exposing the corporeal 
fragility of the sitter or body from which the objects are derived. Physical damage to soft tissue becomes digital data, 
before being reprocessed as a macabre yet humorous trophy - a delicate remnant of an individual battle with illness. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1344 
Artwork 1 Title: Folded Heart 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 25 x 25cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: 3D printed in SLS nylon finished in 24ct gold leaf 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1346 
 
Artist Name: Sabina Grossman 
Website: www.sabinacatherine.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sabinacatherine/ 
 
Artist Statement: Sabina is an Ottawa, Canada based photographic artist and student at the School of the 
Photographic Arts: Ottawa. Having suffered from multiple rare illnesses throughout her adolescence and in to young 
adulthood, Sabina's work is largely shaped by her relationship with her own mortality and the ephemeral nature of 
life. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1346 
Artwork 1 Title: Fury 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 18 x 13 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the age of thirteen, Sabina lost function in her knee. At the age of eighteen, she nearly 
lost her life. In between, she lost her sense of self; and had no choice but to mourn it. As part of Sabina's series 
"Somewhere in Between", "Fury" aims to use the hand, a primary means of connection for many, as a bridge in to 
the experience of reinventing oneself in the aftermath of serious illness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1347 
 
Artist Name: Steffi Callaghan 
Website: www.stefficallaghan.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am a first-year MA Art and Science student, at Central Saint Martins, with a background in 
Geography and flood defence. I enjoy exploring connections between extreme natural events/environments and our 
cultural and psychological responses to them. I use scientific reports, first-hand accounts and technology to observe 
and study extreme natural environments and our responses to them. Mapping plays a significant role in how I view 
the world, in terms of how we gather and process information, and also how we can use it to respond to disasters. 
  
  
  
 My MA research project is on rogue ocean waves (sometimes also known as freak waves or monster waves) that are 
unusually large and unexpected. These were once viewed as mythological terrors by ancient mariners and only 
recently has their existence been proven by scientific data. I’m interested in efforts to predict these monster waves 
through new advances in physics, how the risk of these epic waves increases with climate change but also how we 
respond to them as a source of adventure (extreme wave surfing). 
  
  
  
 I therefore take an interdisciplinary research approach when creating new work that crosses boundaries between 
earth science, climate science and psychology. Abstraction gives me the space to experiment, to layer ideas and to 
forge connections between disparate ideas. I use acrylic paint purely as paint and also as a form of sculptural 
construction to build up layered collage elements. I’m intrigued by methods that offer new approaches to using 
paint as a material. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1347 
Artwork 1 Title: The Ancient Mariner 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 80 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting forms part of the collection of works investigating rogue waves. I am currently 
researching ways in which Medieval and Renaissance sea exploration was recorded on maps and the ways in which 
perilous risks were illustrated as sea monsters. Coleridge's poetic imagery played a significant part in the 
development of this painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1348 
 
Artist Name: HONGRUI CHU 
Website: www.chuhongrui.xyz 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/apple8357_cn/?hl=fr 
 
Artist Statement: Oppression from the life always pulls me into a tense state so I have been looking for the origin of 
such tension. Feeling mentally bounded can bring up the senses of lose and uneasiness, and then one would like to 
break through. The tension is what I try to express in my practices. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1348 
Artwork 1 Title: Eternal Revolution 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76cm x 114cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photo 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1349 
 
Artist Name: Robin Hays 
Website: www.heyrobinhays.com 
IG: @robin_hays 
 
Artist Statement: I love taking an idea and turning it into something tangible that can be shared. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1349 
Artwork 1 Title: Black Bunny 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 5616X3744 
Artwork 1 Medium: photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This was inspired by what a dystopian childhood be like. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1350 
 
Artist Name: Ella Sanderson 
Website: https://www.ellarosephotography.org/ 
IG: isabellarosesandersoncamera 
 
Artist Statement: Isabella Sanderson is a third year photography student currently studying at UCA Farnham. 
Isabella's practise is mainly autobiographical narrative work, focusing on the concept of identity and time and how 
relationships, memory and our connections to places can shift our perception of self and reality.  
  
  
  
 Isabella mainly works in medium format film, but uses found imagery as a vital source of inspiration for memory and 
re-contextualising snapshot images to question how photography manipulates memory. Sound is an integral 
medium for Isabella's practise as well, using interview, ambient sound and spoken word to enrich the viewers 
experience and provide a bit more mystery and context to the work. Isabella is beginning to experiment with moving 
image, examining how photography can be used in montage to overwhelm and entice her audiences to question 
photography's power to heal, and question our identity. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1350 
Artwork 1 Title: If I met you now 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 51 cm Ã— 29 cm (projection) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Moving Image 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The following artwork combines spoken word, found imagery and photography to explore 
how long-term relationships can affect perception of self and how power dynamics become skewed as one becomes 
inextricably linked to their first love.  
  
  
  
 This is an autobiographical piece exploring my 9 year relationship with my partner and the effect my mental health 
has had on the development of our identities and how that has been challenged by co-dependency. Drawing on 
images and spoken word from the past, I use my current photographic practise to examine how we have changed 
yet have stayed the same in each other's eyes, still teenagers yet about to embark on the next stage of life together 
as adults. This work draws on first love, obsession, dependency and loss of identity.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 https://we.tl/t-1FKFHQGrYe 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1350 



Artist ID: 1351 
 
Artist Name: Phoebe Stringer 
Website: www.phoebestringer.co.uk 
IG: Phoebe_stringer 
 
Artist Statement: My work deals with themes of sub- culture, tradition, family history and materials. The pieces all 
have an element of appropriation and nostalgia, which is a way for the viewer to relate to the piece and open a inner 
line of dialog. To generalise my work is an investigation on how outside cultural influences effect the individual. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1351 
Artwork 1 Title: AFK 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H30cm X W35cm X D10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Embroidery 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The AFK embroidery piece is an installation of 9 hand stitched works framed in a fiber-glass 
resin computer screen cast.  
  
  
  
 The work explores early rendered 3D computer space and the parallels between navigating a rendered gaming 
environment and contemporary internet exploration. Seeing the internet as a lived environment rather then a flat 
image 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1355 
 
Artist Name: Jade Miners 
Website: https://silvershold.wixsite.com/jade-miners 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Jade Miners is a PhD Fine Art student at the Institute of the Arts, Carlisle, with a focus on ethical 
complications within art and culture through an interdisciplinary art practice that explores the usage of non-human 
animals within our society. Her aim is to investigate the effectiveness of both the organic and synthetic substitutions 
for animal matter with regards to their sustainability, biodegradability, and the impact that they inflict upon the 
environment. By exploring the ethical dimensions of using the animal representationally and as a material, Miners 
speculates whether this can (or ever will) be achieved in a way that is determined as ethically safe. In shifting our 
political realities into uncomfortable focus artists function on the periphery of social acceptance and aspire a means 
for proposing effective spurs for change, a concept Miners hopes to encourage and contribute towards. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1355 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110x40x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture - Hair/Cotton/Metal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Domestic objects and the animal matter used within them - that is so often forgotten - are 
amalgamated into an ambiguous monument to societies persistent manipulation and disposal of non-human 
entities. This aims to question the ethical uncertainty surrounding necessity and anthropocentric indifference. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1358 
 
Artist Name: Tamara Chianta 
Website: tamarachianta.co.uk 
IG: @tamchiart 
 
Artist Statement: I developed a great passion for abstract art during my studies at Goldsmiths. I apply layers of 
acrylic paint to canvas, forming subtle textures and flowing patterns, reminiscent of cloud formations and shifting 
patterns on water. With extra shading for depth and dramatic bursts of colour, the resulting works are atmospheric 
with a sense of the sublime. 
  
  
  
 I have always been intrigued by the fluid nature of culture, the way it is constantly evolving, ignited by my formative 
years living in different regions of South Africa and Mauritius. I am disturbed by the impact that globalisation has had 
on cultural diversity, the way many indigenous cultures have been engulfed and often absorbed by dominant 
cultures. This process often plays out in the overall composition of my artworks. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1358 
Artwork 1 Title: Static 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x75x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint and embroidery cotton on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1359 
 
Artist Name: Emma Laird 
Website:  
IG: emmacreative.space 
 
Artist Statement: I am a second year student currently studying BA Photography at the Arts University Bournemouth. 
As a fine art photographer my work explores a range of contextual interests with the underlying theme of human 
behavior and personal stories. Some previous projects include representing anxiety disorders through the 
combination of image and text, reading peoples life stories through their tattoos and my most recent project, 
exploring the modern relationship between humans and nature.  
  
  
  
 The submitted images are rooted within the issues of the rapid advancement of modern post production techniques 
and how they heavily impact the reality we are presented with by images which surround us daily. This idea stems 
from postmodernism, the turning point in which the photographic document started to be challenged and 
photography was becoming an art form. From the perspective of realism and representation of a subject, I have 
investigated the photographers interference with the real and how it can make us see things differently. This work is 
also inspired by abstract expressionist methods of spontaneous mark making and gestural brush strokes to manually 
obscure the portrait between the point of photographer and subject. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1359 
Artwork 1 Title: Inserted Emotion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25x25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Photography, Perspex, Glass Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1360 
 
Artist Name: Nassima Rothacker 
Website: www.nassimarothacker.art (currently under construction for short time) 
IG: nassima 
 
Artist Statement: Nassima Rothacker is a London based photographer drawn towards expressing the spiritual 
undertones within day-today life and the silent mystery that dwells within the visible world.  
  
  
  
 There is something whimsical, mystical and dream-like in the works of Nassima Rothacker. Her photographs show us 
a place that is other worldly which evoke memories, emotion and a delicate sensitivity. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1360 
Artwork 1 Title: Immerge 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96cm x 50.8 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Archival Giclee Print from Film Scan 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The water represents a portal or means of entry to the unknown depths of ones psyche and 
emotional states that can at times render us as uncontrollable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1361 
 
Artist Name: Tom Medwell 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work is about time, combining elements of sculpture, performance, and animation with 
traditional photographic practice. I am a current student at the RCA, where I have been attempting, and to some 
extent succeeding, in reigniting my interest in photography after a decade of commercial practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1361 
Artwork 1 Title: Vanishing Sculpture III 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 127 
Artwork 1 Medium: Silver gelatine print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a 16 exposure large format negative of a moving sculpture, then hand-printed onto 
fibre paper. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1364 
 
Artist Name: Verity Baird 
Website: www.veritybaird.com 
IG: @bairdverity 
 
Artist Statement: Verity is a mixed media, installation artist. She develops projects through her material 
experimentations, and these often lead to conceptual, theatrical outcomes. 
  
  
  
 Verity is interested in the human condition, particularly from a psychological perspective. Her installation Boiling 
Point (2020) reflects her anxieties and speculations about the effects of modern-day upheavals, such as Brexit, on 
British citizens like herself. She has found these disturbances unnerving and expresses this through her use of fragile 
material, such as white, domestic paint. The ephemeral quality of the paint resembles the instability created by 
these events on vulnerable people. 
  
  
  
 Questions about identity and environment are integral to this work. Her work is unique because she creates her 
‘tapestries’ in-situ to catch her thoughts and reactions within the assigned exhibition space. She believes that this 
method captures the urgency of published responses to mayhems, as well as her psychological state of mind. Verity 
aims to start a conversation about topics that could easily be overlooked in a chaotic era, such as the effects of 
political unrest and demands to change lifestyles have on people who deal with Neurodiversity. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1364 
Artwork 1 Title: Boiling Point 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 243.84 x 213.36 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Baking paper, Ink, white domestic paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is an In-situ Installation. This means I am willing to create the proposed 
artwork within the assigned gallery space. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1379 
 
Artist Name: Katie McGuire 
Website: www.katiemcguireart.com 
IG: @katiemcguire_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a sculptor experimenting with non-traditional contemporary material: Polystyrene Backer 
Rod, an industrial material used for insulation.  
  
 My work is centred around ideas, thoughts and sensory reactions to notions of restriction and boundaries. I take an 
interest in the ways in which form, weight and tension, breaking points and boundaries can be explored through 
manipulation of my chosen materials. I choose to investigate, through the use of handmade sculpture, the points at 
which the materials can be restricted or pass through a physical boundary either created by myself or the 
environment which I am working within. The woven, pliable material organically alters and shifts, allowing my 
sculptures to remodel over time, a process that reacts to the physical positioning of the work and that suggests their 
determination of their own final outcome.  
  
 My sculptures take influence from industrialism and the working class environment. I enjoy taking the material from 
its preferred habitat, manipulating it by hand and then replacing it, highlighting manual labour within an industrial 
environment. It is also interesting to place my sculptures in a contrasting environment, and view the harshness of 
industrialism with that which is consider delicate. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1379 
Artwork 1 Title: Pull Me Together, Push Me Apart 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 85 x 60 x 10 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture (Backer Rod and Strap) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Pull Me Together, Push Me Apart' is an exploration of industrialism and the working class, 
whilst considering the aspects of tension, restrictions and boundaries. Despite being created by an almost weightless 
material, the backer rod has a repelling strength towards it. The thick strap around it highlights how the material can 
be manipulated by hand, exploring its boundaries through aiming to place a restriction. There is extreme tension 
within the sculpture, which somehow exerts itself in a peaceful and powerful strain. The surroundings of the 
sculpture reiterate the industrial history of the material, implementing connotations of a working class environment, 
such as the one that I grew up in. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1382 
 
Artist Name: Elham Eshraghian 
Website: www.elhameshraghian.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ellieeshraghian.art/ (@ellieeshraghian.art) 
 
Artist Statement: Elham Eshraghian (Perth 1996) is a Bahá'í video artist. She explores the Iranian diaspora within the 
Australian community and uncovers her family’s experience of displacement during the 1979 Iranian Revolution. 
Eshraghian's research examines the inter-generational dialogue between the first (those who were displaced) and 
second generation (children of those displaced) in an attempt to understand her mother’s experience of 
displacement and escape. She addresses the emotional impact felt and the need for empathy in response to the 
current global social and political climate. It is through the affective poetic space of installation art and aesthetic 
devices of choreographed performance, archival documentation, and symbolic cultural indicators that allow for a 
greater understanding of the experience of loss and grief that takes hold through states of displacement. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkK57DiOw40&t=2s 
  



Artist ID: 1382 
Artwork 1 Title: The End is Glorious, If We Only Persevere 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: dependent on projection wall/screens available 
Artwork 1 Medium: three channel video install, new media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkK57DiOw40&t=2s 
  
  
  
 The End is Glorious, If We Only Persevere is a three channel video art piece. It is a poetic expression Elham 
Eshraghian has used to convey her mother’s experience of displacement after escaping Iran in 1979, during the 
revolution. During the 1979 Iranian revolution many people were persecuted, exiled or killed. The film 
predominantly focuses on the religious persecution of the Bahá'ís refugees, of which Eshraghian’s family is part. It 
celebrates spirituality, culture, emphasises the power of belief and prayer, remembers moments of loss and conveys 
the complex emotions felt within the refugee experience of displacement through using performance, poetry, music 
and archival documentation. The installation acts as a message to those who are displaced and have endured 
hardship, including Eshraghian’s mother, and to unveil their story that should be never silenced. However, the films 
poetic and somewhat ambiguous style calls for a wider reflection on one’s own experience and the ability to 
empathise, whether a refugee arriving to a new country or a host welcoming into a country. Empathy for all 
humankind, especially today, may not be an impossible ideal to attain. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1382 



Artist ID: 1384 
 
Artist Name: Diana Ferguson 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I trained in fine art many years ago and, after a successful career in book publishing as an editor 
and writer, I have returned to painting. I have found myself drawn to landscapes, particularly those of the Scottish 
Highlands.  
  
  
  
 I love the textures and patterns found in the natural world, such as the patchy bark on birch trees and the textures 
of bracken. Working in acrylics, I respond to these elements by experimenting with whatever techniques will best 
convey the patterns and textures I see. I use watercolour techniques such as masking to create the flat shapes of 
foliage and the negative spaces within them. For highly textured areas such as bracken, I use any tool that comes to 
hand if it can make the kind of marks I want, such as sewing thread loaded with paint and drawn across the surface 
of the canvas to create crisscrossing linear patterns.  
  
  
  
 My style is fairly graphic. I like to use strong pigments and to contrast textural elements with blocks of flat colour. I 
am inspired by the landscapes of such British painters as Eric Ravilious and David Hockney. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1384 
Artwork 1 Title: Loch Through Trees 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 x 60 x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I was drawn to this scene by the contrasting elements that are so typical of Highland 
landscapes: the greens of the damp, mossy tree trunks, the dark, feathery shapes of the foliage, the textures of the 
red-orange bracken that forms a block of colour in the foreground. All of these frame and allow a glimpse through to 
the glassy water of the loch beyond and the soft green-blue silhouette of the forested hill on the far bank. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1386 
 
Artist Name: Fiona Chaney 
Website: fionachaney.com 
IG: fionasonja123 
 
Artist Statement: My interests lay with movement and the harmonic interplay of trace-forms- geometric or 
mechanical. The building and scaffolding of symbolic forms with their dynamic transformations, the flowing 
elements of water, air and archetypal forms of movement with its rhythmical arrangements in space. I pay homage 
to Rudolf Laban and his system of notating movement. His exploration of our motivity. 'The science of harmonic 
circles and its discovery of laws which rule the architecture of the body and also of the whole of nature.'(ref 
Choreotics- Rudolf Laban, Dance Books pub 1966, p.26). I pay homage to Rudolf Steiner who shows how scientific 
knowledge if carried out logically can lead to attempts to understand the reality of life and its spiritual origins. 
Having initially trained as a dancer on scholarship at the Juilliard School NYC and also the London School of 
Contemporary Dance I later continued with studies in Fine Art BA(Hons). I bring my knowledge of notation/dance 
and geometry to create something to contemplate in my prints, drawings and paintings. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1386 
Artwork 1 Title: Earthsong 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cmsx70cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Monoprint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The steel plate remembers in its imprints the earth, the whirl of the wind the shifts water 
and time.  
  
 The steel plate has been placed for nearly sixteen months in streams and in woodland within the Hertfordshire 
countryside - Once I retrieve he plate I then begin to work on it in the printroom. 
  
  The print bears witness to Time and the elements. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1387 
 
Artist Name: Stephen Fitzgerald 
Website: www.hootgallery.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Climate scientists are warning us that, without serious action to avert global warming and 
catastrophic climate change, along with the natural world civilisation itself is threatened. In the face of climate 
change denial, to protect the global fossil fuel industry, it's going to take bold people prepared to take bold actions 
to save the future and protect our priceless art, our art galleries and art museums for generations to come. I am a 
self taught award winning special effects artist and oil painter with a social conscience. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1387 
Artwork 1 Title: Who Shot Charlie D 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80cm x 120cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Metal print dye sublimation - Ultra Modern 
Artwork 1 Commentary: When it comes to the climate debate words aren't working so I've taken the Banksy 
approach. I've researched all the facts and put the background story on global warming into one powerful piece of 
contemporary art. The opposing mountains, leaning towards each other, represent a monumental real life battle and 
portray the environmental and humanitarian devastation of rampant corporate greed, on one side, in opposition to 
the natural world and society on the other. Charlie D could be Charles Dickens, political activist and literary genius or 
Charles Darwin the scientist who introduced us to the theory of evolution. Inspired by Botticelli's "The Birth of 
Venus", Charlie Dee also represents our own remarkable evolution and astonishing beauty to reminds us that some 
things are worth saving, including us. There are many thought provoking ideas woven into this compelling visual 
narrative and the spirit meanings are just a small part of this expansive performance to brush lightly over the surface 
of a much deeper and profound social massage. Time to step out of the dark ages and into a clean energy future. 
  
  
  
 The work is a complex and compelling social message painted with light & dye produced using ultra modern fine art 
high definition metal print dye sublimation providing vibrant breathtaking colour and takes on a magical 
luminescence with archival permanence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1387 



Artist ID: 1388 
 
Artist Name: Jonathan Farningham 
Website: www.jonathanfarningham.co.uk 
IG: jfarningham 
 
Artist Statement: My work concerns viewing the world around me and remodelling it with oil paint. I am compelled 
by the power of portraits and I hope to present not only outward appearances but a true observation of an 
individual. My way of seeing is to respond to tone and analyse the role it plays in what I observe and my intention is 
to always paint without prejudice as if seeing for the first time. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1388 
Artwork 1 Title: Polaroid 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56x48x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I don’t often undertake paintings from photos, but I wanted to reflect upon my own 
perception of photography. There is no immediacy of changing light and movement when working from a photo, 
however the artist can paint with utmost attention to minutiae and detail. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1389 
 
Artist Name: Aziz Aksaaria 
Website:  
IG: @azizaksaaria 
 
Artist Statement: I am Aziz Aksaaria originally from the Medeteranin based in London, England. Art and more 
specifically drawing has been a great passion from a very early age.  
  
  
  
 I work with pencil/graphite specialising in portraits. My inspiration is twofold I am inspired by the nature of things 
not what they proclaim to be but in most cases what they proclaim they are not. I want to delve into the very 
essence of my subject to capture a fleeting moment of joy or sadness in great detail, which brings me onto my 
second inspiration which is to become technically content with my work i am obsessed and driven by detail by the 
little imperfections we all posses I study and absorb my subject in its entirety to understand and connect, the 
finished piece is just one element of the process, the journey the internal battle the other. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1389 
Artwork 1 Title: Beloved 3 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29x41 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pencil/graphite 
Artwork 1 Commentary: She is everything...... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1390 
 
Artist Name: Askild Winkelmann 
Website: https://www.askild-winkelmann.com 
IG: Ask1ld / https://www.instagram.com/ask1ld/ 
 
Artist Statement: Fine artist Askild Winkelmann was born in Germany but spent her formative years in the UK 
surrounded by multiple nationalities and cultures. Being able to access diverse languages, cultures while also living 
away from home supported Winkelmann’s curiosity to discover this unique world in different ways. In her view, 
globalisation has allowed access to immense knowledge but also made the world a challenging and confusing place 
in which nature is pushed into the background. Winkelmann perceives that humankind derives from nature and by 
finding ways to reconnect with nature, calmness and order could be brought in to the chaotic contemporary world.  
  
 By taking a step back and making connections between the zeitgeist, space & structures found in her physical 
environment, as well as observing patterns found in nature & science, she finds the ideas and visuals that are 
essential in her artworks. She believes that Mandelbrot’s Fractal theory, infinite repetition that changes slightly over 
time, is the possible key to creating artworks expressing calmness. The concept connects patterns found in nature, 
humankind and outer space, for example, the human’s pupils are like supernovas in the sky. There is a balance of her 
emotional, spontaneous observations in her works as well as long extensive research. Winkelmann takes footage of 
her surroundings, deconstructs them, merging these disparate components to create layered pieces. By combining 
materials as well as mediums, she pushes her boundaries to depict the importance of taking care of this unique 
world as that means taking care of one’s own well-being. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1390 
Artwork 1 Title: Cenozoic Lamarok 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 40cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on Aluminium Plate 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Cenozoic Lamarok is part of the Morphing Dualism Series which explores the ongoing 
relationship between humankind and nature. It concentrates on human who have separated themselves from 
nature and how they may find its way back to it.  
  
 Cenozoic Lamarok especially focuses on the parts of humankind’s arrogance that is drawn from the power we feel 
when we stand on top of mountains. On which we can feed our imagination of greatness, wisdom and beauty. 
Mountains themselves stand tall and strong like heroes.  
  
 From the top, you can see the world unravel beneath you. Eventually, you will feel the gravitational pull back down 
to the ground. We like to compare ourselves to mountains, nature’s frontline warriors, even though we are tiny 
pebbles in comparison. The aluminium reflections show you the correlation, a dream you can hold true until you 
stand in front of the real mountain. On the way down the mountain, reality unravels, and the two worlds merge into 
one. Golden thoughts are floating into your vision and merge with your memory as the realisation sinks in the 
colours become more vibrant and bright â€” the moment of acceptance and relief created by nature in a chaotic 
world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1390 



Artist ID: 1391 
 
Artist Name: Kiyomi (Artist name: kiyora) Namiki 
Website: Â http://kiyora888.mods.jp 
IG: kiyora888 
 
Artist Statement: Kiyora is a Paper-cutting artist.Born in Japan and I taught myself the technique of paper-cutting art. 
Kiyora’s detailed paper-cutting works aim to depict the changing pockets of energy that make up our 
universe.Through bold, patterned contradiction, the compositions express light and dark, movement and stillness-
using paper as a plane of representation and an outlet for creative expression : a source of energy in its own right. 
Kiyora is based in Japan. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1391 
Artwork 1 Title: Ephemeral 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45.5 Ã— 60.6 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: 37.3 Ã— 50.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I aim at the expression to individualize energy with simple composition.The motifs in my 
works are often inspired by living things.Â I observe them and draw as if I express their energy.Black and white, 
which I use in my works, contradict each other and emphasize opposite factors of life, such as strength and 
daintiness or brightness and darkness.I believe combination of the contradictoryÂ factor is the energy of life. I intend 
to express that energy and beauty with paper cutouts. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1392 
 
Artist Name: Alexandra Conil-Lacoste 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My artistic and philanthropic interests are intertwined. With a paint brush I celebrate the rescue of 
families in bounded labour in a brick factory in Southern India. With a child-size mannequin lying on Kente cloth I 
remember the boys forgotten on the sea bed of Lake Volta. I want to raise awareness and raise funds to fight 
modern slavery.  
  
 My art practice is expérimental and often incorporates found objects. In terms of techniques, I am drawn to abstract 
art with an emphasis on colour. I am consolidating what I learnt at Central Saint Martins on colour theory with 
researching the great artists of the past. For instance, the ultra saturated blue of the piece I am submitting is an 
homage to Yves Klein. Although slavery is a dark and difficult subject, i want my art to convey harmony, beauty and 
more importantly a sense of hope. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1392 
Artwork 1 Title: Another day on Lake Volta 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x 90 x 30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mannequin, ultra saturated acrylic paint, Kente cloth 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am very flexible about the way the mannequin is presented. The positioning of the cloth 
can be adjusted. I was also thinking the mannequin could hang from ceiling if this is feasible. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1394 
 
Artist Name: Beth Fox 
Website: www.beth-fox.com 
IG: @bethsface 
 
Artist Statement: My artist practice is an exploration of contemporary story-telling. Working primarily with video, I 
combine appropriated footage and self shot scenes to illustrate personal essays relayed by voiceover, creating works 
that explore different forms of narrative; anecdotes, autobiographies, fictions, jokes. Using Internet research as a 
departure point, and the Google ‘rabbit hole’ as an active narrative force, I blend autobiography with historical facts, 
urban legends, conspiracy theories and celebrity gossip, with the aim to create fragmented narratives that that 
explore the connections between everyday life, fantasy, and dominant ideology. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/348130663 
  



Artist ID: 1394 
Artwork 1 Title: BUM SHOWER: Adventures from the Gig Economy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 7.56 
Artwork 1 Medium: HD video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/348130663 
  
  
  
 BUM SHOWER: ADVENTURES FROM THE GIG ECONOMY 
  
 HD Video 
  
 7.56 
  
 2019 
  
 The protagonist in the video works as a house cleaner in east London. Her employer is a new start-up and her life is 
coordinated by an app on her phone. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1394 



Artist ID: 1395 
 
Artist Name: Eunjung Seo Feleppa 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/eunjungseo 
IG: www.instagram.com/wild.hokshi 
 
Artist Statement: I was born in South Korea and have lived in London for over 15 years. I work as an art technician in 
an independent school in London. I studied at Hong-Ik University, Seoul and a post-compulsory PGCE at IOE, UCL, 
London. I have exhibited in numerous galleries in Korea and England, including Highgate Fine Art, Gallery Pfo, Sutton 
House, Kingston Museum and the Korean Cultural Centre, London. 
  
  
  
 I am interested in portraits as I find everyone’s face embodies their own life story, drama, current emotion and 
thoughts. Portraiture is such a well-developed art genre, which could be perceived as a tired tradition with little new 
so my consideration is how abstraction meets realism to represent the contemporary mind. 
  
  Â 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1395 
Artwork 1 Title: Distracted 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35.3 x 45.3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Â  
  
 In this portrait, I focus on the subject’s subtle emotions and the balance, which means the visual weight is 
distributed appropriately in the composition. When I can find the right balance on the canvas between realism and 
abstraction, such as in bold colourful brush strokes and gestural knife marks, it kindles feelings and fresh motion in 
the heart. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1396 
 
Artist Name: Amy Wilson 
Website: www.amyjwilson.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/amy_j_wilson/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work revolves around notions of reproduction and representation. I work with mass- produced 
objects that depict animals or the natural, objects that offer a contrary, often inconsistent meeting of nature and 
artifice. Through a process of making and unmaking I create replicas, translating these objects into the complicated 
realm of simulacrum, asking whether there ever was an ‘original’ or only the copy of a copy.  
  
 Through the use of casting and printmaking in combination with 3D scanning and 3D printing the surface of the 
object moves between the three dimensional and the two dimensional, oscillating between flat cartoon imagery and 
hollow interiors. Working in this way I pull together languages of perceived high and low culture: children’s toys 
become ceramic figurines that hover between luxury object and slipcast multiple; kitsch cats that sit on decorative 
ceramic plates are sliced to reveal cartoon innards.  
  
 A tension between the interior and the exterior runs throughout the work. There is an anxiety around what lies 
within, whether these objects are indeed all surface. Through the blurring of surfaces into skin, that become public 
exteriors and, conversely, domestic interiors that shift into bodily innards, the supposed emptiness of the multiple is 
thrown into doubt. Objects move between the inanimate and the animate, raising questions around agency and 
disposability.  
  
 Presentation is integral, objects are removed from their original context, dematerialised, decontextualized, 
dimensions reduced. They are placed in insular vacuums, their forms are isolated, referencing museological and 
digital taxonomies and questioning the hierarchy of objects. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1396 
Artwork 1 Title: Mushroom and Lobster Fest 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 85 x 17 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Materials: Slipcast earthenware with white, coral pink and red lobster fest glaze, 
windowboard, pvc window edging, LEDs, foil, acrylic and photographic print on film.  
  
  
  
 AV Requirements: Standard UK power socket to plug in artist made LED light panel. The light panel has a remote to 
alter the brightness in relation to the light levels of the space it is shown in. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1398 
 
Artist Name: Vasileia Sarri 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I was born in Athens, Greece and I am a painter and a new media artist. I mostly draw portraits and 
i am inspirited by people. I also take inspiration from the diversities of everyday life, from nature, music, poetry and 
cinema. I use pencils or photographs and i over paint the canvases with plain blue. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1398 
Artwork 1 Title: Distance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40X60X5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We are in the 21st century and at the beginning of a new decade. Everything in our world 
changes fast. The work is separated in two different canvases,, like 2020. The basic color is ultramarine blue.  
  
 Distance for me is something spiritual, distance from our family, friends and lovers,distance from the nature, our 
home, ourselves. There is a certain moment in life that through distance and isolation we find a new path. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1399 
 
Artist Name: Caitlin Jackson 
Website: https://echeloncait.wixsite.com/website 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/caitlin_jackson_art?r=nametag 
 
Artist Statement: My work is a combination of science fiction meets science fact through an exploration of images 
created through collected organisms. I mainly focus on viruses, disease and bacteria cells, the unseen invaders of our 
bodies that are always around and even inside of us.Â  
  
  
  
 The science fact of my work is that these microorganisms are constantly around us and we are vulnerable to them 
as well as responsible for spreading them, however, there is currently a global health crisis where bacteria are 
becoming increasingly resistant to the antibiotics which are meant to protect us from them, making them more of a 
bodily invader than ever before. 
  
  
  
 The science fiction of my work is in its appearance, taking the unseen and making them visible. To confront people 
with this unknowingly familiar presence and get them curious about the microorganisms that live within and around 
us is my goal in the work.  
  
  
  
 I want the viewer to be immersed in these cellular images and to gain some acknowledgment that these organisms 
are not so alien but in fact, live among us. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1399 
Artwork 1 Title: Omnipresent 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work attached is titled "Omnipresent" and is a digital image created from photographed 
self-collected bacteria of commonly touched objects, like a phone, soap dispenser, vending machines, etc. It is visual 
proof of bodily interactions that are normally invisible to us and yet, actually look like an entire universe at our 
fingertips. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1400 
 
Artist Name: Klodian Deda 
Website: www.klodiandeda.net 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The idea of my artistic activity comes from the inevitable need or lack of something. A lack of what 
we think satisfy us, but at the same time turns into mania. This desire becomes an obsession. 
  
 The purpose is to highlight the responsive and sensitive sides of man. That man who demand with determination to 
feels complete. 
  
 Materials in my creations has a specific attention. The work in itself does not have a purpose, I don't expand it 
totally, but I prepare the ground where the public will be put in touch for the final realization. The public becomes a 
dynamic part, due to him the work arise, he'll brings it with him as an experience. All this helps the public, in order 
that he has not been only a temporary subject; he brings the right attention on his actions, since he was the subject 
of an artwork and at the same time he was the most vulnerable to an artistic perception. This raises the difference 
between that public who wanted to remain passive, at a distance or perhaps who lived the experience in another 
form or as a taboo. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1400 
Artwork 1 Title: The Family 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220 cm x 135 cm x 70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation, three chairs, wood. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Presence-absence, the image of emptiness that surrounds us. Of us fools that let the world 
pass us by, the work is deeply illusive, make us imagine a common reality, made up of daily routine, repeated day 
after day constantly, in which humanity consumes an empty shell, from childhood to maturity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1401 
 
Artist Name: Pavel Hafizov 
Website: www.pavelhafizov.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/hafizovpavel/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am changing all the time. Statement is something permanent. I am not permanent. AIR is my 
visual statement. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY43VY15G9Y&feature=youtu.be 
  



Artist ID: 1401 
Artwork 1 Title: AIR Ou 11 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90X70X2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Windows to another dimension from unknown living space. 
  
  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY43VY15G9Y&feature=youtu.be 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1402 
 
Artist Name: Adrian Malaiet 
Website: www.malaiet.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/adrian_malaiet/ 
 
Artist Statement: In my work I am exploring the possibility of obtaining new and unseen colors, or better said, colors 
not yet experienced by the human eye. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 I often experiment with different kinds of chemicals and pigments, like fluorescent colors and phosphorus, in my 
quest to stretch the boundaries of the spectrum of visible light. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 For my subjects I choose different and varied topics, but I prefer dwelling deep into the abstract realm - far away 
from the boundries of conventional need for shape - and I focus mostly on the colors themselves. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 I chose the circle as a signature mark and “Leitmotifâ€• for my work, because I consider it the simplest of basic 
shapes, yet the one with the deepest of meanings. Its implications stretching from the subatomic world up the the 
largest of the structures in our Universe. Its beauty and symbolism really knowing no limits. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1402 
Artwork 1 Title: Who spilt it? (Friday Night Takeaway) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x150x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I had a lot of fun creating this piece, I can only hope you enjoy it as much. Thank you! 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1404 
 
Artist Name: dorienne carmel 
Website: www.artdorgallery.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/doriennesartdor 
 
Artist Statement: My obsession with art started in school, my favourite lesson above any other.  
  
 I took art, sculpture and ceramics classes some time after leaving school . 
  
 I learned as much as I could through classes and extra-curricular activities such as workshops and seminars.  
  
 I attend ended West Herts -Russel tutor (surname ?- Watford  
  
 Hatfied University of Hertfordshire -Art and Design - (Ceramics) Dr Ewa Wawrzyniak /Paul Bainbridge (Sculpture) 
  
  
  
 My very 1st venture showing my art was in Covent Garden where I did extremely well making and selling 
dimensional pictures . 
  
  
  
 I exhibited over many years in Galleries and Art & Craft Shows / Fairs around the country .  
  
 95% of my ceramics are one-of-a-kind pieces. 
  
  
  
 Which leads me to where I am today, continually experimenting with new ideas, expressing my unusual perspective 
in ceramics. 
  
 All genres of art are a passion, art is like breathing.I do vary my materials if the subject calls for it 
  
 I have always found my own way of doing things . 
  
  
  
 Clay is a wonderful medium for expressing the imaginative mind. 
  
 It’s very exciting to create and be able to manipulate a ball of clay into a work of art , 
  
 It’s magical to see how far the material’s can be pushed . 
  
  
  
 Not to be tied down to one subject , feeling free to create , sometimes very whimsical always figurative. 
  
  
  
 LightSpaceTime Exhibitiion 2020 
  
 "All Women" Online Art Competition. January 2020 
  
  
  
 Two sculptures selected in two categories -Award 



Artist ID: 1404 
  
 Special Merit / Special Recognition 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1404 
Artwork 1 Title: The Men's Changing Room 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43 x 50.5 x 21.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic / Wood / Mirrors 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Because I do a lot of ceramic commissions from clients photos â€•Humorous portraits “ 
  
 I had an idea of what fun it would be to create this year ; a whole series of scenes with ceramic figures in boxes / 
wooden crates; these can be hung on the wall like a painting. 
  
 I can personalise these with the clients photo’s to look like them to almost any trade requested . 
  
 I have been experimenting with a new media for me wood to make miniature parts in the scenes that talk in the 
way I want them to ‘Whimsical and fun “ because that’s my style . 
  
 I like to make my small figures believable mini people. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1405 
 
Artist Name: Polina Dobrotina 
Website: artdobro.com 
IG: @artofdobro 
 
Artist Statement: Polina Dobrotina is an emerging Contemporary Impressionist based in London. 
  
  
  
 Living and studying in Normandy, France - the birth-place of impressionism, artist explored the works of Monet, 
Renoir, Degas, Sisley who influenced the development of her own style.  
  
  
  
 Taking inspiration from the vibrant colours and light, Polina expresses raw feelings on canvas which the talent 
transforms not into the fine artwork but into the essence of life. These abstract impressionist paintings reflect young 
passions and desires, celebrating the love for life. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1405 
Artwork 1 Title: Un Peu de Soleil Dans L'Eau Froide (A bit of Sunshine...) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x90x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork has been inspired by the play of colour and light, by its transparency, vibrancy, 
brightness and lively fantasies.  
  
  
  
 Un Peu De Soleil dans L'Eau Froide is translated from French as A bit of Sunshine in Cold Water. People say its very 
accurate: They can sense the feeling right there as they're looking at the painting... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1406 
 
Artist Name: Joshua Bowe 
Website: artbyjoshbowe.com 
IG: josh_bowe_artwork 
 
Artist Statement: Nothing exists except atoms and empty space; everything else is opinion.' This statement reads like 
a very contemporary reflection on a modern society that is divided by so-called alternative facts, where many of us 
are imprisoned in social media opinion bubbles, where individuals can endlessly edit and filter their own public 
image, and where our own output is skewed by the input we receive - and the input we receive is filtered by 
anonymous algorithms and shadowy layers of personal bias. 
  
  
  
  
  
 In fact, the statement comes from Democritus and dates from nearly two and a half millennia ago. Mankind has long 
recognised that although two people may observe the exact same event from precisely the same physical place, 
their interpretations can differ dramatically. 
  
  
  
  
  
 In Apophenia, Josh makes multiple studies of the same subject from the same viewpoint, but the different media 
and the variety of techniques that he employs ensure that each version is unique. They are then dissected, before 
being carefully reassembled into a contoured, nuanced and layered work that is both fractured and unified. A dozen 
portraits become one; a dozen viewpoints stack up and interact to offer strength though diversity, consensus out of 
the cacophony and a diverse yet harmonious whole. 
  
  
  
  
  
 Reflecting both the pervasive influences of today's technologically driven age and words that have been passed 
down to us through twenty-four centuries, Josh illustrates how a multiplicity of opinion shapes and colours our view 
of what is, essentially, just atoms and empty space. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1406 
Artwork 1 Title: Apophenia(Version 2) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 55 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink, Graphite, Acrylic, Oils, Oil Bar/Stick/Pastel, Collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In a society divided by alternative facts and opinion bubbles, the layered, fractured media of 
Apophenia seek to unite multiple interpretations of a single event. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1408 
 
Artist Name: Rianne Willemsen 
Website: www.riannewillemsen.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rianne_willemsen_stainedglass 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Rianne and I'm a stained glass artist. 
  
 People mostly know stained glass from beutiful windows in churches, but I like to use this old craft for making 
modern and/or funny stained glass objects. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1408 
Artwork 1 Title: Stained glass Holy Monkey 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 69x40x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: stained glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: What if evolution went a little different... 
  
 I made a series of stained glass Holy monkeys, This one depicts Archangel Mikey. 
  
 I handpainted the glass in several layers and kilnfired it at a temperature between 570 and 620 degrees Celcius. 
After that the glass is leaded, soldered, cemented and installed in a wooden frame. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1409 
 
Artist Name: shohreh shahabahmadi 
Website:  
IG: shohre.sh.ahmadi 
 
Artist Statement: Each painting is a story. For many years I educated, worked and taught in another field. I left all of 
them because I have always needed to connect my soul with higher human concepts. As a woman, I have 
experienced deprivation and injustice in my society. In the deepest loneliness, while I was isolated painting has 
become wings and the sense of freedom for me. 
  
 I started to learn painting by myself about one year ago, First I painted with watercolor and now I have painted with 
oil for about six months. 
  
 War, poverty, injustice, love, power, weaknessâ€¦ there are many things I am keen to paint them, but my first 
desire is traveling across the world and paints powerful women. Selling in streets, baby caring, teaching in the 
university, paintingâ€¦ they are anywhere. It only needs the eyes to be able to see them and the hands to be able to 
show them to the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1409 
Artwork 1 Title: lost 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50*70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1410 
 
Artist Name: Adam Hemuss 
Website: www.hemussArt.com 
IG: @hemussArt 
 
Artist Statement: Combining Screen printing techniques with traditional painting methods Adam Hemuss creates 
dreamlike figurative scenes that deal with the passage of time and themes of memory. 
  
  
  
 His works are to be seen as snapshots, both physically and thematically. They contain figures actually caught in a 
moment and seen by the artist but then the overall narrative of each work is a frozen glimpse of life personal to the 
artist but also accessible to the viewer 
  
  
  
 Adam Hemuss Works and Lives in London 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1410 
Artwork 1 Title: Man Inside My Mouth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x54x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media (Oil, Enamel, Screen Print, Resin on Canvas) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Using a combination of screen printing and painting this work is predominantly a study of 
three figures seen on the streets of London  
  
  
  
 Although by using specific motifs and recurring themes the artist ties the work into a larger narrative arc which he 
has been exploring in his art for the past few years 
  
  
  
 This painting's foundations are based on lyrics in a song by The Cure... "Don't move, don't smile, don't blink, don't 
even breathe ... or the photograph will spoil and cut you off at the head" 
  
  
  
 As with his other paintings, this work deals, with memory, past events and the continuous passage of time within 
the framework of a snapshot 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1410 



Artist ID: 1412 
 
Artist Name: Yang Wang 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Graduated from oil painting department of Sichuan academy of fine arts in 2009 Received a 
master's degree 
  
 Now the lecturer, Kunming university of science and technology 
  
  
  
 2007, ACAF Asia contemporary art exhibition in New York (New York, USA) 
  
  
  
 2008ï¼Œ The thirty-ninth Basel Art Fair (Basel, Switzerland) 
  
  Korea International Art Fair (Seoul, Korea) 
  
   
  
  Animation and Aesthetics: Contemporary Art Exhibition II (The National Gallery, Indonesia) 
  
  
  
 2013 ï¼ŒThe thirteenth Asian Art Festival Exhibition of Fine Arts (Wu Jicheng Hall) 
  
  Imagine Unlimited - the young artist program (Beijing China Millennium Monument World Art Center) 
  
  
  
 2014ï¼Œ CLIFTONS Art Award (Hongkong) 
  
  "Art for the future" (798 Yue Art Museum, Beijing) 
  
  The ninth international cartoon illustration contest for environmental protection (Beijing) 
  
  
  
 2015, Wang Yang and Chen Fanyuan Art Exhibition (Ivey Art Museum) 
  
   
  
  The third National Art Exhibition (Beijing,China) 
  
  
  
 2016 ï¼ŒChinese Italy exhibition of young artists (the Beijing Art Museum) 
  
  The third Nanjing International Art Exhibition (Nanjing International Exhibition Center) 
  
 The Art box.Project Miami ï¼ˆ Miami, USA ï¼‰ 
  
  
  



Artist ID: 1412 
 2017 THE ARTBOX.PROJECT Basel (Basel, Switzerland) 
  
 The third South Asian and Southeast Asian International Fine Arts Exhibition (Kunmin, Yunnan) 
  
 2018 THE ARTBOX.PROJECT New York (New York, USA) 
  
  The Winter 2018 Issue of CIRCLE QUARTERLY ART REVIEW (New York, USA) 
  
  
  
 Art exchange exhibition between China and Germany"Ectopic Amplitude" (China and Germany) 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1412 
Artwork 1 Title: Stage 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145X410X5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In the process of creation, I have been striving for and thinking about the originality of 
painting, the authenticity of emotion, the expressiveness of plot and the social function of art, and I have been 
striving to explore on the way of art. All kinds of social attributes and behavior modes of human beings are infinitely 
mapped out through the limited material world at all levels, which is as clear as the "reality" in the mirror. I try to 
describe them through my own interpretation. 
  
 People will present different self at different times. When facing different environment and objects more or less, 
everyone is changing roles and identity. It's like a makeup process. Sometimes it needs beauty decorations, 
sometimes it needs to remove masks or change masks. Maybe it's impossible for them to fully outline their own 
complete outline. People in different moments of active or passive "deduce" themselves. 
  
 The huge dresser in the painting "stage" is like a city of history and a city of reality, which turns into a changing and 
developing colorful world. The cosmetics scattered on the dressing table are Madame Butterfly, young morning dew 
and left bank The fragrance shows the beauty, glory, power, belonging, loneliness, fear and even degeneration of the 
host. Fragrance is silent, like a shadow, it is the carrier of a certain time or memory in life. These delicately prepared 
and mellow fragrance of life must be appreciated by the mind rather than by the smell alone. Comfortable, happy, 
throbbing The fragrance that causes these different feelings diffuses in this huge dresser. The fragrance overlaps the 
fragrance, the emotion overlaps the emotion, the feeling overlaps the feeling, the same fragrance type touches and 
blends with each other, like the human emotion, like the mutual aid among friends, which produces the same 
frequency of moving. If men and women love each other, they have the same frequency of touch. The understanding 
between people, the resonance in mind, and the intercommunication in soul are the best resonance in human spirit. 
  
 Bone is a kind of material with high hardness and relatively long preservation time on human body. It is also a kind 
of material with relatively large mass of human body, which has a relative stability. The fragrance of perfume 
constantly changes, fleeting and unstable. It's like organizing the two together in the picture: People's life is 
constantly changing between stability and instability, changing into different colors, some elegant, some strong. 
  
 The city is constantly emerging, growing, depositing and reincarnating. Every individual in the city is like every part 
of the machine. They interact, restrict and interact with each other in the structure, and become an indispensable 
part. Like every bottle of perfume on this dressing table, every necklaceâ€¦ People are constantly looking for souls, 
creating wealth and creating beauty. From this point of view, everyone's role in the society affects the development 
and trend of the society. The resultant force of every individual resonating on the social stage is a huge driving force 
and power to promote the social development! 
  
  
  
 Art is a process of perceiving society, reinterpreting and reflecting from the perspective of psychology, history and 
social culture, and constantly thinking and exploring. By the way of figurative modeling and allegorical painting, we 
can get more and deeper metaphors and radiation to the real society, as well as the demands of caring for nature, 
society and people themselves. We should have the feelings of public intellectuals, morality, conscience and social 
responsibility. I hope to protect the spiritual home of human beings through art, and present personal thoughts on 
the current human society, individual life, survival value, as well as the resulting psychological feelings and mental 
state through pictures. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1412 



Artist ID: 1413 
 
Artist Name: Coco Warner-Allen 
Website: https://www.instagram.com/cocowa_art/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/cocowa_art/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have always had a passion for art, whether it be studying its development throughout history to 
creating it first-hand. I studied History of Art at university and I use it to fuel my artistic practise. Having learnt the 
classical modes of representation of the nude, I aim to question and subvert them in my art. I use oil paint to depict 
the female form as I want to follow tradition, yet simultaneously represent their bodies in my own way. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1413 
Artwork 1 Title: Curvilinear 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 92x61x2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this painting I explored the strained relationship which I have with my body. It is a self 
portrait and forced me to see myself as an object, a form which I rendered in light, shadow and colour. Through 
thinking like this I began to realise that there is nothing wrong with my body, but rather that there is something 
wrong with the way that I think about it. I began to abstract myself and take myself away from those negative self-
loathing thoughts. 
  
 The light in this image highlights the parts of myself I both love and hate, yet the beam of light holds no 
preconceptions about these parts, it just moulds to them. For me this shows the power in the female form, as the 
curved parts of the body force light itself to conform to them. 
  
 I have chosen to explore the female nude as a subject as when I felt hate for my body and overall appearance, I 
found solace in the painted images of Renaissance beauties and ancient sculptures of goddesses. It made me feel 
more comfortable in my own skin as I could finally see women whose bodies vaguely resembled mine. The fleshy 
feminine bodies I saw hanging on the walls of galleries resonated with me as I thought they were more realistic 
depictions of the body. However, I have had a bittersweet realisation as I soon learned that these women and their 
beautiful voluptuous forms were also embodiments of the ideal, just of a different era. This forced me to question 
the female body and our lived experience as a whole. If women, and men (but in this case I am focusing on women), 
are constantly bombarded with images reminding us to strive towards an ideal appearance, how do we build a sense 
of self outside of one’s appearance? After all, it is something that is ultimately ephemeral. 
  
 On a surface level, this painting is about me, however I want it to mean something different to every person. I want 
each viewer to remember the power which their body holds, as even light bends to follow their form. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1413 



Artist ID: 1414 
 
Artist Name: Steve Parker 
Website: https://www.steve-parker.net 
IG: parkerstevesounds 
 
Artist Statement: I gather people into democratic, communal rituals to explore systems of behavior, their variability 
across history, and their application to contemporary life.Â My projects include elaborate civic rituals for humans, 
animals, and machines; listening sculptures modeled after obsolete surveillance tools; and cathartic transportation 
symphonies for operators of cars, pedicabs, and bicycles. Â I work broadly with materials: primitive, analog, and 
digital instruments; amateur choirs and symphony orchestras; birders and church parishoners; bus drivers and 
pedicab fleets; urban bat colonies, honeybee hives, and flocks of grackles. 
  
  
  
 My current body of work focuses on the history of conflict through sound. I transform salvaged materials and 
vintage tools of war into instruments, listening devices, and visual scores. In turn, I use these pieces to facilitate 
performative situations between objects, participants, and viewers, all to promote catharsis, humor, and the simple 
act of listening deeply. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/300629537 
  



Artist ID: 1414 
Artwork 1 Title: Ghost Box 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 579x365x6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Salvaged brass, tactical maps, scores on paper, wires, map pins, electronics, audio, instrument 
case. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/300629537 
  
  
  
 Ghost Box is a playable sound sculpture modeled after a WWII era short wave radio. When touched, the sculpture 
plays different looped audio clips of coded transmissions, including Morse Code, spirituals of the Underground 
Railroad, the shofar, the Hebrew Shofar, and the Iron Age Celtic carnyx. Embedded into the sound sculpture are a 
series of musical scores on paper that incorporate maps and icons of the WWII Ghost Army, the functional wires of 
the attached electronics, and map pins.  
  
  
  
 A ghost box is a communication tool used by paranormal investigators to speak to the dead. Typically, a ghost box is 
a modified portable AM/FM radio that continously scans the band. It is believed to create white noise and audio 
remnants from broadcast stations that entities are able to manipulate to create words and even entire sentences. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1414 



Artist ID: 1424 
 
Artist Name: Abigail Hammond 
Website: www.abigailhammond.co.uk 
IG: fuckthemenopause 
 
Artist Statement: Empathy underpins my practice and is a development of my background as a costume designer in 
contemporary dance. I explore narrative through shapes made by the human body in stillness and movement, 
through performance, artefacts and video. In its current form it takes my personal narrative of experiencing the 
menopause, engages with scientific theories and diagnoses and draws on the voices of other women. Embracing the 
concept of ‘inner mimicry’, where a viewer might experience subtle movement in their own muscles and joints as 
part of a multi-sensory response to witnessing dance (known as kinesthetic empathy), it layers static / captured 
movement with emotive soundscapes and film. Underpinned by feminist theory, being seen and heard, my work is 
to be sited in both gallery and community spaces to promote awareness of menopause, activist is seeking to break 
this taboo. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1424 
Artwork 1 Title: Life (crumpled) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H60XW120XD15 
Artwork 1 Medium: Jesmonite 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of the Can you see me?, M is for Menopause series, this work captures layers of 
emotional and physical experience. A mould of the artists body has been distorted and layers of Jesmonite built up 
inside to form a stone-like discarded life drawing. 
  
 'Paradoxical in that crumpled seems spirited, reflective even; embattled, maybe but not beaten, never.' 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1431 
 
Artist Name: Rachel Lowes 
Website: Www.etsy.co.uk/shop/rosieisabelart 
IG: RosieIsabelArt 
 
Artist Statement: Rachel Lowes of RosieIsabelArt is a UK female acrylic artist specialising in portraiture, dark art and 
most recently acrylic pouring. With an extensive background of art and design which includes some history of 
tattooing, floristry and a keen interest in psychology, sociology and English literature aswell, she pulls influence and 
inspiration from the world around her. Her interest in photography, music and society have often been a heavy 
influence for her works which have led her to participating in art exhibitions local to her home in the uk, and 
nationwide!Â  
  
  
  
 Rachel's dark fine figurative art have exhibited at Erotic Art London 2019 aswell as at the Nasty Women Amsterdam 
exhibition raising money for LGBTQ and womens rights. The passion in her artworks extends from all areas in her life 
and the things she believes in, which is portrayed uniquely either in feeling or visually. Her work is often emotive, 
romantic and dark with key use of black and white, darkness and light. 
  
  
  
  
  
 Rachel often includes the use of mixed media in her work; such as entomology, dried flowers, 24kt gold to finish and 
highlight her paintings. Recently turning her hand and brush, to acrylic pouring with and a combination of techniques 
Rachel has an individual style that captivates and welcomes the viewer to Rachel emotive dark but glimmering 
world.  
  
  
  
 Rachel runs an online artist shop in her spare time, which has made impressive sales to The United States, the Eu 
and Australia. Her home made fine blended soy candles are uniquely made using repurposed teacups . She creates 
alternative decor items such as dreamcatchers to compliment the darkness and beauty of her artworks. Rachel's 
authenticity shines through the things she creates, often impressively eye catching! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1431 
Artwork 1 Title: Dancing on my Own 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36 inches length x 28 inches wide, 3 inches depth OVAL frame 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and 24kt Gilt 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With focus on metamorphosis of self the butterfly wings on this beautiful lady represent 
'Dancing on her own', becoming and transitioning into herself! The acrylic pour blends into the frame and the bubble 
of clouds she arises from. Signed and completed by RLowes @RosieIsabelArt 
  
  
  
 Please visit https://youtu.be/R6OiGr8KJ_8  
  
 to checkout a video explore of the full painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1434 
 
Artist Name: Mark Cocker 
Website: www.markcockerart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/markcocker27 
 
Artist Statement: I started this piece in May 2019 at a mentally busy time in my life. I started it as a way to occupy 
my mind as I found the creative process therapeutic. It soon evolved and started me on a journey to believing I could 
consider myself an artist. Because of this piece the direction of my life has changed and I now spend most of my time 
drawing in an attempt to build up a collection of work. Whilst I dabbled in art on and off for most of my life its only 
since creating this piece that I have started to take my art seriously. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1434 
Artwork 1 Title: Longing... 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: height 45 cm x width 74cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen & Ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Longing...' started as therapy for me, a way to keep my mind occupied. Where most say that 
they would never have the patience to do what I do I find it very calming and despite knowing that the final piece 
could take hundreds of hours to complete I see it as a personal challenge to overcome. 
  
  
  
 It has been created in a style known as pointillism and is made entirely of dots. I used a fineliner pen with nib sizes 
of 0.1 for the background and 0.05 along with 0.03 for the finer details. 
  
  
  
 Over a period of 10 months I spent approximately 230 hours producing this piece of work. 
  
  
  
 For some images showing the level of detail please see my Instagram page via the link below 
  
  
  
 https://www.instagram.com/p/B753wEyBR1u/?igshid=3b3mr7btqtdo 
  
  
  
 Also on my page you can see many work in progress images and videos 
  
  
  
 Thank you 
  
 Mark 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1434 



Artist ID: 1438 
 
Artist Name: Jack Carberry-Todd 
Website: www.jackcarberrytodd.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/techno_sublime_/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: I make medium to large abstract paintings in oil on canvas. They deal with light, perception and 
spacial ambiguity, attempting to offer an unusual 2D visual plane for an audience to interact with. I layer thin washes 
and glazes to construct a complex surface which acts as the backdrop for an array of structural, stencilled and 
masked lines and shapes that represent contemporary icons belonging to the digital and commercial world. My 
recent body of colourful paintings explore the dichotomy between nature and technology, presenting humanity 
somewhere in the middle, attempting to work out interactions or intersections with each force. The body of work 
uses icons from social media, including the ghost symbol which represents Snapchat, to create a tension which 
ruptures the oceanic quality of the immersive imagined landscape: offering an engagement on a different level. 
  
  
  
 The paintings are made with no reference to prior studies or photographs, instead taking from moments of 
introspection and from previous paintings. This method leads to a discovery happening through the process itself. 
Ambiguity becomes a leading factor within the work and by striking a balance between the paint having its say in the 
compositional structure and careful deliberated decision making, an audience is left with their own decisions to 
make regarding what shapes and structures might sit in the real world and what are purely abstract. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1438 
Artwork 1 Title: Is That On Fire/ Ghost 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170cm x 130cm x 3.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting shows a tension in surface by placing solid, brightly coloured shapes, symbols 
and icons over a sensitively layered backdrop made up of yellow and ochre layers of thin washes and glazes. Light is 
harnessed by scrubbing the layers of paint away to reveal the white primer beneath.  
  
 Structure features throughout the painting in the form of grids created through drips as well as straight, masked 
lines intruding on the composition from the edges, hinting at, but failing to achieve a conclusive perspective. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1441 
 
Artist Name: Eddie Gangland 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/eddiegangland/ 
 
Artist Statement: I try to make art that makes you think differently about your thoughts. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1441 
Artwork 1 Title: Loading. Loading. Dead. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 11x14 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paint on canvas panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Every day we are more connected. 
  
 More absorbed. 
  
 More abused. 
  
 Loading. 
  
 Loading. 
  
 Dead. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1442 
 
Artist Name: Thato Motana 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Thato Motana’s work portrays South African scholars from a true-to-life angle which reflects an 
expression of what his concerned personhood intends to theologically impersonate. In his appropriation, he engages 
in research and palpable interactions with such scholars. The charcoal drawings produced by Thato Motana strive to 
capture the varying responses of a contemporary generation - chiefly existent within the confines of South African 
academia whereas being pressed with social, political and religious matters. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1442 
Artwork 1 Title: Quintile One 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130X165 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal on Recycled NSC Examination Papers 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Quintile One' is a 24 component piece which examines development from the group of 
schools catering for the poorest 20% of South African basic education scholars. 
  
  
  
 Please find ‘close up’ images of components that make up the 130x165cm assembled artwork here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/dwcjlw7vd7kfiu8/AACiy-GCIRMKU2eRGwl-uO4ma?dl=0 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1444 
 
Artist Name: Magdalena Pietrzyk 
Website:  
IG: magdalenapietrzyk_art 
 
Artist Statement: I like expressing emotions, always did. I found a way of escaping from negativity by presenting you 
my art. 
  
 I want others feel what it is I'm feeling when I'm painting. There is path to each of us to decide which way to go. I 
chose freedom in my own artistic way. 
  
 What inspires me as an artist? 
  
 Everything around me make sense and match together. Every stroke of paint is uneven and yet united into 
something real. 
  
 Creating ideas in my mind and bringing them into life while being spontaneous. 
  
 My work present's an open view of a hidden emotions and body language. Everyone can see from a different 
perspective at any stage of our life. I make art for a few reasons. In life, we experience so much of mixed thoughts 
and feelings. For me, creating art bring memories even the bad once back together. To me, creation is an open book 
that can be described in many words. Same goes to emotions as they can be presented in many ways. 
  
 I want to experience all stages of human emotions. From the moment I was born to this present day and as long as I 
live. I can finally try to create perfection with imperfections, adding colors and sharp textures, allowing you to see 
and feel my work of art. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1444 
Artwork 1 Title: Floating 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 70 x 1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint with acrylic background. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The image describes beauty colliding with rejection. Woman is floating away with her pain 
sinking. She struggle with today world, trying to let herself go in a space of her own. 
  
 I used mixture of a different techniques. As a main technique I use pallet knife by adding a thick layer of a paint and 
applying it to a canvas, much like frosting a cake. Dabbing is technique I use to "dab" colors onto the surface of a 
canvas. Using stiff bristle brush creating multiple layers, adding movement to a painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1445 
 
Artist Name: Sinisha KASHAWELSKI 
Website: https://www.kashawelski.co/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kashawelski/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: "My art is predominantly based around realism, shrouded with elements of mystery which are 
coming from my inner world and sublime thinking. In many cases, the composition is set in a form of a rebus, with a 
desire to provoke the audience's imagination to unlock the true meaning of the story." 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1445 
Artwork 1 Title: Somniantis 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 116x81 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We must never stop dreaming. 
  
 Dreaming is feeding our souls, give us wings to create something beautiful and positive. 
  
 Dreaming is a believing that everything is possible. 
  
 If you let yourself dreaming, it is more possible to achieve it. 
  
 It’s uplifting, and attracts positive vibes. 
  
  
  
 Never stop dreaming, because dreams do come true. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1446 
 
Artist Name: Harry Grundy 
Website: www.harrygrundy.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/harry_grundy/ 
 
Artist Statement: Harry Grundy (1993) is a London based artist making art for the Anthropocene epoch. Conceptual, 
performative and multidisciplinary, Harry is working in the natural world in an unnatural time. Ideas become 
materials, natural matter become ready mades, human becomes object. With a background in design, ideas are 
treated with a rigorous honesty and crafted with a graphic eye. The work navigates contemporary culture’s hunger 
for instant gratification through layers of meaning and by resisting closure â€” opening up conversations around the 
climate emergency and the responsibility of artists as the maker of things. When the work is biographical it tells the 
story of a human, not of Harry. When the work is photographic it is sculptural. When the work is contrived by 
technology it projects something pre-human. Learnings from the Land Art movement are tested against post-
internet conditions encouraging a tension that reflects the way our species have brutalized Earth to meet our 
industrialized vision. Through layering paradox, Harry asks the viewer to look closely and critically at our relationship 
with this phenomenal world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1446 
Artwork 1 Title: Temporal Sculpture (Held by the son of the mother holding her baby) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21x30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photographic Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Four rocks from the bed of Freshwater Bay on the Isle of White, have been brought 
together in the artist's hand. It is a reconstruction of a 35mm photograph of the artist held by his mother as a baby 
on the same beach c.1994. This reproduction has been printed to scale, with the artist's hand shown at life-size. The 
rocks were cast back into the sea after the photograph was captured. The 1994 photograph has been missing since 
the family moved home in 2017. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1448 
 
Artist Name: Stiliyana Minkovska 
Website: www.stiliyanaminkovska.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/stiliyana/ 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1448 
Artwork 1 Title: Ultima Thule 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2400H x 4000W x 4000D (the entire suite) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Furniture (timber frame + upholstery) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ultima Thule is a series of furniture offerings (prototypes), which work around a female-
centred childbirth experience, not only for a specific, natural/vaginal births, but for all kind of experiences, whether 
beautiful voyages or unbearable traumas. I have designed three elements of birthing suite, which could potentially 
transform the health services and the way women give birth. 
  
  
  
 Labour Silla is the first chair, which enables the mother to prepare for the most profound experience of all - delivery 
and childbirth. The element is there to accommodate the animalistic postures that a woman during contractions 
tend to do whilst being under the effect of the strong pain. It is an ergonomic piece, elasto-mechanic with the 
woman as the focal point, responding to her maternal instincts. 
  
  
  
 Parturition Stool is the birthing element which functions as a tandem. The partner of the birthing mother embraces 
her so they share this special moment together. It works around the mother's physiological necessities as she is in a 
squatting position which reduces the risks of tear, episiotomy, C-section, medical interventions and forceps 
deliveries. 
  
  
  
 Solace Chase is the final element of recovery. It is an inclusive design which is for womanhood, for every birth 
experience, miscarriage, Cesarean, abortion - it is for every decision that a woman makes regarding her re 
productivity. It also functions as a bonding element between the mother and her newborn. Every woman and every 
mother could bring their life story to this piece and enjoy its privacy.  
  
  
  
 The suite is currently exhibited at the Design Museum as part of the Designers in Residence Programme 2019. The 
show will be on until 16th of May 2020.  
  
  
  
 People's feedback so far has been very positive, the audience refers it to Stanley Kubrick's 2001: Space Odyssey due 
to the form of the furniture pieces as well as the meditative lighting condition.  
  
  
  
 The chairs could be reimagined and used for a different purpose. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1448 



Artist ID: 1452 
 
Artist Name: Rachel Rodrigues 
Website:  
IG: @rachelrodr.gues 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London born artist of Goan and Manglorean (South Indian) heritage. I work primarily with 
paint to explore themes related to identity, mental health and relationship dynamics, with much of my work centring 
on the perspective of ethnic minorities within the UK. These themes tend to be multi-faceted, complex and subtle, 
showing a visual representation of a series of psychological interpretations, intuitions and autobiographical 
memories. I am currently completing my doctoral research on the psychological mechanisms underlying self-harm at 
Imperial College London, and as such my work draws on both psychology theory and life experiences.  
  
  
  
 Using photos that capture (what we look back on as) meaningful moments as my starting point, I pay close attention 
to how I convey facial expressions and body language within the painting. My technique involves carefully selecting 
base colours, and pushing and pulling thin layers of paint around to set the mood and to depict light. My work is 
concerned with showing the viewer a critical account of what might be going on for my subjects, capturing both the 
up and downs of life, the personal changes we go through and the effect this has on our relationships with others. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1452 
Artwork 1 Title: The Sitting Room in Summer 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.6 x 30.5 x 2.2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil and acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artist’s family gathers on the sofa by the front window of their family home in North 
London, for a photo taken by the father on a summer afternoon. This happier time for the family in the early 1990s is 
contrasted with the apprehension of the eldest sister (left) as she clings onto the mother, offering the viewer a 
glimpse into the turbulence ahead. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1453 
 
Artist Name: Shabnam Habib 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/artofshabnamhabib_/ 
 
Artist Statement: Shabnam Habib is an artist with a passion to capture the beauty of architectural landscapes, 
ancient walls, nature and moments around her.  
  
 An introvert, she started art quite early in a non- conventional way by observing the structures and the light effects 
dancing on surfaces around her during the long afternoons, the beauty of landscapes, mountains that would capture 
her heart throughout her childhood.  
  
 Later in life she spotted an opportunity to learn with a famous landscape artist Hanif Shahzad in Karachi. Then there 
was no looking back. After moving to UAE since 2011, she got the opportunity to be with like-minded artists and 
expressing herself through her creative art works.  
  
 Initially she started with usual art medium such as sketching, free hand drawings, pastels, charcoal, etc. capturing 
varied subjects. Then she started working in oils and acrylics using various tools to express her feelings. Her most 
inspiring subjects are the intuitive as well as planned abstract landscapes along with old, historical architecture. Her 
strong and bold pen sketches have its own aura which depicts the story of that moment in time and space. Her color 
layering/ under-painting techniques along with strong mark making and the use of various tools, is what gives her 
work an edge. It reflects her restless and intuitive nature at work which seamlessly combines with these tools 
resulting in her calm abstract landscapes and architectural works. To the audience, these works bring in them a 
potential to regenerate and heal oneself while becoming a little nostalgic the same time. 
  
 She has been showcasing her works at various art fairs, exhibitions such as ‘Art at City Walk’,’ World Art Dubai’, 
‘Index Show’ , DIAC, ‘India Art Festival’, WIL Economic Forum Dubai etc.  
  
 She is actively involved in en plein air art events whenever possible and loves the urban sketching. She was involved 
in special children art event at ‘Art for All’ center, Sharjah, UAE where she moderated and helped children design 
illustrations for a story book.  
  
 She was born and raised in Pakistan, spent her childhood in Quetta and Hyderabad. At the moment she lives and 
works in Dubai. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1453 
Artwork 1 Title: Cityscape2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Size: 50cm*70cm*5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Medium : Mixed Media, Collage & Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by the space and the chaotic forms of today’s cosmopolitan cities. Looking out for 
peace and relaxation within the noise pollution, whenever I see it through my conceptual glasses, I get strange colors 
and not so distinguished shapes which I have placed on the canvas. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1454 
 
Artist Name: Beth Luxton 
Website: https://bethluxtonart.co.uk/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/bethluxtonart 
 
Artist Statement: My exploration with dream visuals and psychoanalysis has always played an integral role within my 
work and served as a key source of inspiration for me when creating. It was through these interests I was able to 
develop my own intense, hyper feminine, day dream visuals and explore the powerful nature and underlining 
darkness behind this stereotypical femininity, giving something that is renowned for its fragility a vast amount of 
emotional strength and unease.  
  
  
  
 I have always been an artist who is interested in working within a variety of medias, not only because of my 
indecisive nature but because I am fascinated by how various materials, can compliment one another, creating a 
sense of tangibility.  
  
  
  
 This fascination is very heavily reflected in my moving image pieces, and the way in which I combine cut out 
animation, green screen and sculpture to create my own delicate dreamscapes. Within these dreamscapes I present 
depictions of my own unconscious and personal conflicts, sugarcoating them to the point where they become almost 
sickly.  
  
  
  
 The main motivation for my work is entirely self indulgent, for I use it as a coping mechanism, allowing me to 
manifest my own personal conflicts into a visual representation that is digestible for others. But in doing so my work 
usually transforms into something that is so sweet, it is sickly, evoking an array of responses allowing me to explore 
the unusual relationship between the cute and the un-nerving alongside what makes a piece of artwork 
uncomfortable and uncanny. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/385208940 
  



Artist ID: 1454 
Artwork 1 Title: Cotton Wool 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Duration: 6 minutes 4 Seconds 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Artwork Link: https://vimeo.com/385208940 
  
  
  
 The concept for Cotton Wool first came to me when I was completely consumed by my eating disorder and was 
battling with an unhealthy obsession with food. It was through this I started to explore the theme of consumption 
and the many ways in which we all as humans demand to be fed, whether it be through the consumption of food, 
media or even retail. For me, my disorder developed through a need for distraction and control within my life and I 
started to view this in relation to everything else we decide to consume as a means of distraction from reality.  
  
  
  
 The whole piece takes place in one contained space creating a sense of suffocation and isolation, the title: ‘Cotton 
Wool’, is in reference to the saying ‘wrapped in cotton wool’ defining someone who has been sheltered from life’s 
harsh realities. For cotton wool is something soft and delicate that can be associated with comfort and protection, 
and this serves as a reflection of the feelings I felt towards my disorder. However, it can also be suffocating and act 
as a barrier between isolation and growth. 
  
  
  
 In this piece I decided to combine the techniques of sculpture and green screen, since it was very important to me 
that the location had texture, dimension and colour. I wanted it to feel tangible, as if you could reach through the 
screen and almost touch it. Whereas the digital figure depicted feels quite the opposite, appearing as something that 
keeps glitching in and out of existence, symbolising the floaty in-between, and uncertainty I encountered when faced 
with recovery and relapse. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1454 



Artist ID: 1455 
 
Artist Name: Ozlem Thompson 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ozlemsorluthompson/ 
 
Artist Statement: Ã–zlem Sorlu Thompson (b. 1983) 
  
  
  
 Coming from Istanbul, Ã–zlem Sorlu Thompson now paints in the flat where Piet Mondrian made his art studio in 
Belsize Park, and her influences also include the great expressionist artist Kandinsky and abstract surrealist Joan 
Miró. Ã–zlem’s works have already made their way into the homes of renowned celebrities such as actress Anita 
Dobson and her husband Brian May, musical theatre star Maria Friedman, actor Andy Nyman, and several private 
collectors. 
  
  
  
 With degrees in biology and botany, an in depth knowledge of exotic plants and keen interest in physics, Ã–zlem 
strives in her work to create synaesthesia in the experience, the process and the result, with a visionary energy that 
generates an extemporaneous flow of strong colours and shapes. Painting without preparation or planning, she 
merges intellectual concepts with visual ideas, mixing real and imagined organic structures with one another, while 
dream-like worlds and creatures all converge to create a vivid explosion of the real and fantastic. As a result 
positivity and joy invariably manifest strongly in the viewer. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1455 
Artwork 1 Title: Life in Proxima Centauri B 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122x91x3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Recent discoveries of distant planets that may host both water and temperatures suitable 
for life have fascinated people and scientists, even while global concern for the climate crisis here on earth has 
increased. While we may never see such worlds with our own eyes their discovery nevertheless sparks my 
imagination, as a trained scientist myself, that the possibility of life on these worlds is real.  
  
  
  
 I wondered what if life on these worlds were to have feelings or thoughts? These ideas were in my mind as I began 
to paint 'Life in Proxima Centauri B', and I was pleased with the resulting work that aims to stimulate positive and 
lively feelings and thoughts in the viewer. 
  
  
  
 I mixed use of acrylic paint with oil pencil to create some layers and ambiguity of meaning. For example the grey 
grid-like structure could represent a form of evolved cyber bio-technology, a device in the place of a mouth as part 
of the largest organism shown. 
  
  
  
 There are 9 separate life-forms represented in the picture, with bright colours I try to suggest the existence of more 
vivid and strange naturally occurring elements and colours that do not exist here on earth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1455 



Artist ID: 1456 
 
Artist Name: Camila Ospina Gaitán 
Website: http://www.camilaospinagaitan.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/camila_ospina_gaitan/?hl=es 
 
Artist Statement: I am a Colombian Visual artist, born in Bogotá. My work consists of finding identity through 
aesthetics of ordinary things; identities of a place, a city, a population, a house. 
  
 Some of this research ends up weaving philosophical, conceptual, and aesthetics of different cultures, such as 
Japanese, Colombian and Europeanâ€”places where I have lived for different periods that end up building my 
practice. 
  
 My research process starts in different ways; sometimes, it arises from personal experience; in other cases, from a 
concept; and in some other instances, from the technique or specific materiality.  
  
 However, I always look for a dialogue between the conceptual and the material that allows a clear reading of what I 
am looking to express. It is the minimum that you deserve as a spectator and for my work to be able to be read and 
to cause somethingâ€”an emotion, a thoughtâ€”in you. 
  
  
  
 When they ask me what kind of art I do (of course, because everyone needs to 
  
 categorize and classify), I say that I mostly work between sculpture installation, and in a parallel way, with 
photography (more analog than digital). But if you want me to be honest, each research project has its own 
technique, a technique that develops with what the projects seek to express. Finally, I can say that I was working a 
lot with Japanese culture, but right now I am working on my own identity, as a Colombian, Latin-American woman 
living in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1456 
Artwork 1 Title: Six Pack of Poker 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 9.5cm x 21cm x 16.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand-painted Plaster sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Six Pack of POKER  
  
  Six Pack of poker is a hand-painted plaster sculpture based on a Colombian six-pack beer. It is a symbolic sculpture, 
based on the aesthetics of the ordinary to re-create my own Identity. When I started to live in UK, nobody believed 
that I was Colombian due to my physical appearance. As an artist, this takes me to question a lot of 
misrepresentations that are built from foreign societies based on stereotypes. Therefore, I want to create through 
sculptures my own real Colombian representation, more specifically a Bogotá everyday youth identity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1458 
 
Artist Name: Nassim Aslani 
Website: www.nassim-aslani-art.com 
IG: @nassim.aslani72 
 
Artist Statement: The artist Nassim Aslani was born 1972 in Teheran/Iran. 
  
  
  
 There she studied from 1991 to 1996 painting at the art university. In 1999 she moved to Germany. 
  
  
  
 Since more than 28 years she dedicates herself to mostly oil paintings, and sometimes she works with watercolors. 
  
  
  
 Nassim prefers to paint simple motives in intense and bright colors. 
  
  
  
 Since 2018 she is interested in the social and political topics.  
  
  
  
 Her works have simple motives in intense and bright colors. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1458 
Artwork 1 Title: Today is the humanÂ´s leather trend 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: in normal life people wear fox fur. With this picture I wanted to show how it would have 
happened if a fox wore human dress. in the picture you can see a fux in human dress and the Disney character next 
to it is Cruella from 101 Dalmatians, she has always loved fur, so looks terrifying. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1459 
 
Artist Name: Jordan Kachellek 
Website: www.jordankachellek.art 
IG: @jordankachellek 
 
Artist Statement: My Practice is driven by narrative: I look at the morals and signifiers within a story and use them to 
bring it to life. By making playful work, I can create something that people can connect to and empathise with. 
creating work out of forged steel doesn’t just give it unique qualities that can only be achieved through the forging 
process, but also draws on the history of using traditional techniques from an ancient craft. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1459 
Artwork 1 Title: The Baba Yaga 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33x33x25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Forged Steel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Baba Yaga is an Eastern European folklore character. It is said that the Baba Yaga had 
iron teeth and travels around by in a mortar and pestle by pushing off the ground using the pestle. It is also very 
common in the stories told that her house would stand on chickens’ feet. Using this information, I had gathered by 
reading a collection of folklore stories I made this piece of artwork to represent the character of the Baba Yaga. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1460 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Hardisty 
Website:  
IG: lucyhardistyart 
 
Artist Statement: I am 19 and a second year fine art student at the university of Lincoln. I work mostly in emulsion 
paint but my subject matter varies. I am a keen portrait artist and I am interested in the way that my non- traditional 
portraiture process can be reflective of the personality and experiences of those I paint. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1460 
Artwork 1 Title: My mother. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x1.5x41.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Emulsion on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘My mother’ is a portrait of my mum that works as a commentary on the struggles she has 
faced and the mantra she uses to get herself through each day 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1461 
 
Artist Name: Saud Baloch 
Website: https://saudbaloch07.wixsite.com/website 
IG: saud_baloch07 
 
Artist Statement: We are tied to the spaces we call home, and to the people who belong to us; so much depends on 
the fortunes of the things we love. If suddenly these relationships are broken off, if our connection with a person or 
place upon whom we depend is severed, our lives will be devastated irreversibly. For a long time I have watched 
such separations, deprivations and displacements occurring, and as an artist I feel forced to consider them and the 
strain they place on ordinary people. The work I produce responds to them, and every piece for me becomes a kind 
of evidence I can present of events whose occurrence is barely acknowledged. Although the origins of my ideas can 
be found in my surroundings, I see the humanitarian crises with which I am concerned recurring in countries 
throughout the world.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 The materials I use as a means to explore these preoccupations matter greatly, and my interest in exploiting their 
properties is a thread that connects both the sculptures and the drawings. The clay from which I sculpt my figures 
makes me think of earth, mud and the origins of life, whereas gold is the colour of hopes and riches, symbolic of an 
inheritance which is as much a burden as a benefit. The explosive texture of the stone used for smaller pieces finds 
an echo in my large-scale drawings. Previously, I used jute boris (sacks) to resemble human forms in torn and 
contorted postures. The shapes made by draped and hanging jute bags and suspended cloths were also in my mind 
when making the drawings, but in these works such materials appear in deteriorated, tattered and moth-eaten 
states or become abstracted, forming dark, almost fathomless cavities.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 The process of setting down layer upon layer of miniature circles in pen has become a meditation: a way to connect 
with, and a means to reflect on, the subject matter itself. Every circle, every dot, becomes a delicate echo of the 
holes and marks in the larger sculptural forms I create, and yet also a way of rescuing my subjects from the darkness 
and elevating them into something softer, more abstract and more beautiful. Dwelling on the forms I create through 
my drawings, which always feel unfinished, gives me time to pause from my sculptural practice and return to it with 
new ideas and energy. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1461 
Artwork 1 Title: Udaan ( Flight ) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91 x 25 x 52 
Artwork 1 Medium: Jesmonite, air dry clay & golden paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Udaan is one of a series of three works featuring the houses and balloons. In making it I 
continued with a process of experimenting with materials whose properties and qualities have captured my 
imagination since childhood. These include mud houses, which for me recall emptied homes; balloons, with their 
suggestion of escape and flight; and gold colour, symbolising a people’s natural inheritance. Udaan is expressive of 
our dreams for a lighter life, which is itself illusive. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1462 
 
Artist Name: JI ONE CHOI 
Website: www.jione.studio 
IG: @ji_one_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am particularly interested in the way memories appear and disappear. Memories are like living 
and uncontrollable creatures, appearing suddenly one day and then disappearing, however hard I may try to grasp 
them. A memory can suddenly appear in my head again one day after I have completely forgotten about them. 
Looking back at this memory mechanism, I would like to express this process in my work.  
  
  
  
 In my experience, memory is like an flow of energy. This is because memories are never created by the independent 
actions of individuals, but through interactions between individuals and other things. This includes countless people, 
manufactured items and natural objects. For this reason, Memory can be described as echoes created by meetings 
with others. 
  
  
  
 In addition, I believe that our memories similar to the flow of life energy that proves we are alive. Memory is a 
combination of the past and the present, because we can recall our past experiences in the present time. Therefore, 
memories are constantly changing, and they are discoloured and reborn in our present situation. Through constant 
communication between the past and the present, we can prove that we are alive, and I believe that the various 
kinds of emotions and reactions expressed through our memories make up the enormous flow of energy that 
encompasses life. I would like to express these two kinds of energy flow through various materials in my works. I am 
especially interested in black mediums. This is because, special feature of black resembles memory. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1462 
Artwork 1 Title: Merry Christmas, Everybody? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145.5X112.1( 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite powder, varnish on wood panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The black colour is created by combining all colours. Furthermore, the colour black absorbs 
every other colour, so it can change depending on the colour combination. Black can be warm, neutral, or cold. In 
this manner, black is so changeable. The variations of black I mentioned above are similar to variations of memories. 
This is because, both are changeable and they have multiple layers. To be specific, black is layers of colours and 
memory is layers of moments. For this reason, I explored black materials to express my changeable memories in 
painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1473 
 
Artist Name: Stiofan O'Ceallaigh 
Website: www.stiofanoceallaigh.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/stiofan.artist/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Stiofan O’Ceallaigh is a multimedia artist and curator born in Ireland. Currently exhibiting between 
Europe and North/South America O’Ceallaigh’s focus is an exploration of the understanding of a queer aesthetic, if 
indeed, there is one. By promoting discourse around areas such as HIV, queer art censorship, body & identity politics 
and internalised shame/stigma>pride O’Ceallaigh’s creative output seeks to challenge and emancipate those who 
know it.  
  
  
  
 His practice spans poetry, painting and photography, however he is more widely known for his video works and 
postphotographic self portraits: 'UNSELFY' (2015) and 'Decisions/Decisions' (2016) both of which have been 
exhibited across Europe and USA and are both housed in private major collections. In 2017 his photographic piece 
titled 'The Lovers' was selected winner at FABRIK Magazine (Los Angeles) LA Photo Fest and recent successes in his 
video career include 'HOMOGENETICS' (2018) which was premiered at SEXtopia (Philadelphia) and then later 
selected for Queer Art(ists) Now (London), HOMMOSURREALISM WARSAW (Poland) and Retro Activo (Puerto Rico). 
While more recent film 'YOU' (2019) -- commissioned for exhibition Hablame Sucio (Puerto Rico) -- was later selected 
for exhibitions in Mexico, Colombia, Chicago and Philadelphia. 
  
  
  
 O’Ceallaigh’s work has been featured in a number of contemporary art magazines including 'Artillery' and 
'Inspirational' while his curatorial projects have featured in 'DAZED' and 'OUT' magazine.  
  
  
  
 In 2020 O’Ceallaigh will be taking part in group show and sale at Christie’s (London) to raise funds for major UK HIV 
charity the Terence Higgins Trust. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQhSE2Mc1ZU&t=169s 
  



Artist ID: 1473 
Artwork 1 Title: THE CALAMUS EMOTION 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A (NEW MEDIA: VIDEO) 
Artwork 1 Medium: VIDEO 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Calamus root was often used in gay poet Walt Whitman's poetry to inadvertently 
suggest Phallic and therefore the phallus and therefore homosexuality. 'The Calamus Emotion' is a term often used 
by academics to explain Whitman's homosexual tendencies as code.Originally commissioned in 2019 for exhibition 
'Encounters With Whitman' at the DaVinci Art Alliance (Philadelphia, USA) for the Walt Whitman Bicentennial film 
'The Calamus Emotion' employs both personal archive footage and 3D drawing and sculpture to imagine travelling 
back in time to meet the great queer poet Whitman and update him on the landmark moments on the LGBTQ+ 
march for equality over the past 200 years. At the beginning of the film 'These I, Singing in Spring' by Whitman is 
read aloud backwards by Hollywood actor Roy Allen -- this, long with references to the 'Wizard of Oz' (the spinning 
screen/landscape) -- are there to suggest travelling back in time. To personalise the piece 'The Calamus Emotion' is 
intertwined with personal narratives in the form personal archival footage.  
  
  
  
 The soundtrack is from album 'Transclucence' by Derek Jarman (words) and Donna McKevitt (music) and appear by 
kind permission of the composer Ms McKevitt. 
  
  
  
 To watch 'The Calamus Emotion' please use this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQhSE2Mc1ZU&t=169s 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1473 



Artist ID: 1475 
 
Artist Name: Kurt Buckley 
Website: www.kurtbuckleyart.com 
IG: kurtbuckley 
 
Artist Statement: Buckleys work explores themes of mortality and timelessness through obsessive accuracy.Â He 
works with graphite and charcoal, and manipulates his medium to achieve the textures and marks he strives for. 
Historically, both mediums have been an exploratory tool but rarely chosen for the finalÂ product. They have 
allowed for artists to have the luxury of making mistakes, giving them the opportunity to feel comfortable in a state 
of vulnerability when making work.Â  
  
 His portraits have their own stories to tell. He aims to capture the emotional resonance of his subjects through his 
obsessive approach to image making; Inviting the viewer in to have a close and intimate encounter. Within a world, 
too loud with images and in the generation of social media, his work encourages the audience to take a moment to 
explore what it means to be human, to acknowledge the intricacies and complexities of another’s face in the same 
detail that he was able to witness it. 
  
 He believes that his energy and sentiment is somehow trapped on the surface of his drawings. The physical mark 
making and closeness creates another level of intimacy between himself and his work which he hopes to give back to 
the viewer.Â In contemporary society, we are so accustomed to witnessing images in pixels and screens, it is an 
important task for him to restore that energy in his drawings. Motivated by his own expectations and romanticised 
ideals of human identity, he asks the question: What does it mean to be human? 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1475 
Artwork 1 Title: In His Own Way 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x49x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite & Charcoal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Over the years I’ve often been asked why do I make the work I make. For me, I want to 
immortalise my subject. In this case to immortalise a great man in his best image. My Grandad, who passed away in 
August. Charismatic, stubborn, funny & proud, I wanted to capture all of these traits this great man was.  
  
  
  
 It felt only right to wear his signet ring on the hand I use to create the work, as if some of his energy is creating his 
own image â€” locked in time. The obsessive nature in which I create my work allows me to capture energy that 
portrays the subjects narrative. 
  
  
  
 Further, as I continue to develop as an artist and as a person it is becoming increasingly important for me to make 
the art I want to make and the art I need to make. For me, obsessively labouring over my work allows me to transfer 
the energy from myself onto the paper. Who ever or what ever the subject may be, I want to be able to convey the 
narrative and sentiment of that particular being for the viewer to connect with. Evoking their own memories and 
emotions that come out of the depths of their person.  
  
  
  
 Just like when you listen to a certain song that takes you back to a specific time and place in your life, it opens up 
suppressed emotions and feelings that suddenly engulf you again. This is what I aim to do with my art. Somehow 
evoke an intimate connection between the viewer and the subject. To not only question who that person is and 
what their story is, but also relate them to themselves; even if they’re a complete stranger that should never have 
crossed paths with them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1475 



Artist ID: 1477 
 
Artist Name: Judy Clarkson 
Website: judyclarkson.com 
IG: judy_clarkson_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a figurative artist working in oil paint. I use this traditional medium to explore a contemporary 
representation of the human form. I aim to engage with the boundary between conventional portraiture of those 
with status and subjects who are underrepresented, whether through race or disability. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1477 
Artwork 1 Title: Carlisha 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101x76x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My portrait of Carlisha is evocative of an Old Master. The dark background and seated pose 
together with the generous folds of her clothing, hark back to another age. This is in stark contrast to the 
contemporary nature of her hoodie and trainers and the fact she is mixed race. In this painting, I wanted the view to 
question stereotypes both of art and of representation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1478 
 
Artist Name: Philip Davis 
Website: https://www.philmdavisfineartist.co.uk/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/philmdavisfineart/ 
 
Artist Statement: Phil Davis produces landscapes, cityscapes and portraits using a combination of abstract expressive 
colours with tonal almost graphic design effects for the finer detail of the chosen subjects. The bold colours and 
dynamic ways in which they are applied are to convey the emotional intensity around the subject, whereas the stark 
graphical tones convey a bold physicality. He uses this combination of two narratives to present his own 
interpretation of the physicality of life but seen through the eyes of pure emotion. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1478 
Artwork 1 Title: Time Travelled. The Hong Kong skyline through the decades. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 cm x 90 cm x 3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on plywood surface 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My intention was to depict the changing skyline of Hong Kong through the decades from the 
1800s when China was a crown colony of the british empire, to the present day. I wanted to create a multilayered 
effect to show the increasing development in the architecture as time passes. The bottom layer shows the trading 
port as it was in the 1800s, and gradually as we go up the detail becomes more bustling and reflective of each 
decade. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1481 
 
Artist Name: Regina Fields 
Website: theartofginafi.net 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I reside in the United States and I am a self taught artist. My unique story behind how I began 
painting could explain the colors, figures and my style of art! If I were to label my art style, it would be a combination 
of: Surrealism and Abstract Expressionism. My work has been showcased in exhibitions in the metropolitan Detroit, 
MI area. I subconsciously create people not according to realistic physical attributes but my subconscious view, so to 
speak. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1481 
Artwork 1 Title: Angel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30X40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Angel represents the visual story of a part of our society that is intentionally ignored, 
unseen or forgotten. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1482 
 
Artist Name: Michael Dyson 
Website: https://michaeldysonart.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/michaeldyson_art/ 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1482 
Artwork 1 Title: Rockets 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.5cm x 30.5cm x 2.2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on wooden panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork sets out to convey an emotion than a specific idea. The rockets could either be 
exploring space or used in warfare, depending on the perspective of the observer, which adds ambivalence to the 
image. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1483 
 
Artist Name: Joan Loretta Roche 
Website: joanroche.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Observational research forms the starting point of my work and drawing practice is at the centre of 
my creative engagement.  
  
 My formal language explores the materiality and process of medium that translates the drawing into the painterly. I 
don't maintain a single cohesive style but prefer to allow each painting to dictate my response. I produce many 
different studies around the subject and continue to re-work on all the pieces in the early development stage. 
  
   
  
 I have always been intrigued by the various challenges that drawing from the figure presents. Each drawing is an 
improvisation and my language starts to become more fluid. I continue to maintain a strong connection with the RA 
Schools attending weekly drawing sessions, an engagement that deeply influences my art practice. 
  
  
  
 The landscape and still life paintings are worked from studies directly observed and then developed into paintings 
using a mix of oil paint, pigment and varnishes to create works that have many layers, reflecting the timelessness of 
these places and my response to them. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1483 
Artwork 1 Title: Passage through an inkwell 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x97x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil onCanvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1484 
 
Artist Name: Zhang Xiaowei 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Artist Xiaowei Zhang, Base in Shanghai, born in 1978. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1484 
Artwork 1 Title: Acidic Arm-Wrestling 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The two people who arm-wrestling symbolize the two sides of one person. People always 
have to make lots of decisions and often been in a dilemma, just like wrestling with another self. The result of this 
game, just like the sphere supporting the elbow fulcrum, is full of uncertain possibilities. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1485 
 
Artist Name: Dwayne Duthie 
Website: dwayneduthie.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/dwayneduthie/ 
 
Artist Statement: Dwayne’s artwork includes painting and sculpture, as-well as digital video and audio, displayed 
through monitors and projectors, Dwayne’s subjects deal to the current state of the human condition. Dwayne 
enjoys experimentation and finds it can lead to the development of new ideas and poses the challenge to his 
common creative practices, the use of digital technology allows him to extend his understanding of the creative 
process to the space outside of his traditional art media, whilst continuing to interchange old and new ideas. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1485 
Artwork 1 Title: Disjointed 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76cm x 38cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Disjointed focuses on the effects of self image on mental health of youth, the figures limbs 
are separated, abstracted and scrutinised. The colorful brush strokes are placed in a way that suggests uneasiness 
and uncertainty, and the large exagerated smile allows the viewer to make the assumption that all is fine on the 
surface. the figure has a sense of insecurity and indecision. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1487 
 
Artist Name: Jimena Sanchez 
Website: www.jimenasanchez.it 
IG: jimenasanchez_artist 
 
Artist Statement: If only I could take you by the scruff of the neck and submit you to my will '... I speak to you Time. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 Everything happens so quickly that there are moments, including simple everyday activities that, despite all my 
efforts, I cannot remember ... For me, everything happens so quickly that my brain is unable to process what has just 
happened, before another thought and action takes over and they pile up, one on top of the other. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 My technique allows me to live in Time with more calm. Putting every piece of paper in the right place, considering 
its position and combining each piece with other pieces in order to create a whole. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 It all begins with the break down of an image, searching to generate a new one. Firstly, cutting my image up into 
hundreds of pieces, and then reassembling it on a new canvas. In recent years, through various experiments, my 
work took shape becoming what I see as "Impresionismo en Papel" or "Impressionism in Paper" ... by cutting and 
tearing up the pages of fashion magazines into thousands of pieces of paper, I can then create textural images that 
give life to a new experience for the observer. My artworks, caressing the eye, allow the viewer to immerse 
themselves in the collage so that, they too, like me, are able to stop Time! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1487 
Artwork 1 Title: Ego Suspendo 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 
Artwork 1 Medium: magazine paper glued on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: please notice that there is no oil on this technic I use only printed paper from the magazines 
I get. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1489 
 
Artist Name: Maite Baron 
Website: BaronGraftonArthouse.com > launching end Feb 2020 
IG: launching end Feb 2020 
 
Artist Statement: I’m a Spanish London-based multi-disciplinary artist with a focus on fine art painting and 
experimental printmaking with modern aesthetics. My art is mostly conceptual, depicting the multi-facets of love, 
the gender’s role in society, the passage of time, the impact of climate change, and the spiritual.  
  
  
  
 I see all art disciplines connected and enjoy experimenting with different media, texture, mark making, colour and 
multicultural influences. Some of my work is unconsciously autobiographical, drawing inspiration from everyday life, 
found objects and materials, past memories, travel experiences, desires and dreams, as well as fashion, architecture, 
publicity and design.  
  
  
  
 My works develop iteratively, creating series of artworks under a theme, building visual narratives through mixed 
media impasto paintings, abstract prints and unorthodox collages, all veiled in a poetic ambiguity.  
  
  
  
 I believe that art connects us with one another, raises awareness and creates the opportunity for a better world. My 
work aims to express the appreciation of nature and all that is simple, imperfect, transient and incomplete, seeing 
life as a journey of flux and rebirth.  
  
  
  
 My intention is to shift perspectives on meaning and purpose by stripping back the unnecessary while inviting the 
viewer to experience different emotions like love, the desire to change and a sense of belonging. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1489 
Artwork 1 Title: THE COUPLE ( Diptych ) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Diptych size: 50 x 81 x 1.9 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media painting ( Diptych ) on premium cotton stretched canvas. Acrylic, graphite, leather, 
wax, cotton and paper collage. Signed front right hand corner. Titled and numbered verso. Tray Framed. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Couple ( Diptych ) is a work of great poetic dimension, representing and questioning the 
sacredness of marriage and the social expectations that unfold through this act even today; together they weave a 
narrative between the feminine domestic sphere, the masculine dominating world view, and the historical 
stereotypes that keep repeating.  
  
  
  
 The artwork is created using carefully selected colours and materials full of collective symbolism and meaning. The 
white cotton represents the bride, associated with softness, cleanliness, perfection and the innocence of a new 
beginning; qualities still mostly expected from the female partner through social conditioning. In the other hand, the 
black cotton piece represents the groom with the male’s qualities of power, strength, and protection. 
  
   
  
 The paper collage represents their unfolding story. At a first glance it looks delicate and even fragile however time 
has shown that this material is in fact durable and strong, and thus being a pillar to build a long lasting relationship. 
The leather string is also a symbol of power and protection, shielding each of the partners due to its strength and 
durability. 
  
  
  
 Graphite is the mineral chosen to write their love story, creating a personal language that leaves its marks and 
assumes the symbolic distances between the realms of the private and the public. The dark gray to black lines made 
of pure carbon are able to conduct electricity and heat, hence used here to deepen into the internal codes of 
intimacy. The wax, symbol of creativity, wealth and hard work represents the on going commitment necessary to 
build a successful relationship that withstands the passage of time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1489 



Artist ID: 1490 
 
Artist Name: RJ Pocklington 
Website: www.rjpocklington.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Born in Grimsby, grew up in Lincolnshire; county of the big skies, heritage of the seas. That's where 
I come from. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1490 
Artwork 1 Title: Daffodil Space Race 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74 x 93 x 0.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil & acrylic on hardboard 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Daffodil Space Race is about Spring, the ambitions & relevance of nature. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1491 
 
Artist Name: Anthony Stuart Lowes 
Website: Www.instagram.com/anthonystuartlowes 
IG: Anthonystuartlowes 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1491 
Artwork 1 Title: HRH Elizabeth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59 x 69 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1492 
 
Artist Name: Zhixin Liao 
Website: www.liao-zhixin.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/angus_nonex/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work mainly involves painting, sculpture and video. I draw attention to the inaccuracy between 
works and me. You can be characterized as a play of perception. I am looking for a gap between idea and making: Is 
it even possible to be accurate express? I create space in which misunderstanding or obscurity is un-intentional 
factors. Situation, politics and metaphor in a poetic way always can deeply attract me. 
  
  
  
 In my practice, I start by mimicking something. The idea of ‘copying’ is positive in the traditional Chinese context - 
Chinese painters would publicly copy ink paintings of the masters of ancient times. That is also how I was trained as a 
painter. Although I no longer work like this, this perspective of painting and tradition in China has afforded me new 
possibilities for the way I think about painting today. For instance, I make ‘replicas’ of the paintings from different 
materials. I bent the PVC tube as stainless steel handle and barricade but less their useful functions. 
  
  
  
 Recently, I started to explore the borderline in the Netherlands. According to re-assemble location research, I am 
questioning the risk of confines in modern society. In my case, It is a severe rethink the limiting resident permit, 
private/public space, political issues and the frame out of my homeland. The works made as metaphors to respond 
to the situation I am having. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1492 
Artwork 1 Title: : U R taking the riskâ€”GP370 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 300x250x230cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Kodak digital printing, epoxy resin, PVC tube, spray paint, gloves, objects, foam board and foam 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The idea of the project is from the IND staff: . . . Your new visa is under review and it will 
take 5-6 months. Do not leave the country before you have the new permit. Otherwise, there will be risks. . . 
Suddenly I understood the current situation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1493 
 
Artist Name: michael burton 
Website: art-memorials.artweb.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: making objects of beauty using recycled woods with a totemic stature yet revealing delicate 
character within. Housing fragments of recycled glass, almost jigsaw-like, whilst working with the grain and feel of 
the wood to portray an abstract scene or image, 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1493 
Artwork 1 Title: burn baby burn 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180h x 80d (base) x 40d (base) 
Artwork 1 Medium: recycled walnut and recycled stained glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Referencing a range current concerns around carbon emissions, fossil fuel burning, de-
forestation and air pollution through a simple but hopefully captivating image. 
  
 That the wood used is, I believe, a Brazilian hardwood, helped choose the idea. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1501 
 
Artist Name: Tiffany Chapman 
Website: https://tiffanychapman.myportfolio.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tiffanychapman.art/ 
 
Artist Statement: The relationship between landscape and its viewer is key to my work. Whether that is explored 
through print, photography or painting, I attempt to show the audience the various ways that landscape can be 
shown to us and whether that representation is accurate to reality. Travel ephemera such as postcards, combined 
with my own photographs and experiences of landscape form the basis for artwork that portrays the diversity of the 
landscape around us. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1501 
Artwork 1 Title: Landscape Construction 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 51.7x47.4x0.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screen-print on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The transition between reality and abstraction can make the world look more picturesque 
depending on the colour, shape and sequence within it. This screen-print is part of an investigation into what 
combination of these elements allows us to find beauty in a landscape. In this instance, I have had control over the 
construction of the landscape and have distorted it from the typical natural beauty we think of when imagining a 
landscape in order to see if it can still be just as beautiful, or if it's simply unrecognisable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1503 
 
Artist Name: Priti Patel 
Website: www.priti-patel.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist who is fascinated by the human condition. I feel it transcends through time and is 
something we can all relate and connect to. It is what makes us human. 
  
  
  
 My current focus is on the emotional states of trauma. Writing, especially letter writing, is an instrumental part of 
my practice. As a medium it can be a very powerful means of expressing different concepts; be these confrontational 
or therapeutic. It can also help reconnect with thoughts, emotions and memories that have been repressed and 
buried, sometimes for decades. 
  
  
  
 I use the most suitable medium to best represent the thoughts, feelings and ideas I want to articulate. I combine 
analogue and digital techniques, such as embroidery with photography, for the unexpected and magical images that 
can be captured, and projections for the light and its ability to bring everything to life. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.priti-patel.com/portfolio/works/abandoned/ 
  



Artist ID: 1503 
Artwork 1 Title: Abandoned 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 143 x 98cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video, calico, embroidery thread, steel rod, projection, electric fan, sound. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: You can view the video and see further images for Abandoned here: 
  
  
  
 https://www.priti-patel.com/portfolio/works/abandoned/ 
  
  
  
 The embroidered letter on the calico is a letter written by a child to their mother during the grieving process. When 
the child’s mother died, they were left in a dangerous situation, and the letter expresses their feelings of anger and 
pain towards their mother.  
  
  
  
 The embroidered calico with the projected image is suspended from the ceiling. There is a fan wafting the calico and 
the sound of crackling fire. When you see the calico from the front, you only see the image, when you walk to the 
back of the calico, you can see and read the embroidered letter. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1503 



Artist ID: 1504 
 
Artist Name: Faye Bridgwater 
Website: https://www.fayebridgwater.com/about 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/faye_bridgwater/ 
 
Artist Statement: Based in Brighton, Faye spends her days looking at the sky and out to sea. Her paintings capture 
fleeting moments of light, playful movement and thrilling feelings. A contemporary landscape artist, her work is 
influenced by the Sussex coastline, with its tall, white, bold cliffs, and graceful, elegant rolling hills; together inspiring 
joyful abstract compositions. She captures her emotional and sensory response to the landscape within her paintings 
and drawings. She makes marks using objects she finds on the beach; from fisherman's knots and driftwood to 
feathers and bottle tops. These tactile objects are used as tools to make brushes or pens to print and scratch 
energetically into the paintings. Together with the loose, bold layers of paint, adding detail with impulsive pencil 
structured lines, the techniques produce expressive textured and flowing seascapes and landscape. The paintings are 
familiar and timeless and conjure distant, comforting memories 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1504 
Artwork 1 Title: The Chalk Line 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Canvas size 17.8 x 12.7cm - Framed size is 26 x 21cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Chalk Line depicts personal and physical boundaries, with the fear but also the 
exhilaration that looking over the cliff edge evokes. These are fragile chalk cliffs, with periodic and unpredictable 
rock falls. It could collapse at any moment, a bit like life throwing up the unexpected.  
  
 The cliffs are the subject for many artists and more recently a hot spot for instagramers because they strike 
different chords for different people. For some, they are beautiful and capture that romantic moment. For others, 
they are associated with suicide and death. Some of us love to peer over the edge and see what lays before us, while 
others like the more cautious path. The idea of looking over the precipice, being open to challenge and risk.  
  
 This miniature painting also plays with size as the cliff faces are monumental and tower before us, while this small 
miniature sits the entire landscape within the palm of your hand and is reassuringly small. 
  
 These contrasted perspectives are also reflected in the fact this was painted when the Brexit talks were ongoing. 
The representation of separating ourselves from Europe, the whites cliffs being fought over from all sides, the 
boundaries being erected, the closing of borders, and the country split on every issue. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1504 



Artist ID: 1508 
 
Artist Name: seren metcalfe 
Website: http://www.serenmetcalfe.co.uk 
IG: @werealljusttryingtogetby 
 
Artist Statement: I am a Multidisciplinary Artist currently based in London but born and bred in Yorkshire (1997). I 
currently work in Video, Performance, Painting, Sculpture, Writing and Choreography.  
  
  
  
 My research covers themes of Time, Labour, Energy, Routine and Structure. I’m interested in the ways the body 
navigates through spaces, and find myself obsessively forming parallels between Cityscape and Landscape, or the 
‘natural’ vs the mechanical. I also have key interests in fame, television, consumerism and class. Within my work I 
attempt to interconnect these themes with personal memories, childhood narratives and anecdotes - creating a 
‘new language’ to speak about personal experience and understanding of current existence. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/386015118 
  



Artist ID: 1508 
Artwork 1 Title: Half Truths 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Will fit within the restricted size 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video Installation , 2x paintings, 2x dancers and DMX lighting programming 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is the first visualisation of an ongoing narrative. The narrative tells the story of a group 
of bodies dressed in suits who begin their journey in the vast landscape of the Yorkshire moors. Their movements 
are fluid and follow the shapes of the hills. The narrative follows a path of headings - moments of being human. 
From Liquid, Slime and breath to rhythm, transport and machines. The bodies move like microorganisms together as 
one. They begin to separate when entering the city. Their movements become more structured. The video's style is 
documentary like and the performers bring the bodies, narrative and movement out of the screen. The narrative 
tells the story of an understanding of the beginning of time to current capitalist climates. The story is kept personal 
with intertwined anecdotes and moments relating to travelling themes. Memories are produced in commodity. The 
body is compared to that of a machine and the city a factory. We are guided by the rhythm, the pace and the lighting 
to a personal but universal place. 
  
  
  
 https://vimeo.com/386015118 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1508 



Artist ID: 1509 
 
Artist Name: Natalie Duncker 
Website: NA 
IG: art_full_of_love (Natalie D.) 
 
Artist Statement: My work is deeply influenced by the sea, after having lived for many years at the edge of the 
Southern Indian Ocean. From sandy topical spaces, to rugged windswept dunes. Each has its own personality and its 
own energy - each as variable and deep as the next.  
  
 The act of painting provides me with a period of stillness and a chance to be in the moment. My ambition is to 
produce a piece that allows the viewer that same opportunity. Regardless of the size of the piece, if by taking a 
moment to explore the picture, I hope to spark a conversation - or at the very least offer the viewer a chance to be 
still in a moment of mindful contemplation.  
  
 I generally use acrylic or watercolour paints as I find they offer me the chance to work quickly and emulate the fluid 
nature of a changeable seascape. My paintings bring with them their own piece of the seaside. Each person has their 
own interpretation - childhood memories, long ago summer sunshine or peaceful evenings with far away thoughts 
and an ice cold glass of wine. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1509 
Artwork 1 Title: Bububu View 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 36 x 2.5cm (framed) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece depicts the view of distant Tanzanian mountains- visible from my Zanzibar home 
in Bububu in Stonetown.  
  
 The mountains weren’t always visible but after the rains, when the heat of the day had dissipated and the smoke 
had been washed from the air, the mountains stood as beacons - reminders that the island was part of a bigger plan. 
Occasionally they would provide the only definitive separation between the sea and the sky. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1510 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Tunesi 
Website: https://www.georgiatunesi.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/georgia.tunesi/ 
 
Artist Statement: Georgia Tunesi is a figurative painting based in Reading, UK. Tunesi has graduated from Arts 
University Bournemouth in 2019 with a BA(HONS) in Illustration. She is intrigued by the human body and current 
world issues, such as, feminism, mental health and the environment.  
  
  
  
 The human condition, whether it be overthinking, anxiety, restlessness or self-reflection, there is a huge variety in 
Tunesi’s work. With paintings that are still and calm or complete chaos of charcoal and busy brushstrokes. Humans 
are vastly complex and that is why Tunesi finds them forever fascinating. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1510 
Artwork 1 Title: Black Hole 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4cmx42cmx2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint and Charcoal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We think about everything we did and did not say or do, and everything yet to come. 
Practicing conversations that will never happen and obsessing over tiny details. 
  
 Black Hole is a piece of work which shows just how noisy and intrusive our thoughts can be and how hard it is to get 
out of the spiral once it starts. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1511 
 
Artist Name: Zhanjie Zhou 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/zhou_zhanjie/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am an art practitioner who is passionate about expressing unnatural feelings. I look into the inner 
state of modern people from the perspective of post-humanism and dystopia: exploring the tension between mind 
and digital technology. I am used to taking digital technology out of its original function, letting it reach a "vacuum" 
state, and applying it to the painting process. Through this technique I hope to present the interaction mechanism of 
mind and technology in the purest art form. Under this methodology, painting presents the visual effect of randomly 
cutting the order of the picture in a completely non-orthogonal manner, exposing the sharp boundaries of 
irregularity and non-secular logic in a natural way. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1511 
Artwork 1 Title: Virtual Madonna and child 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil pastel and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My artistic practice lies in the connection between the study of historical images and the 
post-humanistic experience as a reflection and influence on the development trend of contemporary culture. The 
painting is part of an interactive game that intersects with my computer. I formulated an interactive rule between 
painting and 3D image software. The pictorial process will influence the process of working on 3D image software 
and it will in turn influence the pictorial process and so on. The ephemeral emotions formed by "biological signals" 
are represented as random strokes on the canvas, they are scanned in 3D software for digital processing, then 
emitted back onto the canvas to receive the new "biological signals". The canvas is like a two-sided mirror that faces 
me and the machine at the same time. It is an observation of the mind and consciousness that, influenced by the 
machine, is like the "VipaÅ›yanÄ•" (it is a term that means “to see things in depth, as they really areâ€•) of 
Buddhism. In this process, the painting is semi-controlled by the machine, presenting incoherent, mixed and 
overlapping techniques. In this mode of painting, I can explore how digital interaction influences self-association and 
the mechanism of desire. 
  
  
  
  
  
  The subject of my painting lies in the reinterpretation of the Renaissance landscape, which represents the 
subversive thought of posthumanism. It suggests the structural adaptation that society must face today: the 
weakening of liberalism and the revival of nationalism. Faced with the technological revolution, all existing social 
structures are dealing with challenges , biotechnology and digital technology are about to subvert the foundations of 
humanism. Reviewing the consciousness and the mind of the individual becomes important for the new social 
construction. The Renaissance, as an important symbol of Western humanism, became an important clue to my 
artistic research. 
  
  
  
  
  
  The idea of painting that is part of an interactive game was born from my need to get rid of Internet addiction. After 
realizing the difficulty of freeing myself from Internet addiction, I gradually got into the habit of observing my 
conscience and mind while playing on the computer. Painting is a great mirror that helps me to discover new 
experiences and states of consciousness. I don't tolerate the results that are too predictable, which comes from my 
mental habits that have been shaped by the video games. What I need to see are unexpected accidents in the 
process of the interaction between a human and a computer, this is also the funniest part of video games, because 
any accident can be done in the game without causing serious consequences. At this point, video games and painting 
have something in common, the process is the most important. 
  
 Â   
  
  
  
 I expect that the interaction between me and my computer will gradually make me lose control of the image. I often 
have the feeling that "this is not my painting" when I am faced with the finished work. But this is not a problem for 
me. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1511 



Artist ID: 1512 
 
Artist Name: yvonne Welman 
Website: www.yvonne-welman.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Yvonne Welman is a realist painter and teacher living in the Netherlands. She creates multifaceted 
and engaging paintings that tell visual stories about her experiences and ideas. Frequently, her personal reaction to 
social issues is the motivation for her work.  
  
 She explains, “Feelings like frustration, anger or admiration about our society start my visualization process.â€• 
  
 She emphasizes that her paintings explore the “Zeitgeistâ€• from a feministic perspective and are at the same time 
“a propaganda for a disappearing world of meaningful pictures.â€• She enjoys creating narrative paintings with 
variations on traditional techniques. 
  
 She creates a more complex strip story from all the images we see every day.  
  
 The artist works with open acrylic or oil paint and often integrates textile fabrics or other materials from her 
personal history. 
  
 Inspiration from artists like Breughel, Jenny Saville, Jeroen Bosch, Georgia O' Keefe, Camille Claudel, Neo Rauch, Lita 
Cabellut. 
  
 Time is part of the painting by its slow creation . 
  
 The slow process is similar to the endless household chores and female craft like embroidery and knitting. It is the 
opposite of the superficial pictures we are surrounded with every day. 
  
 Most of her drawings have less complicated stories and are sometimes made only to celebrate beauty. The artist 
explains, “The drawing also has the function to clear my head from problems in my painting. After some time has 
passed the solution appears just like a moment of inspiration.â€•  
  
 She sees beauty as essential to art because, “Our mind needs beauty to stay alive and vibrant.â€• 
  
  
  
 Manhattan Arts International gave Yvonne an Award of Excellence in its annual juried competition “New 
Beginningsâ€• two years consecutively. Her painting “Kingpinâ€• was selected for the 2018 exhibition. She also won 
an Award of Merit in its “Hot Topics Bold Expressionsâ€• exhibition which was co-juried by James Bacchi, co-owner 
of ArtHaus Gallery in San Francisco, CA. Additional awards include 6th finalist for the “Schilderij van het Jaarâ€• 
painting contest, 3 awards from Light Space & Time Online Gallery, and three Certificates of Excellence awards from 
Palm-Art-Award Germany, American Art Awards category selfportrait 4th, political category 5th twice, among 
others.  
  
  
  
 The artist has exhibited at the Gender Institute of the University at Maastricht, Virtual FemArt Museum Amsterdam, 
CODA Museum Apeldoorn, and Basel Week Swiss , Passion for Freedom London, museum ship Cap San Diego 
Germany ,among other venues. 
  
  
  
 Yvonne received her education at the Academy of Arts Tilburg, the Netherlands. Because she wanted to hone her 
skills as a painter, she took lessons in 16th and 17th century oil painting techniques. She was a teacher in arts and art 
history for many years.  
  



Artist ID: 1512 
   
  
 She is a member of the Dutch artists societies NABK ,BOK, Waddinxveense Kunstkring, Krimpener Kunstwaard, 
Manhattan Arts International en Kun:st International Stuttgart 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1512 
Artwork 1 Title: Carpe Diem 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 120 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: open acryl plus collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: All elements , for instance colors,flowers , butterflies ,etc, refer to the fact that we all will 
die one time or another. So we should enjoy our life and make the most of it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1514 
 
Artist Name: MARIA WEGRZYNIAK-SZCZEPKOWSKA 
Website: http://wegrzyniak-szczepkowska.pl/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/wegrzyniakszczepkowska 
 
Artist Statement: The tapestries created by me 
  
 are the combination of traditional materials 
  
 and weaving techniques with unconventional 
  
 materials, such as leathers, electronic cables, 
  
 paper and household items. The essence 
  
 of my creativity is the content which has 
  
 a superior role. Tapestries are an expression 
  
 of a thoughtful reflection on the world 
  
 nowadays and today's man. The intention 
  
 of my artistic activity is to move 
  
 the recipient, face him with approval 
  
 or opposition. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1514 
Artwork 1 Title: DRESS 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 x 250 x 10 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1515 
 
Artist Name: Yifeat Ziv 
Website: www.yifeatziv.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/yifeatz/ 
 
Artist Statement: In a world that is becoming more and more visual-based, that is challenging human’s threshold of 
stimulation and attention, there is a necessity to develop new ways to engage with art. I believe that immersive 
listening experiences have the potential to stimulate people’s imagination, to provoke a meaningful and critical 
engagement.  
  
  
  
 In my sound performances and installations, I aspire to create situations where an active listening experience can 
emerge. I combine voice(s), electronics, field recordings and text into sound works that derive from my research of 
the human voice, acoustic ecology, technology and listening practices. I have recently graduated from the MA Sound 
Arts at the University of Arts London, London College of Communication (with distinction).  
  
   
  
 In August 2019 I was the recipient of Art for the Environment award that allowed me to participate in the Labverde 
programme in the Brazilian Amazon. Based on recordings that I made there and subsequent research, I created two 
works, a performance and a sound installation, that deals with environmental issues related to the Amazon and the 
intimate intersection and politics of the human voice and environmental listening.  
  
  
  
 My works were performed and exhibited internationally throughout the UK, Europe the US and Israel, including the 
Israeli Center for Digital Art, Design Museum and the Eretz-Israel Museum (IL), South London Gallery, Cafe OTO, 
Wellcome Collection and Art Licks Weekend (UK). My recent collaborations include artists such as David Toop (UK), 
William Parker (US), Stefan Thut (CH), London Experimental Ensemble (UK) and Roee Rosen (IL). 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1515 
Artwork 1 Title: The Echo of Our Breath 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 300X300X300 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video link: 
  
 https://vimeo.com/385789810 
  
  
  
 The Echo of Our Breath is a 4-channel installation that is controlled by a CO2 sensor that is affected by people’s 
breathing while attending the installation space. Comprised of Amazonian soundscapes and recordings of voice 
reverberation from the rainforest, this work proposes a timespace where the unseen impact of our own presence 
can be sensed through sound, inviting spectators to think about the air that we breathe and the way it is affected by 
anthropogenic processes.  
  
  
  
 The work was created based on Ziv's experience in the Labverde artist residency at the Adolpho Duke Forest 
Reserve, Amazon, Brazil, during August 2019. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1515 



Artist ID: 1516 
 
Artist Name: Sophie Goudman-Peachey 
Website: sophiepeachey.co.uk 
IG: @soph_peach / @peach.face 
 
Artist Statement: Sophie's work combines practices of painting, collage and printmaking to reconstruct existing 
narratives surrounding womxn in society. Her collective body of work is all about womxn owning and reclaiming 
their strength and power whilst also revealing their vulnerability, femininity, androgyny and masculinity. Her work 
aims to empower all womxn through intersectional politics of identity, race and sexuality and allowing space for 
womxn to be whoever they want. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1516 
Artwork 1 Title: False Pretences 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 x 0.2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Etching Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is about waiting on somebody to reveal their true intentions rather than 
continuing to live under false pretences.  
  
  
  
 The woman at the centre of the work is shown staring back at the viewer, a common theme across my work, 
challenging and confronting the male gaze. 
  
  
  
 In this particular piece, the woman's expression and demeanour give a sense of her discontent of feeling like she is 
being deceived, but also alludes to the frustrations of navigating our patriarchal society as a womxn. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1517 
 
Artist Name: Gabriella Buckingham 
Website: www.gabriellabuckingham.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/gabriellabuckingham/ 
 
Artist Statement: For me painting is a voyage of discovery. How the inner world responds to the known world. The 
colours and shadows cast by light are fascinating to me as are the emerging images created when I let my 
subconscious lead my painting.  
  
 I enjoy abstract painting for pure exploration of colour and paint and still life work to explore the colour in the 
shadows objects cast. Semi-abstract intuitive work contains all of these elements and this is potentially the work that 
interests me most. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1517 
Artwork 1 Title: Enchanted Evening 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm x 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on cradled board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a purely intuitive art work that emerged into being through interplay of colour and 
value. It draws  
  
 upon magical realism so that the viewer may interpret it as they wish. I enjoyed the emerging shapes and humour of 
this piece which also has typical elements of my work: the subtle layers of colour and the fascination of shadow and 
light. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1518 
 
Artist Name: Ayla Evans 
Website: https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/760022578/pet-portraits-in-unique-multicolour 
IG: https://instagram.com/aylajadeart?igshid=119czfhudcv0g 
 
Artist Statement: I am a young leeds/norwich based artist. I am passionate about the world and all the creatures that 
live in it. I use my multicoloured painting style to capture the beauty and colour the earths animals bring to this 
world. I try to capture the individual personalities of the animals I paint. I want to help people see their grace, their 
soles and the deserving place they have on this planet. I want to raise awareness of our fragile and endangered 
animals through portraying their sheer beauty. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1518 
Artwork 1 Title: Baby Ellie 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7Ã—21 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour and biro. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is playful and innocent Ellie the elephant. The vibrant colours compliment her lively and 
playful sole. I wanted to portray her joy for life and the beginning of her journey towards becoming the gracious 
gentle giants we know and love. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1523 
 
Artist Name: Matthew Gett 
Website: matthewgett.com 
IG: matthew_gett 
 
Artist Statement: Matthew Gett is a painter and illustrator.  
  
 He started his exploration of art at school and continued to refine his practice in college. 
  
  
  
 Growing up traveling around the globe, having resided in the Mid-West USA, Belgium, Australia and now the UK, 
Matthew has been exposed to some of the worlds best artist. Visiting such a diverse range of galleries and 
exhibitions throughout his life has inspired his work. 
  
  
  
 Using paint and pen to illustrate and convey his deepest emotions, past experiences, and fantasies 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1523 
Artwork 1 Title: LOVE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120cm x 79cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media (Acrylic, Pen and ink) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My intention with this pop art piece was to inspire through a melding of geometric and 
figurative art that embodies Prince’s unique creativity, passion, determination and love. I used powerful shapes and 
bold, primary colours to help personify the confident provocateur, performer and man, and I hope that others draw 
inspiration from this work and his enduring legacy. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1524 
 
Artist Name: Chloe Allwright 
Website:  
IG: @Margerie.on.toast 
 
Artist Statement: Margerie, A persona to represent the many, is a means to reflect on societal constructs, historical 
importance and current affairs. Recent works are an exploration of paradoxical understanding, separating our own 
reality through the means of an alternate universe, allowing the viewer to critique its own existence under the 
camouflage of humour. Margeries' world is a mirror image of our own, viewed through rose tinted glasses, a 
narrative exploration of our own triumph and misfortune throughout time, captured in a conceptual and audience 
friendly manner. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1524 
Artwork 1 Title: Slipping down the Margerie hole 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25cm X 25cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital drawing 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is the First image in a series of narrative mixed media works. 
  
 An introduction into the world of Margerie, a reflection upon all of the good and bad affecting humankind, 
shrouded by our own blissful ignorance. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1530 
 
Artist Name: Jingyi Huang 
Website: https://www.huangjingyi.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Jingyi Huang is an image-maker working on the reconstruction of images and texts. Her work is 
inspired by Susan Sontag’s 1949 plea “for a life of sensations rather than of thoughts.â€• In 1996, Susan Sontag 
wrote to Jorge Luis Borges: "We are still learning from you. We are still imitating you.â€• In the same way, Jingyi’s 
work ‘A Journey’ is an exploration to learn from the ideas of sensations and reason, thinking and planning, certainty 
and uncertainty - ideas that were so important to Sontag.  
  
   
  
 The Asian woman in the video is both the image receiver and image transmitter. The shadows of the images that 
move across her face are visualizations of the past. It is as if her eyes are projecting the images she receives. The 
viewer gazes at her. She returns the gaze.  
  
   
  
 The soundtrack plays a remix of sentences about thinking and sensation from Susan Sontag’s work. The words 
appear on the images on the right. The words show, in part, how sensations and reason influence Susan Sontag’s 
decisions.  
  
   
  
 Jingyi Huang imagines the ‘conversation’ happening during a journey. Travel footages gives audiences the sensation 
of being neither at the beginning nor at the end, but a sense of continuing and being on the way somewhere. The 
maze game superimposed on the images shows thoughts happening and represents a path that has been explored in 
hesitation. 
 
Notes:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HIiqbi41qGg2kXImpn7r4pB7ZdBOvpq1 
  



Artist ID: 1530 
Artwork 1 Title: A journey 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: various size 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video&projecting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HIiqbi41qGg2kXImpn7r4pB7ZdBOvpq1 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1531 
 
Artist Name: Luke Power 
Website: www.lukepower.art 
IG: @powerstudiosydney 
 
Artist Statement: The world watched Australia burn, while gasping at the problem of climate change. This work is a 
series of burnt flora, from Sydney's bushfires, wrapped in plastic.  
  
  
  
 We buy our food wrapped in plastic, we throw our rubbish out wrapped in plastic, our oceans choke with plastic. 
This Christo-esque serving of charcoal reformed through wrapping, is a platter of contemporary poisons.  
  
  
  
 Rest in peace burnt earth. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1531 
Artwork 1 Title: A body wrapped in plastic 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 185 x 5 (multiples) + small seed pods 5 x 5 (multiples) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal (tree branches & seed pods), plastic & photographs. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: All your judges look amazing, I'd be honoured for any of them to see my work. However I 
have worked in television for 20 years, currently at Australian Broadcast Corporation as an editor (strong ties with 
BBC), so Magnus Brooke seems a good choice given my background. Conrad & Josh also seem like incredible people. 
I am an emerging artist and recent Fine Arts graduate from the University of New South Wales.  
  
  
  
 These charcoal specimens are some remains found in Sydney's 2020 bushfires, collected from Blackheath in the Blue 
Mountains. 
  
  
  
 The sculptural work is accompanied by a series of photographs, creating greater context. These burnt landscapes 
are from January 17th, the first day of rain after the fires. These photos and further details of the sculpture are in my 
dropbox folder: 
  
  
  
 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k7yn7f3bwct7j23/AADmN7rdifHLLgBEBrDXJad6a?dl=0 
  
  
  
  
  
 I have doubts as to whether the burnt tree branches would pass UK quarantine, although it is thoroughly burn 
wood, so there is a chance it may.  
  
  
  
 It would be interesting to have this work on display in the UK, as the British often collected and collated specimens 
from abroad from colonies throughout their Empire expansion. This specimen signals climate change catastrophe 
from the other side of the globe, a commonwealth country.  
  
  
  
 Thanks for viewing my entry. Hope to work closely with you all in the future at some point. Wonderful to read up 
about you all. Best regards, 
  
  
  
 Luke 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1531 



Artist ID: 1533 
 
Artist Name: EL Wellens 
Website: ANDROMIDA.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Figure I 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1533 
Artwork 1 Title: Andromix 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Whichever size suits 
Artwork 1 Medium: Projection, Print,Screen Print Acetate,Photography selection 
Artwork 1 Commentary: All to the eye, 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1535 
 
Artist Name: Rose Wood 
Website:  
IG: Artbyrosewood 
 
Artist Statement: The driving force behind my work is portraits. With an enduring fascination in people and the 
architecture of their faces I like to express my own manifestation of their presence and emotional connections. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1535 
Artwork 1 Title: Man in the station 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36x36x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Man in the station is a representation from a photograph taken whilst waiting at King's 
Cross Station. It depicts my fascination with fleeting moments we have with one another and how strangers are 
connected for one small moment. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1536 
 
Artist Name: Stefanie Lynn Hendra 
Website: www.lynnartspiral.com 
IG: http://Instagram.com/lynnartspiral_ 
 
Artist Statement: I am intrigued with vivid colors, photographing peculiar objects and seeing how light affects moods 
and how the objects take form. Traveling was always a great source of inspiration for me. My influences are through 
my fascination with Japanese culture with Maiko style, fashion, film, music, graphic novels, comics and traveling the 
world as a military wife. I hope my photography will show a colorful warm touch of the art. Yokohama Chinatown 
was the most magical place in Japan that I have visited. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1536 
Artwork 1 Title: New Year 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21 cm x 27 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1537 
 
Artist Name: Judith Sturm 
Website: www.judithsturm.com 
IG: judith_sturm_contemporary_art 
 
Artist Statement: Judith Sturm was born in 1973 in Saarlouis, southwestern Germany on the border with France and 
Luxembourg. She lives and works in Berlin, Porto Cristo and Vienna. 
  
  
  
 Two stays in the USA, in 2006 and 2008 in the printing workshop of the well-known master printer Erika Greenberg-
Schneider in Tampa/Florida, have had a decisive influence on Judith Sturm's graphic work. In 2005, the master 
student of Prof. Baumgarten developed her own style of painting: "informal realism". 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1537 
Artwork 1 Title: Disneynym 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x100x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I was inspired to paint “Disneynymâ€• (Disneynymous) when I was scrolling down my 
timeline on facebook. It was then that I realized how many parents want to show their kids in beautiful dresses and 
costumes to the world, but for matters of privacy, place Emojis over their faces so to cover the identity of their 
children. I could not but recognize the irony in this. Wanting to show something or someone you are so proud of to 
all your friends, yet wanting to protect its identity at the same time. It becomes the known unknown, and the more 
people "like" this content, the normal it becomes. Characteristics of a generation are formed. Imagine showing 
photos of your loved ones to a circle of friends in 1979, having placed a sticker over the face to protect their identity. 
Would that not have caused outrage? Would you not be called a freak then? My work Disneynym (Disneynymous) 
wants to show this irony.  
  
  
  
 Find the mouse.  
  
  
  
 PS: I have not painted the Emoji to bring this issue on a deeper level, not just to joke about it, but that our children 
can really loose their clear identity though this behaviour, all looking the same in their same shoes and costumes but 
on the other hand with less individuality. "Loss of individuality in a time where everybody wants to be the most 
individual person but at the same time because everybody wants the same ends up without a real identity infact - 
with no identity at all" 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1537 



Artist ID: 1538 
 
Artist Name: Marc Standing 
Website: www.marcstanding.com 
IG: marcstanding 
 
Artist Statement: Marc Standing is a London based Zimbabwean artist, whose vibrant and complex paintings have 
developed along a path of mark making exploration. Intricate and sublime in the originality and mastery of his 
brushwork, they are informed by anthropology, biology and the complexities of existence, both physical and 
metaphysical. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1538 
Artwork 1 Title: Odyssey 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x120 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is informed by anthropology, biology and the complexities of existence, both 
physical and metaphysical. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1539 
 
Artist Name: Rian Hotton 
Website: https://www.rianhotton.com/ 
IG: @rianhotton 
 
Artist Statement: “Sometimes you may have a conflict in your mind about the rights and wrongs of a certain issue 
circulating in the media, Rian conveys those thoughts and feelings through his work. Other times he rediscovers a 
place that holds a lot of memories and evokes certain feelings of nostalgia, he commits to that visually. You may 
have been through a difficult period in life that is still raw, Rian wants to paint that. Put simply he has no rules as to 
the subject of what he paint so long at his has meaning to him, he paints because he wants to remember it as it was, 
a visual dairy of thought and feeling. Nostalgia is a strong pull but this can be superseded rapidly by the learning of a 
new subject, and superseded again by personal circumstance. The painting of 'Times Arrow' came at a time not of 
self reflection but of past reflection in reference to unanswered questions within the world of physics.â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1539 
Artwork 1 Title: Times arrow 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 X 150 X 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Time's Arrow" 2019 
  
  
  
 A question that has long been asked in physics. What is Time's Arrow ? Is it purely a series of connected moments, is 
time a man made calculation, is entropy time itself ? These thoughts have a profound interest for me. One thought 
that I kept coming back to was of a singular balance through to uniform chaos and back to a singular balance. This 
painting conveys a history of known time or entropy within the known universe and posses the same questions to 
the viewer. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1540 
 
Artist Name: Cate Field 
Website: catefield.com 
IG: @catefield 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London born artist now living in Dorset. In this work, I have used multiple layers to create 
collages that become metaphors for the paradox of urban living, in particular, the complexity and simplicity of daily 
life. The ordinary becomes a narrative where we can create stories. 
  
  
  
 The original photographs and films were all taken around Waterloo station in London, a place that was very familiar 
to me, and where I feel a strange resonance. Ordinary people, doing ordinary things become a kaleidoscope of 
colour. Each person has their own story, and yet all are connected within the labyrinth of the London railway system. 
  
  
  
 I completed an MA in Fine Art, specialising in photography, film, and sound at UCA Farnham in 2017. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1540 
Artwork 1 Title: The Escalator 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34cm x 25cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The ordinary becomes narrative. Collage of images shot on one day in March 2017 at 
Waterloo Station. 
  
  
  
 Film link below: 
  
  
  
 https://youtu.be/2o7YXvbpOUg 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1541 
 
Artist Name: paul digby 
Website: www.pauldigby.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/pj.digby/ 
 
Artist Statement: This painting is from a series of large scale paintings and drawings of urban landscapes; places that 
are familiar to the artist.  
  
 Paul manipulates digital images on photoshop and then draws/paints from the printouts in his studio mixing similar 
colours and tones of the flat opaque gouache paint and applied to a heavy paper with a grain. Paul focuses on the 
contrasts between light and dark, and man-made and nature. 
  
 A reference for the series is J.G. Ballard's dystopian book Concrete Island about isolation and alienation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1541 
Artwork 1 Title: Scothall Drive 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75X105X5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache on paper (black ash frame) 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1542 
 
Artist Name: Barbara Issahary 
Website: https://www.barbaraisart.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/barbaraissahary/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have been painting for 35 years and have always been a Realist / Expressionist painter. At 
University, I studied literature and for many years taught ‘English as a Foreign Language’. I have always felt a 
connection between art and literature and although largely self-taught as a painter, I have attended many painting 
workshops over the years. My fifteen minutes of fame came in 1999, when I sold a painting to the renowned 
musician and art collector, David Bowie. 
  
 What attracts me to the act of painting is the ability to be transported in time and space, to travel without actually 
leaving the studio. This is in many ways similar to reading a book. 
  
 The themes in my work of ‘Identity, Introspection, Reflection’ are not overt but rather lie beneath the surface, as 
they do in my own personality. For many years I have painted the human form, not in search of aesthetics, but 
rather to take on the role of observer. I begin by working from life, I am less interested in depicting personal 
“likenessâ€•, but rather in creating an atmosphere which allows the viewer to participate in the experience. 
  
 To some degree, all painters contend with those who came before them and with each brush stroke I apply, I am 
aware of how similar strokes appeared over the centuries. I find both Classical and Contemporary painting 
inspirational, Lucian Freud is as relevant to me, as Corot or Velazquez. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1542 
Artwork 1 Title: Hipster Lad 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The boy in this portrait is youthful and urban, he is gazing downwards, probably at his cell 
phone. He looms large within the confines of the canvas, as if he has grown over time and become too large for the 
space, similar to when a boy outgrows his clothes. This portrait is wryly amusing and the character depicted could be 
familiar to each of us.  
  
 Portraits have always been hugely popular and today with the invention of the selfie, they are central to our mass 
culture. Once a symbol of status, portraits today are of “Every-manâ€•, the more ordinary the person, the more 
easily we can identify with him. 
  
 As my portraits evolve over time, they come to life and become companions in my studio. Although not self-
portraits, they all depict certain aspects of who I am today, they are my studio friends and I become acquainted with 
them personally, before moving on to the next one. 
  
 “Every portrait that is painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not of the sitterâ€•: 
  
  Oscar Wilde “The Portrait of Dorian Grayâ€• 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1542 



Artist ID: 1544 
 
Artist Name: Katharina Kops 
Website: katharinakops.de 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Radiance, mood, feeling - our perception is filled with phenomena that are often diffuse, fleeting 
and difficult to describe.Â I emphasize these affective qualities in my monotypes / prints. The artistic approach is to 
depict the shadowy, the not too obvious, the associative.  
  
 My works describe a kind of inner attitude of the sitter, whereby atmosphere and expression are predominant. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1544 
Artwork 1 Title: unititled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: monotype on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1545 
 
Artist Name: Martin Mur 
Website:  
IG: mrtnmur 
 
Artist Statement: Martin Mur is half-swiss half-spanish, is 29 years old, and is based in Zurich, where he is currently 
doing a Master of Fine Arts in the ZHdK, the univeristy of the Arts. His work explores, through a wide scope, the need 
to redirect our interactions to a more nurturing and healing experience within our interlinked reality. His projects 
and collaborations are embed- ded within the frame of art direction, filmmaking and visual storytelling, recently also 
exploring new common grounds within the digital media 
  
 arts and interactive experiences. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1545 
Artwork 1 Title: In Mid Mist 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170x275x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography framed pictures 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Mist as a philosophical entity, as a visual metaphor of our potential to imagine and conceive 
alternative landscapes. As if our inability to see the complete depths of it became a blank canvas where to project 
our personal imaginations of what this space could be and as a reflection of our own actions as inhabitants of this 
natural environment. The images intend to enlighten the limitations of our natural resources, as if they were set in 
an unwanted but likely future where the vast nothingness of space was conquering our last niche of breathing space. 
Through these images, the mind is able to wander silently into personal thoughts, memories, while finding 
unexpected beauty in an undefined horizon, only visible within this blinding presence of mist. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1548 
 
Artist Name: Daniel Welsh 
Website:  
IG: https://instagram.com/dans.left.out?igshid=1c27cd9j2guk3 
 
Artist Statement: My work is purely observational and I try not to convey any message, meaning or context, I believe 
it is down to the viewer to interpret what they wish. My work is concerned with the human form and all my 
significant work to date has been figurative. My work consists of two main strands, life drawings of individuals found 
through instagram, grindr, Twitter, friends of friends and people made known to me by word of mouth. The second 
strand is portraits, I tend only to paint people I know well or occasionally public figures that I find fascinating. I am a 
working class artist based based in manchester trying to fit my work round my day job in the NHS, all my work is 
more or less proudly produced in my bedroom as that's the only place I have to work! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1548 
Artwork 1 Title: Shane Portrait Two 2019- 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150cm x 120cmx 5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and felt pen on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This portrait is of my best friend in his flat in Rome. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1558 
 
Artist Name: Kevin Judge 
Website:  
IG: instagram.com/kevinjudge_ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a recent graduate of the National college of Art & Design in Dublin where i studied Fine Art. 
Since leaving college, i have been focused on improving my technical skills as a painter and pushing myself to create 
a respectable body of work, whilst navigating the challenges of life as an emerging artist. 
  
 I paint mainly portraits of myself and the people around me. i like to include humour and symbolism in my paintings 
as well as references to the masters, traditional portraiture and still life. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1558 
Artwork 1 Title: I Like America And America Likes Me... 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91x71x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I've always wanted to write the next great american novel - be the Kerouac or Allen 
Ginsberg of my generation - but I'm not really a writer. So I decided to paint it instead. As this painting is a self 
portrait I have tried to use motifs and objects to reference certain artists, writers and bands that have had a 
significant cultural impact on my upbringing and have shaped who I am today. Every item of clothing and even the 
white plastic chair were carefully chosen as they each evoke a powerful emotion about a specific moment or time in 
my life. 
  
 But dont read too much into the Capri-Sun. Thats not a reference to anything really, it was just a very hot day. And i 
love them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1562 
 
Artist Name: Bianca MacCall 
Website: http://bianca-maccall.squarespace.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/biancamaccall 
 
Artist Statement: Bianca MacCall studied Illustration at the Arts University Bournemouth and completed the Drawing 
Intensive at the Royal Drawing School in Shoreditch. Her work explores the idea of space, in both industrial and 
natural environments. She uses drawing and collage to create work with a strong focus on mark making, structure 
and form. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1562 
Artwork 1 Title: Fondazione Prada 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 46 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Made during a visit to Milan, the artwork shows a segment of the Prada Foundation, with a 
strong focus on form, light and refection. The artists portrays landscapes in a way that makes you look at it with 
fresh eyes, being able to find something interesting and beautiful in the every day. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1571 
 
Artist Name: Jenny Wright 
Website:  
IG: dr_jenny_wright17 
 
Artist Statement: My recent work builds upon research into Alzheimer’s disease. Working with scientists and medical 
practitioners at Kings College London I am producing series of work based on the microbiological and psychological 
aspects of this devastating disease. I entitle works as ‘Mary P is missingâ€¦ ‘, examining the experience of a patient 
whose memories and life experiences are being diminished in the tangle of plaque in her brain caused by bacterial 
infection. While the immediate disappears, her distant memories are rearranged to form an alternate world. Her 
imagination and recollection continually reforms and fluctuates while her brain struggles and dies. Combining 
printmaking and drawing techniques I make images that involve corroding metal, layering and erasing marks 
following and recording the invasion of bacteria through porous tissue and bone, responding to images of the young 
Mary P as she becomes lost in the disorder of distorted and dying brain cells. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1571 
Artwork 1 Title: Mary P ...lost 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 22x 16 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Aqua tint, sumi ink and graphite 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The devastating damage to brain tissue causing loss of memory and changes in personality 
has its roots poor oral health. Porphyromonas gingivalis and Treponema denticola bacteria, implicated in the 
development of Alzheimer’s disease, enter the body via the oral cavity and contribute to neural inflammation and 
late onset Alzheimer's disease. This image combines visual references to bacterial infection, and the gradual 
decomposition and disappearance of Mary P. I chose to use aqua tint particularly as an appropriate technique 
involving the erosion of a metal plate with acid. Areas of graphite also have been erased removed and reapplied, 
with lines of sumi ink being a constant definition of the original physical being, now being lost and overwhelmed by 
neurological destruction. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1573 
 
Artist Name: Wendy Campbell-Briggs 
Website: wendycampbellbriggs.wordpress.com 
IG: wendycampbellbriggs 
 
Artist Statement: In her artwork Wendy investigates the idea of collecting and collections, linking historic and 
contemporary practice. Using the simplicity of ceramic forms to express the fragility of our environment, she creates 
both one-off sculptural pieces as well as artworks in series.Â Her aim is to make the work visually engaging whilst 
communicating an important environmental message about the consequences of global warming. Climate change 
has the potential to cause extinctions in a majority of the world’s valuable ecosystems resulting 
  
 in catastrophic species loss.Â  
  
  
  
 In some of her artworks she uses lachrymatories as a symbol for loss.Â These small ceramic phials are more 
commonly known as tear bottles which were used during the Roman period to collect the tears of mourners. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1573 
Artwork 1 Title: Erosion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 82x71x10 
Artwork 1 Medium: ceramic/steel/linen cord 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork consists of 35 porcelain hand formed lachrymatories with rusted steel 
stoppers. Most have been left in their natural pure white porcelain, some have been treated with oxides to add 
colour, whilst others have been raku fired. They are hung by linen cord from a rusted steel 'shelf'.  
  
  
  
 The bottles represent sea pebbles. Pebbles begin life as rock fragments broken away from cliffs then progressively 
worn smooth by the sea’s relentless motion. En masse they dazzle and close up they reveal their geological history 
with layers of sediment, fossils and seams of quartz.  
  
  
  
 This natural beauty comes at a price. Rising sea levels due to climate change are speeding up this erosion causing 
environmental degradation and species loss. The porcelain eggs on the shelf  
  
 represent seabirds which are one of the most threatened groups of vertebrates in the world. Steep declines in 
populations have been noticed almost everywhere. www.birdlife.org 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1573 



Artist ID: 1576 
 
Artist Name: Luca Bosani 
Website: http://www.lucabosani.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/luca_bosani/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: My practice questions the structures that influence the development of individual and collective 
identity. Deconstructing and dissecting my own identity and gender, I propose fluid and inclusive modes of being.  
  
  
  
 Starting from existing garments (sneakers, male formal wear, football boots), I alter, dismantle and reconstruct 
them, in order to shift their meaning and to reconfigure their symbolic value.  
  
  
  
 Through my uncanny sculptures and wearable paintings, I test the impact of what we wear on our behaviour and 
personality. These elements are stand alone pieces, which on special occasions, are brought to life in live 
performances.  
  
  
  
 Pointy shapes and metal spikes are juxtaposed with gentle curves, soft textures and radiant colours. Form manifests 
itself in its divergent connotations: dissonant and harmonious, hostile and seductive. The coexistence of seemingly 
incompatible features, gives to my works a humorous and whimsical effect. 
  
  
  
 Fashion functions as a mirror for the self. ‘Sculptural Shoes’ and unconventional ‘non-uniforms’ are presented to the 
audience as a tool to alter perceptions, challenging stereotypes and preconceptions.  
  
  
  
 A fixed idea of identity is challenged at any moment; while fluidity, change and metamorphosis are playfully 
encouraged. Existing both in solitude and togetherness, my final goal is to foster critical thinking and to encourage 
personal and collective transformation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1576 
Artwork 1 Title: Sculptural Shoes (hot pink) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 38x14x52 
Artwork 1 Medium: (Sculpture) Urethane, Silicone, Varnish, Paint, Steel, Nike Air Max Plus 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Sculptural shoes (hot pink)’ are more than a sculpture. They reject categorisation and they 
can be seen as a result of a metamorphosis of the shoes Nike Air Max Plus.  
  
  
  
 Nike Air Max Plus is an iconic sneaker, which is internationally popular among teenagers but also worn by many 
adults. The sneaker was created in 1998, and it is strongly connected with the idea of group, community, personal 
identity and branding. It is often associated with young males, street gangs, clubbing and rave culture.  
  
  
  
 In my work I decided to distort this form, in order to change its meaning and connotation. 
  
  
  
 Detaching from the mass production and capitalist driven idea behind the original sneaker, I upcycled this item, 
creating a one of kind Sculptural Shoe. The sculpture has five pointed shapes that extrude outwards and fourteen 
football metal studs as sole. On the other hand, it is painted with an eye pleasing ‘hot pink’ gradient and has a soft 
creamy texture that suggest a gentle and playful nature. 
  
  
  
 The coexistence of these seemingly incompatible features, gives to the work a humorous and whimsical effect, 
suggesting a layered and fluid idea of identity.  
  
  
  
 With ‘Sculptural shoes (hot pink)’ my aim to underline the complexity and the contradictions that each individual 
and group carry within itself. Beyond the idea of a product made to please a specific audience and to conform, my 
work would like to pose questions and to create dialogue. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1576 



Artist ID: 1586 
 
Artist Name: Anthony Carey 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Anthony Carey is an interdisciplinary artist working in painting, sculpture and time-based forms. He 
is currently studying for a BA in Creative Arts with the Open College of Arts and is involved with an exploration of 
different forms of connection, both social and personal, and an ongoing quest to distil the essence of the moment 
into distinctive visual remnants. 
  
  
  
  His search for this essence has led him to explore the randomness of recalled emotions through painting, 
photography and stop-frame animation. From working in acrylic he has recently moved into working with oil and 
wax on panel/canvas. 
  
  
  
 He has self-published books in areas related to both the arts and also humour in conjunction with his daughter and 
brother. His work has been exhibited in galleries and book fairs in Ireland and the UK. He currently lives and works in 
Dublin, Ireland. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1586 
Artwork 1 Title: Deep in your soul 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45x35x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil, wax and acrylic on panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece centres on the randomness of recalled emotional memory and how an image’s 
meaning changes depending upon the context and the viewer, which could be characterized as being analogous to 
pareidolia. The viewer is encouraged to meet this work in their own way and on their terms. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1587 
 
Artist Name: Bex Massey 
Website: https://bexmassey.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/masseybex/ 
 
Artist Statement: Bex Massey’s work examines the role of painting and the language of display in the face of popular 
culture. Through the amalgamation of sculptural form and simulacra she investigates notions of worth: In terms of 
allegory; the throw away nature of British popular culture and the undercurrent of anxiety drifting just below the 
surface of daily life. Motifs commonly found within her work to express this consumer gluttony are extracted from 
the 80s/90s overlap of her childhood. Massey returns to the palette of her adolescence as it remains a slower era-
pre computer, internet and cloud. She appropriates & refashions this paraphernalia in an ‘awkward couple’ of garish 
nostalgia and traditional making techniques. The nature of painting further epitomising this construct of time and its 
suggested worth-in the replication of the fleeting image lest the click of a flash, mouse or ctrl alt delete.  
  
  
  
 Massey borrows lengthy processes from the old Masters to replicate quick links from Adobe Suite in a bid to push 
away from the digital. This competition between man and machine came to a head in her solo shows Ã€hhá, 2017 
and Ã€hháÃ€hhá, 2018 where she attempted to emulate how a painting might ‘physically’ feel in lieu of VR 
technology. She is now extrapolating the principals of the expanded frame in 2D. She utilises this collaging process to 
discuss the farcical disparity between the genders. Recent shows have focused on the cross overs between feminism 
and the British Class System and more over North South divide. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1587 
Artwork 1 Title: Looking for up 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 94cm x 130cm x 1.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Looking for up’ is a new piece made from an old series: Bex Massey has painted 
  
 over an existing canvas of Heather Mills from a 2011 series and graphic novel based 
  
 on her life called ‘Heather Lennon’. ‘Heather Lennon’ was in hindsight quite a 
  
 reactionary, angry and naïve series picking Mills apart and asserting that she had 
  
 previously wanted to marry John Lennon and had jumped ship after Yoko came on 
  
 the scene. Drawing mock-heroic beginnings from Alexander Popes (1712) ‘The rape 
  
 of the lock’ this tongue in cheek graphic novel manipulated reality for satirical 
  
 purposes and in so doing documented a long list of negatives attributed to the 
  
 celebrity. The latter-day painting was a perfect illustration of how the Media 
  
 indoctrinates the masses into thinking that women who are concerned with money, 
  
 fame or power are bad. This portrayal of strong women being predatory in glossy 
  
 magazines and the interweb is detrimental to the emancipation of the female race as 
  
 how could the balance between the sexes be readdressed without robust leaders? 
  
  
  
 Eight years later Bex Massey aims to bury the negativity of yester year and instead 
  
 present ‘looking for up’. This new painting further illustrates the double standards 
  
 and deep-seated misogyny which have existed since the Greeks. Massey therefore 
  
 nigh on obliterates the initial image of Heather Mills leaving court post Paul 
  
 McCartney divorce procedures with motifs of the Ancients and hers and Mills shared 
  
 childhoods in the North East. To say Massey was now a fan of her Northern 
  
 compadre would be a lie, but a new found respect for Mills has been established in 
  
 making this work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1587 



Artist ID: 1605 
 
Artist Name: Evan Lovejoy 
Website: www.lovejoyartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/evanlovejoy 
 
Artist Statement: I have an intense fascination with the way in which human beings perceive animals. Their forms 
are hijacked, and they become surrogates for our ideas, stories, and symbols, despite their inherent isolation from 
the human thought process. The true animal becomes more and more separated from our consciousness and is 
replaced by something artificial: a chimera of images and ideas created through a maelstrom of cartoons, fables, 
wildlife documentaries, museum dioramas, conservationist policies, and zoos. The animals I paint are not 
representations of their real life counterparts, but instead display a form that is entirely an artifice. 
  
  
  
 Painting with acrid colour and grounding the animal body in pockmarked, desolate landscapes, I hope to 
encapsulate my own dichotomous relationship with animals â€” a mixture of wonder for the natural world and 
disgust with anthropogenic environmental destruction. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1605 
Artwork 1 Title: Study Of A Musk Ox 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76cmx102cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1611 
 
Artist Name: Hannah Webber 
Website: www.hannahwebberart.co.uk 
IG: @hannah_webber_inkonpaper 
 
Artist Statement: My work explores ways to communicate the emotional experiences and observations of women. 
I’m inspired by stories of women overcoming difficult situations. Often, heads stare straight out of the canvas 
connecting directly with the viewer, and the intimacy that creates is totally deliberate. I would like the viewer to feel 
like they might be having a conversation with this person, that they are real, and that is also the reason for the use of 
a realistic style. I often draw myself - but that is not of significance, it could be any woman - the emotion and story 
are the important part.  
  
  
  
 I’m currently working on a new body of work developing a psychological aspect, with the use of paint textures and 
mark making, exploring ways of adding these in a meaningful way. I’m also beginning to include more than a head - 
gestural hands, symbolic objects - using these together with mark-making as a way of adding to the story and 
emotion that fuels the work. I always aim to create something powerful and strong.  
  
  
  
 I hope that women can relate to the work and if someone’s reaction is ‘yes, I know that feeling’, then the work is, in 
my view, a success, and we have connected. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1611 
Artwork 1 Title: If it's all unreal, where are we really? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 50cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Depersonalisation is the strange psychological experience where one feels detatached, and 
reality seems unreal. This work explores the very odd sensation of not being part of 'now', where some parts of the 
body seem like they do not belong to their owner. To whom do they belong, and where are our own? What strange 
creatures we are, human beings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1614 
 
Artist Name: Samson Tudor 
Website: samsontudorblog.com 
IG: samsontudorart 
 
Artist Statement: At the heart of my artwork lies an exploration of the human condition, a perhaps futile attempt to 
decode it. 
  
  
  
 My practice utilises narrative, figurative oil painting and drawing, with elements of allegory, as a form of socio-
political commentary. The ambiguous narratives present an unsettling vision of a world in a state of disorder, 
through oppressive and powerful imagery that conveys semi-dystopian undertones. Offering varied interpretations 
and potential readings, my work aims to invite debate through exposing the forgotten individuals, struggling to exist 
in contemporary society. 
  
  
  
 The actions and consequences within my artwork act as an observation of class issues, pertaining to increasing 
inequality and social mobility. The elements of displacement and instability stem from the current socio-political 
climate and the politics of fear. From the shifting landscape of European politics to broader global conflicts and 
nuclear tensions. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1614 
Artwork 1 Title: Visions 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 73 x 53 x 4 CM (framed with mount) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pastel and charcoal on sanded card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The drawing, titled ‘Visions’, is a key piece in a series of work that investigates a semi-
dystopian analogy, which explores the human condition and notions of existentialism. My intention was to present a 
vision of an ambiguous, oppressive future - an exaggeration of the currently unstable socio-political climate. In 
attempting to capture this zeitgeist, I sought to invite debate about the politics of the past and present, exposing 
subjects ignored or seemingly overlooked. 
  
  
  
 I utilise photomontage, digital image manipulation and collage technique to create studies for my portraits, a 
process which resonates with notions of identity and with physiognomic studies. By combining the traditional and 
analogue with the contemporary and digital, I seek to challenge the concept of portraiture itself. 
  
  
  
 The post-truth era of fake news and data privacy breaches also shares an engagement with my drawn portraits, in 
which I essentially search through photographic archives and manipulate imagery, blurring truths and capturing 
unknown identities. This is reflected in the portrait’s distant and alienating manner; forcing spectators to elicit their 
own stories and personalities. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1614 



Artist ID: 1621 
 
Artist Name: Hyder Habib 
Website:  
IG: subtletint 
 
Artist Statement: Light in all its forms is the wellspring of Hyder Habib’s photographic creations, capturing the instant 
when light breaks through darkness to illumine the true essence of a moment. 
  
  
  
 To present its roughness, its softness, its fullness or emptiness. 
  
  
  
 Starkly elemental, drawing in turn on the effects of water, earth and air. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1621 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunrise in Algamitas, Spain 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7x42cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A beautiful sunrise in the Algamitas, Spain 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1622 
 
Artist Name: Natalia Mancini 
Website: www.nataliamancini.org 
IG: nataliamancinipittrice 
 
Artist Statement: I think that art is capturing the spirit of reality, transforming it and creating something new with its 
own autonomy, with a new language that leads the spectator to meditate, to ask himself questions, to learn 
something new. I am enchanted by the beauty that surrounds me and even more by the possibility, through 
painting, of catching it in order to produce a free-standing reality. Through figurative art I have always tried to 
explain how I see things, through abstractionism, instead, how reality can be transformed into something different 
but deeply connected with our emotions and feelings. I think beauty is a concept and as such we don’t need to 
express it through a particular shape or to give it a name. I am deeply convinced that, even if not everything can be 
thought as art, everything may become art. This is what encourages and pushes me further in exploring the ways of 
art, through painting. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1622 
Artwork 1 Title: Diptych 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x(2x70)x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The central idea of the diptych is that figurative art and abstractionism are two different but 
complementary approaches to investigate reality: through figurative painting, reference to nature is direct, explicit 
and indispensable. On the other side, through abstractionism, we go beyond reality and it is possible to grab the core 
of perception. Contemplation is one of the main feature of abstractionism. With abstractionism the shapes of nature 
become shapes of mind. In the diptych the woman meditates. Women are the central point of my research in 
figurative painting. The hair colour is red, the colour of passion, the color of emotions. The hair oversteps the frame 
of the first canvas to reach a new visual dimension, where becomes purely abstract and splits the surface describing 
an imaginary world. A small red bird seems to tell us that there is a misunderstanding, that everything is real, more 
than it appears. But in this way also a circularity is established. The beginning and the end overlap, figurative art and 
abstractionism are two sides of the same coin. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1633 
 
Artist Name: Carike Cronje 
Website: https://icarus4art.wixsite.com/website 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/icarus4art/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work consists mostly of digital art, though I like to keep it a painted style. In most cases, my 
work is entirely made up of fantasy characters, elves, dragons, angels and so on. I like to tell a story in my art, of the 
characters, what they're feeling, as well as the world they are in.  
  
 I like the characters being something that you don't expect, or maybe in situations you don't expect. When I was 
younger and starting out, I wanted my audience to immediately see the difference, with darker themes. Though in 
my latest work I've made the theme lighter, and more subtle. I want the audience stare into the art and find the 
world. 
  
 I've been inspired by a lot of artists. Liosh is one of my favourite digital artists, and I really enjoy the art from the 
Rococo period, especially Rose-Adelaide Ducreux and Anna Dorothea Therbusch. Mostly for the style and detail. For 
my themes, I tend to just, follow what's in my imagination. 
  
 I believe art is an expression of what's in your heart and emotion. It's what art has always been for me. It frees all 
the thoughts and stories in my head and comes alive on the paper, and screen. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1633 
Artwork 1 Title: Potestas Copia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28,12X50X7,5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: New media art, Digital art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With this artwork I had a very specific story in mind, one that has a city that is bright and 
beautiful on the outside, waiting to be explored. There's excitement in the air, but also a darkness to it. You're not 
sure what you are going to get, but there is a sea of possibilities, worthy of being explored. 
  
 I like to believe the theme itself is Possibilities 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1634 
 
Artist Name: Khilna Shah 
Website: www.khilnashah.art 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Khilna Shah is a British Indian artist based in London producing small to large-scale abstract works 
in a range of traditional mediums, ground pigments, glass, stone, wood, metal, gold leaf, textiles and more, fused 
together in mixed-media layering processes. Each series of sculptural paintings are spontaneous but lengthy 
undertakings dependent on the characteristics of materials, which compositionally, generate further avenues of 
exploration. Her practice is an ongoing visual documentary of revelatory heightened thoughts, feelings and 
experiences - not always rationally understandable - that are drawn out from fleeting and mundane moments of 
everyday life content. People and places; sounds and smells; beginnings and endings of existence; the changing 
world and its elements; emotions ranging from joy to despair, all delivered in their various objectified blends and 
grouped together like chapters in a book. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1634 
Artwork 1 Title: Pachamama 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cmx100cmx2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed materials and mediums on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Pachamama’ pays homage to the Earth. It depicts a humble yet opulent valley full of energy 
and life, and a richness in its beauty and bounty to one that is slowly diminishing in self-sufficiency. The horizontal 
lines in gold travelling through the turbulent elements, convey a changing climate reacting to overuse of its 
resources - a journey from an abundant past to an impoverished future time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1635 
 
Artist Name: Ricky Byrne 
Website: https://www.rbyrneart.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/gp3p/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: I primarily use natural and historically rich materials such as precious metals and stone in an 
attempt to make work that is original, robust, luxuriant and with a nod to my dearest inspirations: myth, science, 
philosophy and history. 
  
  
  
  The work contained within is made (mostly) through a combination of researching old tomes in dusty online 
archives, extracting the beautiful, forgotten and interesting things I find there and reimagining them through 
contemporary screenprinting and gilding practices. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1635 
Artwork 1 Title: Cosmograph 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x70 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screenprinting and hand gilded 24kt gold 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Cosmograph combines a 16th century cosmograph from Christopher Clavius’; In Sphaeram 
Ioannis de Sacro Bosco gilded in 24kt gold and a screen printed layer of an excerpt of T.J Hulls 19th century 
constellation map featured in The Orient Line.  
  
  
  
  Christopher Clavius was a mathematician and astronomer who contributed to the Gregorian calendar and was a 
pioneer of a mathematical method and curriculum in a time where it was ridiculed by his peers. He did sexy things 
with decimal points in astronomy, accepted inherent problems with the wonky ptolemaic model of the solar system 
and was a contemporary of Copernicus.  
  
  
  
 A pretty cool guy all round. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1635 



Artist ID: 1636 
 
Artist Name: Vivienne Gibbon 
Website:  
IG: @Viviennegibbon 
 
Artist Statement: Movement and the body's relationship to created forms are presently the focus of my practice. 
Currently utilising predominantly metal sculptural structures combined with the physicality of my body as a basis for 
exploration, I further alter these initial forms by directly interacting with them in live interventions, therefore both 
challenging the ideas of finite sculpture and seeking and ongoing dialog between myself and the materials. Thoughts 
of the balance between revealing and concealing- the need to be seen by the Other and the need to be hidden- are 
also explored in these interventions, through which dialogues between interior and exterior worlds are expressed via 
the manipulation of physical objects. As well as integrating my body into these constructed pieces, other sensorial 
elements offered by the material are foregrounded to further enhance immersive and interpretive qualities. Sounds 
made by 'playing' the sculptural elements in various locations are recorded and edited, then subsequently played 
back in situ while the live interventions take place. The recorded sounds are at times dissonant and out of step with 
the live physical interactions, yet via responding to the recorded elements with layering improvised live sound I seek 
to create a balanced tension between the creations/destruction process of the performed interventions. The siting 
of my sculptures is a further core element I am developing; seeking to respond to specific locales which influence 
and blend with the materials and performative elements of the work. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/244524594 
  



Artist ID: 1636 
Artwork 1 Title: as yet unknown 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x50x50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: metal rods 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/244524594 
  
  
  
 An on going dialogue between the artist and the piece, an upsetter of the rhythms and fixed patterns/ positions our 
bodies assume. A work that is built around the changing forms of the body and the environment in which it placed 
in- to challenge thoughts about what is possible with sculpture, while also incorporating use of other senses. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1638 
 
Artist Name: Lee Allton-Reynolds 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/mouldycrow/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am currently studying my final year studying BA in Visual Media. In the past two years I have 
began working in oil. Leading to my work moving away from a illustrative style, to something much more abstract. I 
have found that the use of oils combined with a traditional drawing language. I have been able to explore more 
abstract and expressive methods of creation. This has led me to be able to have greater focus on the feeling and 
emotion during the painting process. So that the energy of the initial idea's maintained throughout the painting. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1638 
Artwork 1 Title: Is this the end? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 119 x 168 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, Ink, Chalk 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Tormented mind seeking that what is beyond. To make sense of the world and my place in 
it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1643 
 
Artist Name: Iwona Rozbiewska 
Website: www.yvarosby.blogspot.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/iwonarozbiewska/ 
 
Artist Statement: I create art installations, objects, experimental video. My work relate strictly to architecture, to 
widely understood culture, and to cases I encounter in the space around me. I am inspired by architecture and 
design, which is well visible in forms that I create and work on. I explore relations between forms and the meaning. I 
undertake a game, in which I create well known forms, at the same time rejecting their meaning, pointing out to 
different application than initially intended. I work and experiment with materials, I use both old materials, 
sometimes used up, and look for new ones and explore their structure and application. Development of my recent 
artistic works points out at advancing “opennessâ€•, drilling down linearity and infinity, transcending borders and 
entering the space of impossibility / fiction. I currently focus on the theme of idyll, I explore the subject of 
development in idyll, I am interested in appearing utopia and artificiality of this state, as well as inaccessibility. An 
example of my current activity is the installation on which I working now. Rocks made of plywood and metal beds 
hung over them. This work will be a result of my first exploration of the idea of “development in idyllâ€•. Metal 
beds, in this installation hung one next to another, create one plane. Such a juxtaposition create new meanings, and 
absurd application of things and distortions and scaling of objects create transrealistic reflections. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1643 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140x200x160cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: plywood, wood, metal, plastic, foil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The grey wooden blocks refer to the hard, architectural forms, as well as metal and plastic 
tubes. The silver painted, a piece of old dryed tree, and a piece of foil painted with green colours refer to nature. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1644 
 
Artist Name: BRIDGET ADAMS 
Website: www.wisepeopleart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/bridgetadamsart 
 
Artist Statement: Artist impatient to make a difference! One life, many chances’! Driven by social and political 
justice, endeavouring to feed our humanity into reasoning. 
  
   
  
  
  
 My work is inspired by the pattern of human nature and uses contemporary topical social and political issues to 
motivate a response of reflection and consideration of our impending actions. 
  
  
  
  
  
 Through my work I seek human connectives believing, it is possible to work as one collective, if we can find that 
common all-important thread that bridges us together to prevent the atrocities that humanity initiates. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1644 
Artwork 1 Title: Shit Creek, illustration 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 214x67x6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand drawn pencil, digital collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Capturing 365 days in time of when three significant and traumatic events happen too 
closely together locked in this illustration. The self actualisation that is accepted and cannot be denied. From the first 
day to the last, all in one illustration.  
  
 An observation/illustration of trauma through time. 
  
 If trauma was visual and objective. 
  
 The purpose of this concept is to try and trigger humanities common thread of empathy towards each other and to 
attempt to feel further than our own four walls. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1648 
 
Artist Name: Irena Pasic 
Website: www.behance.net/irenapasicpaintings 
IG: @pasicirena 
 
Artist Statement: Painting for me is a powerful and creative expression by which I communicate what it feels like to 
be alive. Testifying on the human condition through our post/industrial and post/consumer times, my paintings are 
born as the inner necessity to canalize the emotional and spiritual dimension of the physical world. Hidden 
landscapes of my visions are revealed between figurative and abstract while assembling brush stokes to represent 
violence and tenderness, I represent vibrant contrast between lights and shadows â€¦ it is an effervescent memory 
that is a channel to escape the blackness of mortality. 
  
  
  
 To name this painting series I appropriate title of one Bob Dylan's album. 
  
 It is based on the concept of timelessness. 
  
 In Spain, where I lived for a long time, shadows and light are very strong entities. 
  
 Here I exude Mediterranean shadow, one extraordinary element. 
  
 It is something you inhabit. 
  
 It is an ode to water, oceans, seeâ€¦. 
  
 Also, it is a see you can swim in with pure pleasure. 
  
 Until you see the shadow in the water. 
  
 Blue, bluesâ€¦ 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1648 
Artwork 1 Title: Sparkling comes from inside 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 93 x 130 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1650 
 
Artist Name: Herveline Cremmer 
Website: herveline-cremmer.com 
IG: littlefrogarts 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice is concerned with expressing the troubled and subconscious shadow of the human 
condition on a personal level, inspired by the grotesque, David Lynch, Francis Bacon, Goya and the Surrealist 
movement. The style I employ can be described as being between nightmarish, grotesque, horror and macabre. My 
art serves to directly confront internal conflicts by expressing them through various mediums such as printmaking, 
sculpture, painting, and intuitive drawing. Although I use art as self-expression, I intent to confront the viewer with 
their own shadow and investigate whether the thoughts I experience are deeply personal or have a universal value. I 
depict internal emotions of anguish, fear and terror and aim to illicit equally intense reactions in those who view my 
work. My intention is also to deliver a visceral and affective experience of the darker facet of the human condition. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1650 
Artwork 1 Title: Bloody Scream 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7 x 21.0 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Intaglio solar plate print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An A4 solar print created from a digital sketch of a screaming face that engages with the 
contemporary dialogue between digital and traditional process. The medium of printmaking provides a constraining 
frame that amplifies the emotions of anguish and torment expressed by the bloody mouth. The gritty texture of the 
plate and paper is reminiscent of ‘film noir’, resulting in a nightmarish quality. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1651 
 
Artist Name: Laura Pedley 
Website: laurapedley.com 
IG: @laurapedleyart 
 
Artist Statement: Laura Pedley is an abstract landscape artist living in Manchester. Looking for the tensions between 
order and chaos, she draws inspiration from the transitions between different layers found within the landscape, 
and the places where human construction intersects with nature.  
  
  
  
 Creating her atmospheric and peaceful paintings Laura uses gouache to layer rich blues and greens, bleeding into 
soft pinks and peaches. She seeks to capture the essence of spacious landscapes and seascapes, then works back 
into the pieces with pen to build contrasting linear forms inspired by man-made structures. By exploring the 
juxtaposition between these two worlds, and mapping out the layers and rhythms that create beauty in the midst of 
uncertainty, Laura is aiming to capture the delicate balance holding up the world around us. 
  
  
  
 Laura studied Embroidery at Manchester School of Art. She has previously exhibited in Washington State, USA, in 
London and across the UK. She continues to produce commissions for private clients and create new self-initiated 
pieces to explore the boundaries of her practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1651 
Artwork 1 Title: Breathe No. 9 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 31x23 
Artwork 1 Medium: gouache and pen on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1653 
 
Artist Name: Kiah Pullens 
Website: www.kiahpullens.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: ‘The seduction of the image pulls me deep into the frame, where an assemblage of organised 
colours lay. Connected by touch, these colours form still, surreal shapes. These are the proportions of inertia that 
surround my photographic process.’ 
  
   
  
 With a desire to distort reality, Kiah Pullens plays with the traditions of photography. While honouring traditional 
photographic techniques and languages, her work interlaces unconscious urges of pleasure, of fervour and anxiety 
through an automotive and intuitive process. Enhancing emotional states through the use of imagery, Kiah’s 
photographic works evolve through a delicate performance in complete darkness. Embodied printing techniques and 
fluid movements unfold as a darkroom dance, as Kiah pushes the boundaries of the photographic medium, where 
elusive qualities are formed through the complex layering of historical and cultural imagery. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1653 
Artwork 1 Title: My idiot inferiority complex 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 200 
Artwork 1 Medium: Unique C-type Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A hazy fog sits at the forefront. 
  
 Consuming, the thickness circulates continuously, infinitely. Swirling and twisting one's foresight.  
  
  
  
 Irritation and tension inhabits the body where momentum and desire becomes entrapped beneath the rind of the 
soft skin.  
  
  
  
 Lingering and festering the fog can’t escape the mass looks for a way out, the turmoil gnaws underneath and the 
body decays while suffocating the mind.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 My idiot inferiority complex is a hand printed photographic work. Layered influences and processes construct the 
dual photographs as one form. There is a free thinking // free making // unconscious approach to the development 
of the work, yet the malleability and process of the hand print is methodical and liberating. Surreal photography 
sought out to destroy the borders between reality and dream and to release the passion. This work plays with the 
tensions that sit within a suffocated being. Whose words are never heard and their actions are controlled by an 
overbearing power. The chaotic suppression of emotions fog the unconscious and repressed desires are craving to 
escape.  
  
  
  
 Honouring traditional photographic methods of printing, My idiot inferiority complex arrives on the surface of the 
photographic paper through the transfer of light. An almost heavenly warmth weighs the paper down. A darkroom 
dance is performed, but to no one ~ a range of bodily movements and gestures negotiate the lightless space 
contributing to the embodied printing process. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1653 



Artist ID: 1661 
 
Artist Name: Nana Wolke 
Website: www.nanawolke.com 
IG: https://www.facebook.com/NANAWOLKE 
 
Artist Statement: In my work I approach the domestic setting as a subtle but persistent intruder to its familiar 
comfort, focusing on the items that inhabit the space. Through replication, misuse and distortion of items I create 
animated objects, slowly transforming into fictional personas themselves. I underscore the objects’ potential of 
participating in a larger narrative about the domestic microcosm and its fantasies in the age of identity, particularly 
the public and performed one, when domestic seems to remain the last frontier of intimacy or a platform where one 
can comfortably be oneself. I commonly utilize contemporary technologies that possess a fairly short history in 
combination with traditional techniques or materials that have deep-rooted memories, both personal and collective. 
I explore the relationship between the authentic and the copy, familiar and foreign, as well as seductive and 
uncanny. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1661 
Artwork 1 Title: Twins 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140x160x2.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas and steel frames 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by an image acquired via 3D scanning the painted interpretation aims at pairing the 
sensibility of toddlers' mattress as an actual object with the invented reality contained within a digital copy of the 
object, particularly its (un)subtle errors. The title of the work and turquoise green colors are inspired by eerie 
appearance of the twins in Stanley Kubrick's "The Shining". 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1663 
 
Artist Name: luciana bohm 
Website:  
IG: lucianatbohm 
 
Artist Statement: My practice revolves around research and experimentation with base and precious metals, fusion 
and forging. The process can be very technical, but the result is always a product of patterns fusing and interacting 
organically. With these results I seek to communicate the impressions of what I have observed and encountered 
growing up in Brazil and then living in the near the South Downs national park in UK. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1663 
Artwork 1 Title: Hydrid 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24cm x 9cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: metalwork - sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1669 
 
Artist Name: Tom Grove 
Website: https://www.tomgrove.co.uk/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tom_grove_art/ 
 
Artist Statement: Since graduating from design school, I’ve had a successful career working in automotive design as 
an Exterior 3d digital sculptor .  
  
 Currently I am working for one of the most celebrated car companies in the world.  
  
  
  
 Design has opened up a lot of doors in my life and one of those doors is art. In 2019 I started painting my self and 
through this I’ve found mixing my design practices into my own art work produces imagery that is exiting and 
engaging to me and hopefully to others. 
  
  
  
 My work is centred around desirability its constraints and its representation, the balance between its initial impact 
vs the long term desirability. 
  
 The image its self is a creation from the process, purely to chance the images appear in my work and are then 
placed in there environment to be represented to the viewer 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1669 
Artwork 1 Title: Representation of a figure against a surface 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 120x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on stretched canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The figure was captured to chance, and without intention, placed in a scene with lights.  
  
  
  
 On display lit up, propped up against the background and ready for the show.  
  
  
  
 The grid depicts creation and the domes in my work depict environments. The rest I like to leave to the viewer, as I 
try my best to take away control in producing my images , its only right I have little control in their depiction. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 1670 
 
Artist Name: Charmaine Maw 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Charmaine Maw can best be described as a multi discipline artist currently researching the 
relevance of light and how it is being represented and interpreted by contemporary artists.  
  
  
  
 Charmaine has a keen interest in working with glass and its capability to capture, reflect and refract light.  
  
  
  
 Her characteristic style often has a twofold representational form, with a combination of physical and nonphysical 
elements, her multi-dimensional work is both physical and in an experiential form. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 1670 
Artwork 1 Title: Global warming cloud burst 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35cm x 23cm x 20cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fused Bullseye glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Cloud burst is a fused glass sculpture representing global warming and the changing 
weather conditions. The twisted metal represents the earth groaning under the pressure of the stresses being placed 
upon planet earth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 


